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IBC2007 success

IBC2007	reported	46,964	visitors	to	the	
Convention	in	Amsterdam	in	September.	
The	exhibition	had	some	1300	companies	
on	1000	stands	that	fi	lled	the	RAI	Centre	to	
capacity,	so	an	additional	temporary	building	
was	added	to	satisfy	the	demand	for	space.	
Outside	exhibits	included	the	world’s	largest	
outside	broadcast	unit:	three	trucks	that	
interlink	to	provide	a	massive	production	
capability	for	its	owners	Euroscena.

It	was	all	a	 far	cry	 from	40	years	ago	
when	IBC1967	had	32	exhibitors	and	500	
delegates	and	the	whole	thing	fi	tted	into	a	
London	hotel	ballroom.

IBC2008	 wil l 	 be	 held	 at	 the	 RAI	
Amsterdam	12-16	September.

New-look PLASA 07 
much improved 
PLASA	07,	the	fi	rst	PLASA	Show	managed	
in-house	 by	 PLASA	 Events,	 has	 been	
judged	 an	 ‘outstanding	 success’	 by	
exhibitors	and	visitors	according	to	the	
organisers.	Early	visitor	numbers	suggest	
some	12,252	attended,	largely	in	line	with	
last	year,	although	overseas	attendance	
rose	from	27%	to	30%.

The	single-floor	layout	occupying	Earls	
Court	1	and	2	was	an	enormous	improvement	
and	together	with	lower	noise	levels	and	
a	smoke-free	atmosphere	created	a	much	
more	civilised	and	pleasant	environment	
compared	to	the	previous	years.

•	PLASA	Events	has	acquired	the	A.C.	
Lighting	North	trade	show,	bringing	the	
team’s	attention	to	this	fast-growing	event	
for	the	north	of	the	UK.

Aspera acquires 
DigiDelivery
Aspera	 has	 reached	 agreement	 with	
Avid	Technology	to	acquire	DigiDelivery,	
the	secure	digital	 file-exchange	system	
developed	by	Digidesign.	Aspera,	a	leader	
in	high-speed	fi	le	transfer	technology,	will	
assume	development,	manufacturing,	sales,	
and	support	for	the	DigiDelivery	product	
line	and	continue	to	enhance	the	technology	
that	is	integrated	within	Pro	Tools	and	Media	
Composer.	Avid	and	Digidesign	will	continue	
to	distribute	DigiDelivery	worldwide.

KT buys Super/HyperMAC business

An enduring pleasure 
of an exhibition like 

IBC is the opportunity to sit in on demos 
and sessions with gear that I am never 
likely to buy, get excited about or ever 
fully understand. we’re talking picture 
editing and manipulation here my friends, 
technology that interchange formats were 
created to protect us from. Unsurprisingly, 
like all great technological pioneers, many 
see themselves at the centre of a universe 
that connects with all lower forms of life by 
means of ‘workfl ow’. that’s a great word 
because it can mean so many subtly different 
things to so many. once we just went ahead 
and got the job done; now we struggle to 
justify our position in the workfl ow.

It’s a term that was probably first used by some analysts brought in to 
appraise a business for its masters with the view to streamlining and eventually 
saving money. In order to understand, these non-technical types had to draw 
it all out in a straight line for their bosses and when asked perhaps ‘which way 
does the money go?’ to their eternal damnation they may have answered ‘the 
same way that the work fl ows’. the concept of ‘workfl ow’ was quickly seized 
upon by get-ahead executives who applied it to all manner of disciplines as a 
means of encapsulating what their businesses did to anyone who would listen 
or had money to invest.

Its misuse in the audio and video world is class leading because it has come to 
symbolise a parallel rather than an absolute reality. thus at IBC I witnessed video 
‘workfl ows’ that attempted to bring together remote workers at their PCs at 
home with post facilities, ad agencies, client offi ces and independent operators. 
All of whom could access and suggest changes, even invoke temporary changes, 
all in the name of creative emancipation. that’s not workfl ow its bedlam. things 
get done — and true production workfl ows evolve as a result — because the 
process is demarcated, backtrackable and repeatable. For that to happen you 
have to have people with responsibility, accountability and ability at all stages 
and such systems work, daily.

setting the basis of a ‘workfl ow’ on the fact that technology can now enable it 
is hearing the ‘because you can’ at the expense of the ‘but you’d be bloody mad 
to.’ remote working has applications but emailing comments on a mix’s progress 
or the colour of a dissolve says you’re just adding to the noise fl oor and not really 
involved. get on a train and get in a room with the people who are.

Zenon schoepe

Klark	Teknik	has	purchased	the	assets	of	
the	 SuperMAC	 and	 HyperMAC	 audio	
networking	business	previously	operated	
by	Sony	Oxford,	a	division	of	Sony	United	
Kingdom	Ltd.	The	assets	include	all	the	
SuperMAC	and	HyperMAC	technology	
implementations	currently	available	from	
Sony	Oxford.

SuperMAC	technology	 is	 the	basis	of	
AES50-2005:	AES	standard	for	digital	audio	
engineering	—	high-resolution	multichannel	
audio	 interconnection	 —	 and	 KT	 will	
promote	the	use	of	AES50,	SuperMAC	
and	HyperMAC	and	license	the	use	of	the	
technology.	Support	for	existing	licensees	
will	transfer	from	Sony	Oxford	to	KT.

SuperMAC	and	HyperMAC	are	used	in	

the	Midas	XL8	and	KT	will	be	launching	a	
range	of	products	using	this	networking	
technology	beginning	with	the	DN9696	96-
track/96kHz	live	performance	recorder.

‘SuperMAC	and	HyperMAC	are	by	far	
and	away	the	best	networking	technology	
for	 live	 performance	 use,’	 said	 John	
Oakley,	MD	of	Telex	Communications	(UK)	
Ltd.	‘They	are	totally	deterministic	with	
very	 low	 latency	over	multiple	network	
segments	and	offer	very	high	reliability	
and	redundancy.	The	high	channel	capacity	
coupled	with	the	ability	to	carry	standard	
TCP/IP	messages	cannot	be	matched	by	
any	other	 technology.	 It	 is	particularly	
important	that	this	is	an	AES	standard	and	
open	to	all.’

LeaderAFter FIVe years	 at	
the	helm,	Joe	de	Bie	has	
stepped	down	as	MD	of	
Synthax	UK,	distributor	
of	RME	in	the	UK.	Martin	
Warr	(pictured),	former	

head	of	Loud	Technologies	UK,	has	
been	appointed	MD.	Changes	to	the	
company	under	the	new	management	
include	moving	from	the	current	base	in	
Melton	Mowbray	to	offi	ces	in	Watford.	
Synthax	 UK,	 Unit	 61,	 The	 Wenta	
Business	Centre,	Colne	Way,	Watford,	
Hertfordshire	WD24	7ND.

s y n t h A X  A U D I o 
A G , 	 G e r m a n y 	 a n d	
Synthax	Benelux	have	
announced	 that	 Cris	
Badea	 is 	 now	 sales	
manager	and	will	 take	

over	the	operations	in	the	Netherlands,	
Belgium	and	Luxembourg.	After	eight	
years	at	the	helm	of	Synthax	Benelux,	
Roger	Bisschops	has	stepped	down	
as	MD.	

PrIsm soUnD has	
boosted	 its	 technical	
and	sales	teams.	Simon	
Woollard,	 previously	
employed	 as	 senior	
acoustics	 engineer	 at	

PC	peripherals	developer	Saitek,	has	
joined	as	sales	engineer	for	its	Test	and	
Measurement	division.

Chris	 Allen	 joins	 as	
recording	hardware	sales	
and	support	engineer.	He	
has	worked	as	a	freelance	
engineer	 in	 live	 and	
studio	environments.

Karen	Hunt	 joins	 the	
sales	 and	 marketing	
team	 as 	 sa les 	 and	
marketing	administrator.	
S h e 	 h a s 	 w o r k e d	
previously	 in	sales	and	

marketing	roles.

AUDIo-teChnICA LtD 
has	appointed	Richard	
Palmer	as	sales	manager	
for	 Studio	 Broadcast	
and	Hire.	He	joins	from	
Advitel	 where	 he	 was	

business	development	manager	and	
latterly	sales	director.

AUDIo CoDeC specialist	APT	has	
appointed	 SDI	 as	 its	 distributor	 in	
Germany.

Appointments
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SCV London and Stirling Trading join forces

Lipson produces on Icon

Producer steve Lipson has taken delivery of a Digidesign Icon D-Control with a 
16-fader worksurface combined with Pro tools|hD Accel system as the centrepiece 
of his private studio at sarm west, London.

‘Icon has completely revolutionised the way I’m able to work,’ said Lipson. ‘I now 
have everything at my fi ngertips and have found that balances can be achieved 
in exactly the same way as on an analogue console, but even easier since it has 
several tricks that are brilliant. when I watch engineers trying to balance tracks 
with a mouse I fi nd it pretty perplexing.

‘I’ve often read that people consider Icon to simply be a big mouse, for me this 
couldn’t be further from the truth. Calling Icon a big mouse is a bit like calling a 
guitar a bit of wood or, for that matter, Pro tools simply a computer,’ he said.

Lipson has produced albums by Annie Lennox, simple minds, Pet shop Boys, 
Paul mcCartney and will young and is currently working with longstanding creative 
partner trevor horn on the Producers, the band they have established with Chris 
Braide, Lol Crème and Ash soan. Due for release in spring 2008, Lipson is mixing 
the debut album completely within Icon.

UK	distributor	
S C V	
London	 and	
d i s t r ibu to r /
sales	operation	
Stirling	Trading	
have	 joined	
forces.	Stirling	
Trading	 has	
moved	into	the	
SCV	premises	
in	 Loughton,	
Essex	and	the	
arrangement	
sees	 Stirling	
Trading	 MD	
A n d r e w	
Stirling	taking	
up	a	 full	 time	position	on	the	board	of	
directors	of	SCV	London.

‘This	 is	 the	culmination	of	a	one-year	
strategy	review	to	develop	the	SCV	London	
business,’	 said	SCV	London	MD	Julian	
Blyth.	‘This	merger	will	 strengthen	our	

presence	 in	
the	pro-audio	
markets	 and	
br ing	 some	
excellent	new	
talent	 to	 the	
company.’

‘The	synergy	
of	 our	 joint	
d i s t r ibut ion	
portfolios	plus	
the	 strength	
of 	 St i r l ing’s	
di rect 	 sa les	
built	 up	 over	
many 	 years	
experience	in	
the	 industry	

creates	an	exciting	opportunity,’	added	
Stirling.	 ‘With	 the	expertise	of	Stirling	
Trading’s	 technical	 sales	 team,	we	will	
be	able	to	penetrate	target	markets	and	
service	customers	more	effectively	to	the	
benefi	t	of	all	concerned.’

DiGiCo unveils future 
concept

DiGiCo	 unveiled	 its	 ‘concept	 of	 the	
future’,	the	SD7	console,	 in	September	
to	distributors	and	engineers	at	a	party	in	
London’s	Tower	Bridge	and	at	the	PLASA	
exhibition.	The	SD7	is	based	around	a	new	
technology	developed	at	DiGiCo,	called	
Stealth	digital	processing,	and	is	claimed	to	
bring	a	new	dimension	to	digital	mixing.

‘The	party	was	mainly	to	celebrate	our	
MBO,’	 said	DiGiCo	marketing	director	
David	Webster.	 ‘But	it	also	gave	us	the	
chance	 to	 let	our	guests	have	a	 sneak	
preview	of	what	we’re	working	towards.	The	
SD7	is	purely	a	concept,	but	who	knows	
what	the	real	possibilities	could	be.’

Stealth	employs	embedded	FPGA	and	
uses	the	new	Tiger	Sharc	processor	purely	
for	FX	and	emulations.

D&M Holdings 
acquires Calrec
D&M	Holdings	Inc	has	acquired	console	
manufacturer	Calrec	Audio.

‘The	acquisition	of	Calrec	is	an	important	
step	 in	 our	 stated	 growth	 strategy	 to	
expand	 into	 new	 markets,	 specifically	
commercial	audio/visual,’	said	chairman	
and	CEO	Eric	Evans.	‘With	Calrec,	we’re	
adding	another	premium	brand	 to	 the	
D&M	family	—	one	that	places	us	fi	rmly	in	
the	broadcast	market	and	serves	the	most	
prominent	customers	throughout	the	world	
such	as	the	BBC,	ITV,	NBC,	CBS,	Fox,	MBS	
and	Asahi.’

D&M	Holdings	includes	Denon,	Marantz,	
McIntosh	Laboratory,	Boston	Acoustics,	
Snell	Acoustics,	Escient,	ReplayTV,	D&M	
Professional	and	D&M	Premium	Sound	
Solutions.	It	has	also	targeted	expansion	
in	 other	 commercial	 AV	 markets,	 such	
as	 recording,	 live	 music	 performance	
venues,	fi	lm	production	and	public	spaces.	
Commercial	 AV	 businesses,	 including	
automotive,	will	account	for	approximately	
25%	of	D&M’s	worldwide	revenue	in	2007.

Verbatim acquires 
SmartDisk
Verbatim	 Corporation	 and	 its	 parent	
company	Mitsubishi	Kagaku	Media	(MKM)	
has	 purchased	 substantially	 all	 of	 the	
assets	of	SmartDisk	Corporation’s	external	
hard	drive	and	digital	imaging	business.	
SmartDisk	had	a	16%	share	in	the	US	retail	
portable	drive	market	in	2006.

tAPCo BrAnD group	vice	president	
John	Boudreau	is	now	heading	up	the	
development	and	direction	of	Tapco	
products.	With	Boudreau	at	the	helm,	
Tapco	is	now	under	the	same	leadership	
that	drives	the	Mackie	brand.

kLotZ DIgItAL has	
appointed	 Jim	 Bakker	
as	 sales	 director	 for	
Europe,	 Middle	 East	
and	Africa	 (EMEA).	He	
previously	 worked	 for	
AKG	Acoustics	and	prior	to	that	he	was	
involved	in	sales,	consulting,	design	
and	 installation	 for	 installed	 sound	
systems.

JAmes AnDerson 
has	joined	Sonic	Studio	
as	manager	of	customer	
relations.	He	has	been	
active	behind	the	scenes	
at	 Sonic	 Studio	 for	 a	
while	but	 is	now	participating	as	an	
employee.

A L I s o n  k e n n y 
has	 been	 appointed	
o f f i c e 	 m a n a g e r 	 a t	
Irish	 distributor	 Audio	
Warehouse.

kAteLyn Benton 
has	 joined	PreSonus	as	
marketing	communications	
associate.	She	is	a	recent	
graduate	 from	Berklee	
College	of	Music.

soLID stAte Logic	has	appointed	
Jerry	Berger	and	Pete	
Wood 	 a s 	 VP 	 sa l e s	
and	 sa les 	 manager,	
respectively,	for	Media	
Production	 Systems.	
Jerry	will	be	based	at	
SSL’s	New	York	office	and	Pete	will	
be	based	at	SSL’s	HQ	in	the	UK.	Jerry	
most	recently	served	as	VP	and	general	
manager	for	MicroFirst	Engineering	and	
was	previously	at	Sony	
Electronics,	Broadcast	
&	 Professional	 Group	
and	NBC	TV	Network.	
Pete	Wood	previously	
led	 sales	 efforts	 for	
companies	including	Sony	Broadcast	
&	Professional	Group,	Avid	Technology	
Europe,	 Encoda	 Systems,	 Autocue	
Systems	and	OmniBus	Systems.

Appointments

Blyth and Stirling.
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(l-r) Sonic Distribution directors James 
Young, Phil Smith and Mitch Carey.

The	 UK’s	 Sonic	 Distribution	 recently	
celebrated	 five	 years	 of	 business	 and	
refl	ected	its	continued	expansion	with	a	
new	5500sqft	offi	ce	and	distribution	and	
warehousing	facility.

JZ Microphones 
spins out of Violet

S c r u p l e s	
m a n a g e m e n t	
and	shareholders,	
which	 have	 the	
rights	to	the	Violet	
microphone	brand,	
have	spun	off	the	

new	JZ	brand	from	Violet	and	attracted	
venture	capital	for	further	development.	
The	JZ	brand	is	owned	by	JZ	Microphones	
in	Latvia	and	will	develop	‘modern	recording	
equipment	and	high	quality	microphones’	
that	 will	 be	 produced	 in	 Latvia	 in	 the	
Scruples	manufacturing	plant.

‘The	main	goal	of	our	new	company	will	
be	investments	in	developing	the	JZ	brand,’	
said	Juris	Zarins,	JZ	Microphones	chairman	
of	the	board	(pictured).	‘Fresh	capital	and	
well-established	production	facilities	will	
help	us	to	create	high	quality	products	
of	professional	sound	equipment	and	a	
forward	 looking	product	development	
strategy.’

www.jzmic.com

Georgian 
broadcast B800
Tbilisi-based	Symbol	Studio	has	sold	three	
Soundcraft	B800	consoles	to	the	Georgian	
Public	Broadcaster	to	complement	the	pair	
of	Soundcraft	BB100	consoles	at	Imedi	TV	
and	a	further	BB100	at	Rustavi	2	in	the	
Georgian	capital.

Symbol	 director	 general,	 Teimuraz	
Kvernadze,	said	that	in	the	last	fi	ve	years	
the	country’s	broadcast	industry	has	shown	
signifi	cant	development.	‘There	are	several	
underlying	reasons	—	notably	the	rapid	
economic	reforms,	growth	in	the	economy,	
political	stability	and	the	transformation	of	
state	TV	into	Georgian	Public	Broadcaster	
(GPB),’	he	said.

‘We	won	the	tender	to	provide	the	B800s	
as	 the	best	combination	of	quality	and	
price,’	 reported	Teimuraz.	 ‘At	the	same	
time,	within	the	broadcast	network	are	a	
couple	of	private	stations,	with	the	highest	
local	rating	and	the	budget	to	support	the	
best	technical	equipment.	Thus	Soundcraft’s	
BB100s	became	 the	natural	 choice	 for	
Rustavi2,	Imedi	TV	—	as	well	as	independent	
record	label,	Step	Records.’

Quested for Conservatory 

the Quested distributor in singapore, ssL Asia, has supplied the system for the 
recording studio at the yong siew toh Conservatory of music (yst).

the ssL C200 is teamed with a Quested 5.1 system made up of Q412ds as main 
Lr monitors and also handle the .1 feed, a Q212dn for the centre and Q210ds for 
the surrounds. the studio playback and rehearsal room monitoring is handled by a 
pair of Q210ds and two QsB118 subwoofers.

‘the rooms were co-designed with the consultant Alan kefauver and built 
by David hawkins of eastlake Audio and are large enough to record the entire 
orchestra of the conservatory,’ explained Chan ken wah of ssL Asia. ‘recording 
and monitoring is also possible in the studio Control room from the concert hall, 
which is situated in another part of the same building. most of, if not all, the live 
recordings of performances are made in the control room with the Questeds.’

the facilities are housed in a three-storey building that comprises 45 practice 
and rehearsal rooms, 30 teaching studios, eight ensemble rooms and one of the 
largest recording studios in Asia.

Danish national broadcaster Danmarks 
Radio has installed three C200s this year, 
joining its existing fl eet of two C200s and 
four C100s. In Japan, Magnax Production 
facility (pictured) has purchased a C200.
France 3 has purchased a further two SSL 
C100 consoles, one for use in its facility in 
Strasbourg and the other in Corsica. Fox 
Europe has bought fi ve for use in Serbia, 
Poland and Turkey.

Surround-sound remixer and songwriter 
Rory Kaplan’s studio is now based around 
an SSL AWS 900+ with two XLogic Alpha-
Link AX convertors in conjunction with 
two Mixpander 64-channel PCI audio 
interface cards. He also has two XLogic 
X-Rack modular rack systems packed with 
Four Channel Input Modules (60 channels 
total) and an XLogic Multichannel 
Compressor.

Uk-BAseD BroADCAst systems	
integrator	Megahertz	is	distributing	Otari’s	
Lightwinder	range	of	fi	bre-optic	networking	

boxes	in	the	UK.
Megahertz	has	taken	

on	craftsman	Bill	O’Flynn	
to	head	the	company’s	
expanding	woodworking	
division.

rICk BoLIn has	been	appointed	as	
CEO	designate	of	the	IABM.	He	will	
take	up	the	appointment	in	October,	
taking	over	from	the	current	CEO	Roger	
Crumpton	in	2008.

(l-r) Jörg Rader (A-T branch 
manager), Bob Goleniowski (A&H 
sales director), Markus Sinsel (A-T 
product manager) and Norbert 
Perstinger (A&H European sales 
manager).

AUDIo-teChnICA In Germany	won	
the	Allen	&	Heath	Distributor	of	the	
Year	award	2007	for	the	best	overall	
performance	 of	 an	 international	
distributor.

CIrCUIt reseArCh 
Labs,	 has	 promoted	
B i l l 	 Sezate 	 to 	 v ice	
president	 of	 Tempe	
Operat ions. 	 He	 wi l l	
oversee	all	production	

and	manufacturing	operations.
Connie	Chandler	has	been	promoted	

to	 controller.	 Prior	 to	 this	 she	 was	
accounting	manager	for	Orban/CRL.

tUrBosoUnD hAs appointed	
Athens-based	Metro	Audio	Systems	as	
its	Greek	distributor.

Appointments
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Lloyd makes ‘Monkey’ 
with 5012

Richard	Lloyd,	guitarist	with	1970s	rock	
band	Television,	is	releasing	a	solo	album	
that	was	tracked	through	a	Rupert	Neve	
Designs	Portico	5012	Duo	Mic	Pre.	The	
Radiant	Monkey	was	entirely	mixed	using	
the	Portico	5042	2-Channel	‘True	Tape’	
Emulation	and	Line	Driver.	

Lloyd	produced,	engineered,	sang,	and	
played	all	the	guitars,	bass	and	drums	on	
the	project	then	had	a	drummer	learn	and	
replace	his	original	percussion	tracks.	‘Out	of	
24	tracks	all	but	fi	ve	are	through	the	5012,’	he	
said.	‘I	recorded	the	new	record	with	seven	
mics	on	the	drums:	two	ribbons	overhead,	
two	ribbons	in	front,	kick	and	snare,	and	a	
room	mic.	I	used	the	5012	for	either	the	two	
overheads,	which	were	Beyer	160s,	or	in	front	
of	the	kit,	where	I	used	a	stereo	pair	of	the	
Royer	121	or	the	AEA	R84.’

Apart	from	the	bass,	which	was	recorded	
direct,	he	continues,	‘absolutely	everything	
else	went	through	the	5012	—	all	the	vocals,	
and	all	 the	guitars,	which	were	usually	
recorded	in	a	stereo	pair	with	a	Royer	121	
and	a	Turner	Model	500	cardioid.’

Lloyd	maintained	a	short	and	clean	path	
to	the	24-track	digital	recorder	in	his	private	
studio.	‘There	are	no	effects	whatsoever	
on	any	of	the	guitars.	No	fuzz	boxes,	no	
chorus,	no	echo,	just	guitar	straight	into	an	
amp.	And	I	hardly	used	EQ,’	he	revealed,	
adding,	 ‘but	 the	5012	has	 to	have	 the	
greatest	high	pass	fi	lter.	It’s	an	extremely	
pleasant	sweep.	I	usually	set	it	between	60	
and	80Hz.	You	never	hear	it,	but	it’s	taking	
away	the	vibrations	that	might	be	coming	
through	the	mic	stand.’

Songwriter/composer Brad Lycan has 
installed a 24-channel Audient ASP8024 in 
his recently reinvigorated project studio in 
Kansas City, USA. The desk runs with a 16-
track tape machine and Cakewalk Sonar. 
‘Its aesthetic beauty, audio quality, power, 
and functionality make it a good choice 
for aspiring songwriters and composers 
who want to produce and market their 
own music as well as submit work to fi lm 
producers and mainstream artists seeking 
new material,’ he said. ‘It is a superior 
console compared to other commercial 
consoles that many home studios are 
using today, including the new trend in 
digital mixing consoles.’

Merging wins RTBF deal

s&V Institute adopts genelec

the netherlands Institute of sound & Vision in hilversum is home to an archive of 
thousands of hours of public broadcast programming and other AV material and 
the sound & Vision experience, an interactive museum/multimedia facility that 
explains the operations of broadcast media and allows visitors to take part in mock 
programmes and to explore aspects of the archive content.

Down among the fl oors housing the archive are ten preview rooms and a 5.1 
listening room equipped with genelec 8000 series monitors, all for auditioning 
archive material. the studios standardised on genelec s30 monitors years ago and 
still use them for their critical work in all their rooms.

Merging	Technologies	has	won	the	contract	
to	supply	a	combination	of	broadcast	systems	
to	the	Francophone	state	broadcaster	in	
Belgium,	Radio	Télévision	Belge	Francais	
(RTBF).	The	new	systems	at	RTBF	will	be	built	
around	Merging’s	Ramses	MSC,	which	was	
introduced	earlier	this	year	and	integrates	
the	company’s	Pyramix	multitrack	audio	
environment,	the	video	playback	system	
VCube,	and	Sphynx2	A-D	and	D-A	interfacing	
with	DSP	and	a	hands-on	control	surface.

RTBF’s	 Merging	 order	 is	 part	 of	 a	
refurbishment	programme,	known	at	RTBF	
as	‘le	Projet	Numprod’	—	the	plan	for	the	
move	to	digital	production	—	which	will	see	
the	station’s	entire	broadcast	infrastructure	
re-equipped	to	handle	HD	video	broadcast	
with	surround	audio,	and	see	the	company	
move	from	tape-based	working	to	digital,	
server-based	workflows.	The	deal	with	
Merging	covers	RTBF’s	11	postproduction	
studios	in	Brussels,	Liège,	and	Charleroi.	

Merging	will	be	supplying	11	Pyramix,	11	
VCube	HDs,	nine	24-fader	and	two	8-fader	
Ramses	all	with	edit	bays,	and	11	Sphynx2	
A-D/D-A	convertors.	Each	studio	will	be	
built	around	a	central	server	to	which	all	the	
studio	workstations	will	have	access.	When	
projects	are	completed	they	will	be	placed	
on	a	separate	playout	server	in	MXF	format	
for	broadcast.

‘Merging	proved	to	be	RTBF’s	choice	as	
a	result	of	their	thorough	understanding	
of	 the	entire	project,	 the	wide-ranging	
compatibil ity	 of	 the	 solutions	 they	
proposed,	and	of	course,	the	suggested	
cost,’	said	Didier	Vanzeune,	head	of	Projet	
Numprod	at	RTBF.	‘We’ll	bring	together	
all	the	suppliers	involved	in	our	plan	for	
moving	to	digital	production,	and	carry	
out	proof-of-concept	 tests	 to	 fine-tune	
the	server-based	workfl	ow	concepts.	We	
anticipate	that	it	will	take	a	couple	of	years	
to	carry	out	the	complete	install.’

C r o w n 
InternAtIonAL has	
made	several	changes	
and	 additions	 to	 its	
marketing	 personnel	
line	 up.	 Brian	 Divine,	

who	 previously	 served	 as	 market	
director	 for	 Portable	
PA, 	 i s 	 now	 market	
director	for	Engineered	
Sound/Touring	Sound.	
Andy	Flint,	 formerly	 a	
business	 developer	 in	
the	Portable	PA	market,	
is	 now	vertical	market	
manager	 for	 Portable	
PA.	Phil	McPhee	is	now	
vertical	market	manager,	
Commercial	Sound.	He	
previously	 worked	 in	
Crown’s	 engineering	
team.

K r i s t i n 	 H o w a r d	
has	 been	 appointed	
marketing	coordinator.

s y m e t r I X  h A s 
a p p o i n t e d 	 D a l l a s	
Dougherty	to	the	newly-
created	 posit ion	 of	
product	 and	 training	
specialist/fi	eld	engineer.

kLIPsCh groUP has	placed	fi	ve	staff	into	
new	leadership	roles	at	its	Klipsch	Group	
Europe	and	Klipsch	Group	Asia	Pacific	
distribution	management	companies.

Per	 Magh,	 former	 Jamo	 market	
manager,	has	been	promoted	to	director	
of	marketing	and	operations	for	the	
Europe	and	Asia	Pacifi	c	operations.

Dick	Tuerlings,	former	Audio	Products	
International	 director	 of	 European	
sales,	has	been	promoted	to	director	
of	distribution	strategy	for	the	Klipsch,	
Mirage,	Energy	and	athena	brands.

Lars	Johansen	has	been	appointed	
director	of	sales	and	distribution	for	the	
Europe	and	the	Asia	Pacifi	c	operations,	
concentrating	on	the	Mirage,	Energy	
and	athena	brands.

Rene	Rijneveld	has	been	promoted	
to	director	of	sales	and	distribution	
for	Klipsch	Group	Europe	and	Klipsch	
Group	Asia	Pacific,	 focusing	on	 the	
Klipsch	brand.	

Ulrik	 Sindberg,	 former	 division	
manager	of	Jamo	export,	has	been	
promoted	 to	 director	 of	 sales	 and	
distribution	for	Klipsch	Group	Europe	
and	 Klipsch	 Group	 Asia	 Pacif ic,	
concentrating	on	the	Jamo	brand.

gLoBALstor DAtA Corporation	has	
appointed	Skill	Computer	Services	Ltd		
as	its	distributor	for	Brazil.

Appointments

(l-r) Chris Mertens of Merging Benelux; Cécile Gonfroid, head of RTBF; Claude Cellier, 
president of Merging.
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CNN LA brings Max Air total to 12

D-Command crops up at home 

Uk hhB post subsidiary scrub has supplied a 24-fader Icon D-Command and Pro 
tools hD3 to the Farm group for its hD facility home in London. home was the 
capital’s fi rst dedicated hD postproduction facility, and the new system is already 
busy with 5.1 hD productions for broadcast by sky, national geographic and the 
Discovery Channel.

In thailand, the national news Bureau, Channel 11 Public relations Department 
has bought 22 hhB Flashmics for use by its radio reporters.

‘Flashmic is perfect for radio journalism,’ said national news Bureau reporter 
Phanawan Jitsamut. ‘the recording quality is extremely high and the 1gb memory 
means that I can go on gathering interviews without having to worry about 
running out of recording time. Flashmic also makes it easy for me to organise my 
recordings and fi le my reports. with Flashmic, I can concentrate on the story, not 
the recorder.’

emI’s new owner	Terra	Firma	isn’t	
planning	to	sell	the	troubled	recorded	
music	division,	according	to	comments	
from	deal-maker	Guy	Hands	 at	 the	
Royal	Television	Society	convention	in	
Cambridge,	writes	Nigel Jopson.	‘We	
are	determined	to	
keep	 that	 part	 of	
the	 business	 and	
we	are	determined	
to	make	it	viable,’	
he	 told	 reporters,	
s u g g e s t i n g 	 a	
turnaround	 plan.	
Hands	 (pictured)	
rende red 	 l abe l	
executives	apoplectic	by	admitting:	‘We	
look	for	the	worst	business	we	can	fi	nd	
in	the	most	challenged	sector	and	we	
get	really	happy	if	it’s	really,	really	bad.	
EMI,	our	most	recent	investment,	is	a	
classic	example.’	Tell	it	like	it	is,	Guy	...

A m a z o n 	 i s	
e x p e c t e d 	 t o	
launch	its	iTunes	
rival	any	day	now,	after	signing	deals	
with	Universal	Music	Group	and	EMI.	
Amazon	has	taken	the	radical	decision	
to	sell	music	only	in	unprotected	MP3	
format.	While	this	means	only	tunes	from	
EMI	and	certain	releases	from	Universal,	
plus	a	number	of	independents,	they	
will	at	least	work	on	all	players,	including	
the	iPod.	Amazon	is	planning	a	tiered	
pricing	scheme	with	new	releases	at	
higher	price.	Major	labels	had	pleaded	
with	Steve	Jobs	to	have	variable	pricing,	
the	Amazon	digital	service	will	have	
four	pricing	tiers.	Now	we	know	why	
Universal	insisted	on	a	monthly-only	
contract	with	Apple.

As	 CD	 sales	 decline,	
airplay	royalties	have	never	
been	more	 important	 for	
musicians	and	
c o m p o s e r s .	
The	collection	
s o c i e t i e s	
worldwide	are	
generally	doing	
a	good	job,	with	US	society	Broadcast	
Music	Inc	(BMI)	recently	reporting	record	
receipts	of	US$839m.	More	than	$732m	
will	be	distributed	to	songwriters,	up	8%	
from	2006.	In	the	UK	the	PPL,	which	is	
responsible	for	collecting	and	distributing	
airplay	and	performance	royalties	to	over	
40,000	performers,	saw	a	13%	increase	
in	overall	 revenues	during	2006.	All	
these	good	efforts	make	the	absence	
of	a	broadcasting	right	for	performers	in	
the	US	seem	a	shocking	anomaly.	The	US	
radio	industry	(with	its	$20bn	advertising	
revenue)	always	argued	that	playing	our	
tracks	is	promotional,	and	historically	
has	never	paid	a	bean:	this	means	US	
artists	don’t	get	paid	for	airplay	in	other	
countries	either.	Professor	Liebowitz	
from	the	University	of	Texas	has	done	
research	indicating	radio	play	does	not	
have	the	positive	impact	on	record	sales	

Biz Bites
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CNN	has	bought	two	Euphonix	Max	Air	
consoles	for	its	new	on-air	and	production	
studios	under	construction	in	Los	Angeles.	
CNN	Los	Angeles	is	the	fourth	CNN	facility	
to	install	Max	Airs	bringing	the	total	number	
of	systems	to	twelve.

One	 of	 the	 Los	 Angeles	 Max	 Airs	
will	 be	 installed	 in	 the	 main	 control	
room	for	Larry	King	Live	while	a	second,	
identical	system	will	be	installed	in	a	smaller	
studio	where	it	will	support	other	shows	
independently.

Al-Watan	Satellite	TV,	the	new	broadcast	
division	 of	 publishing	 house	 Dar	 Al	
Watan,	has	installed	a	32-fader	Max	Air	
with	the	DF66	SuperCore	in	its	new	HD	
TV	studio	 in	Ardiya,	Kuwait.	UK-based	
Television	Systems	Limited	was	contracted	

to	design,	supply	and	integrate	the	HD	
facility.	The	1,000sqm	studio	is	outfi	tted	
with	 six	 Grass	 Valley	 LDK	 4000	 high-
defi	nition	cameras	from	Thomson,	an	Arri	
lighting	grid	and	Sennheiser	broadcast	
microphones.
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Fun and games with D3/S5

two more Vista 8s to BBC tC

two studer Vista 8s have been installed at BBC television Centre in west London.  
BBC studios, part of BBC resources Ltd, ordered the desks for studio six and 
studio Four, following the installation of a 72-fader wraparound Vista 8 into BBC 
studios’ fl agship studio one two years ago.

the two consoles are similar in scale with approximately 500 inputs in 72-fader 
and 62-fader wraparound layouts. the smaller of the two desks, in studio six, can 
be expanded at a future date by the addition of more DsP.

radio netherlands (rnw) 
has replaced the technica l 
in f rastructure  of  i t s  rad io 
production studios with a studer 
onAir 3000net in each of its four 
self-op presenter studios. A fi fth 
desk is located in a master control 
room, which can access and control 
the worksurfaces in the individual 
studios via an IP network.

Freelance	producer	
a n d 	 re c o rd i n g	
e n g i n e e r 	 M a t t	
Howe	has	become	
one	 of	 the	 f irst	
users	of	DPA’s	new	
D3/S5	 surround	
mount,	 recording	
an	 orchestra	 in	
Bulgaria	 for	 the	
soundtrack	of	Ace	
Combat	6	for	the	Sony	PlayStation	3	and	
Xbox	games	platforms.	

Howe	 works	 at	 the	 Old	 Theatre	 3	 at	
Pinewood	Film	Studios	with	composer,	
orchestrator	and	conductor	Youki	Yamamoto.	
Yamamoto’s	 production	 company	 was	
commissioned	by	leading	games	software	
developers	Namco	Games	 to	write	 the	
music	orchestrations	and	co-ordinate	the	
recording	locations,	orchestra	and	choir	
booking	for	the	new	game,	and	decided	to	
record	the	project	at	the	state	radio	studios	
in	the	Bulgarian	capital,	Sofi	a.	

‘I	needed	to	take	equipment	which	was	
reliable,	lightweight	and	portable	enough	
to	make	a	multichannel	surround	recording	
compatible	with	modern	day	games	consoles	
that	 reproduce	 5.1	 audio,’	 explained	

Howe.	 ‘One	of	my	
objectives	 was	 to	
select	a	multichannel	
array	mic	system	that	
could	facilitate	the	
greatest	 neutrality	
and	 lowest	 self-
noise,	 capturing	 a	
clear	representation	
o f 	 t h e 	 r o o m	
acoust ics , 	 whi le	

also	having	the	ability	of	being	supported	
and	adjusted	uniformly.	With	great	timing,	
three	weeks	before	the	recording	I	saw	an	
announcement	of	the	D3/S5	release	and	
imagined	the	possibilities	it	could	offer	a	
location	recording	engineer,	who	could	set	
it	up	with	a	minimum	of	support	stands	and	
personnel.’

Howe	used	the	D5	with	five	DPA	4006	
omnis.	‘This	meant	all	mics	on	the	mount	
would	be	matched	and	I	could	adapt	my	DPA	
nose	cones	and	acoustic	pressure	spheres	
between	the	different	models	because	the	
bodies	are	machined	with	the	same	exterior	
dimensions,’	he	said.	‘Some	members	of	
the	production	team	commented	that	we’d	
achieved	a	well-balanced	recording,	which	
was	very	pleasing.’

normally	attributed	to	it,	and	appears	to	
have	an	economically	important	negative	
impact,	 suggesting	 radio	 listening	
may	 be	 a	 substitute	 for	 purchasing	
recordings.	Now	Representative	Howard	
Berman	 is	 expected	 to	 introduce	 a	
bill	 in	Congress	 to	 tackle	 the	 issue,	
and	there’s	a	campaigning	website	at	
www.musicfi	rstcoalition.org

Led	Zeppelin	is	reforming	for	a	one-
off	gig	at	the	O2	Arena	in	London	on	
26	November.	An	estimated	20	million	
attempts	to	register	for	the	ticket	lottery	
crashed	the	booking	website.	The	show	
at	the	former	Millennium	Dome	will	see	
Bonzo’s	son,	Jason,	sitting	in	on	drums,	
and	also	features	Bill	Wyman’s	Rhythm	
Kings,	Pete	Townshend,	Paolo	Nutini	
and	Foreigner.	It	has	been	organised	
as	a	tribute	to	Atlantic	
Records	co-founder	
A h m e t 	 E r t e g u n ,	
who	died	after	a	fall	
at	 a	 Rolling	 Stones	
concert	 last	 year.	
Profi	ts	from	the	£125	tickets	will	go	to	
fund	scholarships	in	the	US	and	UK,	and	
Ertegun’s	native	Turkey.

For	an	insight	into	how	the	label	was	
run	34	years	ago,	check	out	this	internal	
Atlantic	video	featuring	Jerry	Greenberg	
and	the	promotion	staff	www.youtube.
com/watch?v=a6BUulSLLEM&NR=1

The	1973	release	schedule:	Houses	of	the	
Holy	(17	months	in	the	making),	Yessongs,	
J	Geils	(pressed	in	red	vinyl!),	The	Spinners,	
not	to	mention	The	Eagles’	Desperado,	
King	Crimson,	Roberta	Flack	...	
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showtime
SATIS,	Paris	................ 23-25	October

Sounddesign,	VDT	Symposium,	
Ludwigsburg	...31	October-2	November

Broadcast	India,	Mumbai	...1-3	November

SBES,	Birmingham		14-15	November

Interbee,	Tokyo	..... 20-22	November

NAMM,	Anaheim	....... 17-20	January

ISE,	Amsterdam	.......... 29-31	January

Broadcast	Live/VideoForum,	

London	..........30	January-1	February

Sounds	Expo,	
London	............ 28	February-1	March

CabSat,	Dubai,		.................4-6	March

Pro	Light	+	Sound,	
Frankfurt	........................12-15	March

NAB,	Las	Vegas	............... 12-17	April

AES	Europe,	Amsterdam	...17-20	May
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It‘s InterestIng how the games business 
has not so much reinvented itself as changed 
the manner in which it is perceived. Gaming has 

become less niche and more widely accepted across 
different social groups and age ranges and this move 
from the shadows to the mainstream has brought 

with it a certain hipness. Whereas other disciplines 
may struggle to retain currency — broadcasting 
certainly has a ‘popular appeal’ problem — the game 
developer business has long since shed the stereotype 
of programmer nerds with too much intelligence and 
not enough personality and has metamorphosed into 

something that is vibrant and happening.
An important observation is that games is something 

of a rich seam of audio employment potential. It’s a 
destination for ‘outside’ material to be used in games 
but it’s also one of the few areas of the industry 
where there are new audio jobs to be found. While 
the prospect of continual track laying and screen-
centricity may not appeal to audio operators used 
to a more organic and traditional working method, 
it seems extremely well-suited to younger engineers 
more comfortable with these working processes. In 
fact that really is the key — the game development 
industry is a young person’s world.

You would certainly think so if you walked into 
the EA Dice headquarters in Stockholm. A rather 
unpromising front entrance opens up from the elevator 

eA Dice
It’s the number one game developer in northern europe and it’s based in an impressive 

building with staggering views over stockholm. Zenon sChoePe checks in to appraise 

its attention to audio.

Trevor Horn and Hans Zimmer have trusted Questeds since 1985.
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to the sort of glass-walled building, layout and décor 
that only the Swedish can carry off convincingly. 
It’s less of a working environment and more of a 
lifestyle statement – its open plan work areas are 
demarcated by glass partition walls and themed 
furniture. This look is carried across the 5500sqm 
area from the reception to the different fl oors and 
at all times you have commanding penthouse-style 
views over Stockholm — Gamla Stan, Skeppsholmen 
and Saltsjön. 

EA Digital Illusions CE (Dice) is one of the world’s 
foremost game studios. What started as a small project 
in the 1990s has through creating bestsellers, such as 
Rallisport Challenge and the Battlefi eld series, made 
the company the number one game developer in 
northern Europe.

Indeed the progression of the Battlefi eld series of 
games from the original Battlefi eld 1941, through 
Vietnam, the more modern 2, and now the futuristic 
Battlefi eld 2142 serves as a good indicator of 
how the gaming industry has evolved and also 
demonstrates how taking care of the sound can be a 
major selling point.

The developers will tell you that they are able to 
do what they want to do from a sound standpoint for 
the fi rst time with the new platforms. 5.1 is part of the 
gaming experience and surround headphones are an 
area of real activity. David Mollerstedt, head of audio 
at Dice, says that many people still take Battlefi eld 2 
as a reference game in this respect.

‘The gaming industry has always been about 
graphics — the game with the best graphic is 
considered to be the best,’ he says. ‘But when you 
do fi rst person games, like Dice does, when you 
are the player in the game it is really important for 
the immersion to have good sound as well. Just 
putting the camera in the world doesn’t do it. And 
when you’re talking about a multiplayer game when 
someone can sneak up behind you you need that 
sound cue as well. You want to hear when someone 
is coming and when you hear them reload their gun 
then you can turn around and get them. Sound has 
naturally become a focus for Dice.’

Dice moved into its the newly refurbished building 
in Summer last year. In line with the importance it 
attaches to audio it integrated fi ve small studios and 
one larger one into the plan for the refi t. The control 
rooms were designed by Swedish acoustician Ingemar 
Ohlsson of Audio Data Lab and 5.1 was stipulated 
from the onset. The feel is great and the fi nishing light 
and airy although the rooms themselves are positively 
skeletal in equipment terms compared to even the 
most frugal of post suites.

The larger room operates more like a preview 
theatre for fi nal ‘mixing’ with the smaller rooms 

serving as the place where the sound designers do 
their stuff. You won’t see a mixing console in any of 
the rooms because they have no need of them and 
the sound designers use Sony Creative Software Vegas 
and Sound Forge as their editors of choice as much of 
their work is multitrack layering of effects.

They don’t actually ‘mix’ a game as such because 
of the interactive nature of the play; they lay the 
sounds up and when you play the game you mix it 
by your actions. One very interesting aspects of game 
development is the ability to optimise the game for the 
player’s playback system in terms of dynamic range 
and frequency content — something you certainly 
can’t do for a music CD.

There’s a Calrec mic preamp in the bigger room, 
which hosts most of the recording on site, while 
the smaller rooms use sounds from libraries or bring 
them in from outside recordings. Each room has 
an SPL monitoring controller and that pretty much 
wraps up the list of hardware aside from the monitors 
themselves. All the rooms are Genelec 5.1 with 8000 

series monitors. 
‘The 8050 was the obvious choice for this room 

[the large one] and we had different opinions about 
the other rooms so we ended up with three rooms 
with the 8030s and two with the 8040s — those last 
two have 8030s at the back,’ explains David.

They had used Genelec 8000 Series monitors 
in their old facility and have stuck with the brand 
although David points out that their monitoring 
environments are in no way representative of the 
average gamer’s playback system. But, he adds, 
‘we want to hear the faults and you need a good 
system for that.’ They also have a boom-box that 
they bring into the bigger room as a lofi  reference 
and use TVs with integrated speaker systems for 
sound approval.

Genelec 1091s and 8020s are also employed in 
two non-acoustically treated rooms that are used by 
the audio programmers who handle the ‘engine’ part 
of the game development.

David says that a high percentage of sound 
designers and audio programmers come from music 
recording backgrounds. That doesn’t surprise me as 
much of the work is similar in preparation and process 
even if the result is not the same. It’s also likely to be 
a more exciting, challenging and lucrative means of 
employment compared to the prospect of making tea 
just for the love of it. ■

Contact
DICe, stoCkhoLm, sweDen:
website:	www.dice.se

From advanced mixing consoles, music on the go, cinema, live performance you name it - AKM mixed signal technology is there.
From mastering grade ADC to our space saving CODECS,  AKM has the professional solution.

AK4396 Low power 120dB DAC
AK4397 32 Bit Premium Sound DAC
AK4620B Space saving 114dB CODEC
AK4125 Master clock free SRC
AK4113 AES/EBU DIR inc. 6 ch.selector
AK5385B Pro Standard 114dB ADC
AK5394A Industry leading 123dB ADC

192kHz Professional  Range

New

AKM™ is the brand name of Asahi EMD Corporation’s IC’s

AKM™ is the brand name of Asahi Kasei EMD Corporation ICs
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genelec small environment DsP
G e n e l e c 	 h a s	
introduced	 the	SE	
(Small	Environment)	
DSP	 Moni tor ing	
S y s t e m , 	 w h i c h	
c o m b i n e s 	 t h e	
new	SE7261A	 10-
inch	DSP	subwoofer	
w i t h 	 8 1 3 0 A	
digital	input	active	
monitors	(5-inch	bass	
drivers	and	¾-inch	
tweeters),	 for	easy	
configuration	 into	
sub-assisted	stereo	
or 	 mul t i channe l	
reference	 systems.	
Software	 contro l 	 i s	
simple	with	the	SE7261A	DSP	subwoofer	providing	all	
necessary	network	connections	to	the	host	computer	and	
supplying	DSP	resources	through	its	high-pass	AES	digital	
outputs	to	the	8130A.

GLM	 (Genelec	 Loudspeaker	 Manager)	 SE	 software	
provides	the	familiar	graphic	 interface	to	speed	users	
through	system	setup	and	AutoCal	acoustic	calibration.	

The	new	SE7261A	active	DSP	subwoofer	 includes	8-
channel	AES-EBU	bass	management,	four	notch	filters	
applied	to	sub	channels,	and	AutoPhase	sub	integration.	
The	8-channel	high-pass	outputs	 to	 the	8130A	each	
have	two	notch	fi	lters,	time	of	fl	ight	compensation,	level	
alignment	and	video	display	delay	compensation.

GLM	and	AutoCal	are	now	also	available	for	Mac.
www.genelec.com

DPA shotgun and lavalier
DPA’s	4017	is	a	short	
a n d 	 l i g h t w e i g h t	
shotgun	 mic.	 DPA	
has	created	a	high-
end	 shotgun	 mic	
with	 a	 smooth	 off-
ax i s 	 response , 	 a	
remarkably 	 shor t	
length	of	210mm	and	
a	weight	of	71g.

The	 DPA	 4080	 is	
a	miniature	cardioid	
lavalier	microphone	
d e v e l o p e d 	 t o	
prov ide	 opt imum	
speech	 intelligibility	
and	draws	on	DPA’s	
miniature	microphone	
technology.	Designed	
to	be	body-mounted	

approximately	20-25cm	from	the	mouth,	the	DPA	4080	
is	acoustically	pre-equalised	and	offers	a	5dB	presence	
boost	that	improves	speech	intelligibility	and	defi	nition.	It	
comes	with	a	pre-mounted	pop-fi	lter	in	a	robust	holder	with	
integrated	shockmount	and	this	allows	the	mic	to	be	easily	
turned	in	any	direction	to	obtain	the	best	sound.

All	DPA	miniature	mics	are	fi	tted	with	MicroDot	connectors	
as	standard,	and	a	wide	range	of	connection	adapters	is	
available	for	most	VHF	and	UHF	systems.
www.dpamicrophones.com

roland digital desk
Roland	 Systems	
Group’s 	 RSS	 V-
M i x i n g 	 S y s t e m	
incorporates	the	M-
400	V-Mixer	console,	
c o n f i g u r a b l e	
digital	snakes	with	
remotely	controlled	
mic	preamps	and	a	
multitrack	recording	
option.

T h e 	 M - 4 0 0	
f e a t u re s 	 r a p i d	
recall	 of	 setups,	
100mm	motorised	

touch-sensitive	faders,	an	800	x	480	colour	screen,	and	
dedicated	knobs	for	EQ,	Pan,	and	Gain.	It	has	up	to	48-
channel	mixing	capability	including	digital	patchbay,	16	
Aux/Mon	sends,	8	DCA,	8	Mute	Groups	and	a	REAC	40-
channel	output	for	monitor	split	or	recording	options.	The	
M-400	can	be	integrated	with	Edirol	video	products,	such	
as	the	V-440HD	multiformat	video	mixer,	for	a	complete	
AV	solution.

The	RSS	S-OPT	allows	users	of	the	M-400	and	S-1608	
and	S-4000	digital	snake	systems	to	extend	transmission	
distances	to	2km.	Housed	in	a	half-rack	chassis,	the	S-OPT	
converts	RSS	REAC	data	from	Cat5e	Ethernet	to	dual-core	
multimode	optical	fi	bre.	The	REAC	protocol	allows	the	
transmission	of	40	channels	of	24-bit,	96kHz.	S-OPT	is	
extremely	low	latency	and	a	solution	for	any	application	
requiring	distances	beyond	100m.

Each	S-OPT	unit	features	Power	Link,	which	allows	one	
S-OPT	to	deliver	electrical	power	to	an	adjoining	S-OPT	
unit	in	case	of	power	failure	of	the	adjoining	unit.	Power	
Link	works	hand-in-hand	with	the	redundant	S-4000	REAC	

system.	Like	the	robust	EtherCon	jacks	employed	on	the	
M-400	and	digital	snakes,	the	S-OPT	uses	dust-free	Dual-LC	
OpticalCon	jacks	from	Neutrik.
www.rolandsystemsgroup.net

Fairlight controller

Fairlight’s	Xynergi	is	a	desktop	interface	that	centralises	
control	of	Fairlight’s	CC-1	technology	around	a	new	concept	
in	tactile	control.

The	controller	features	a	unique	implementation	of	self-
labelling	key	switches	that	are	able	to	display	full	colour	
images,	icons	or	text	to	provide	intelligent	control	of	the	
recording,	editing	and	mixing	process.	In	addition	the	
controller	can	support	any	type	of	language	or	icon-driven	
menu	structure	with	an	‘on-demand’	QWERTY	keyboard	for	
routine	naming	tasks	and	immediate	access	to	MS	Offi	ce	
tools,	such	as	email,	Word	and	Excel.

The	controller	also	has	eight	 touch-sensitive	 rotary	
controllers	and	multiple	soft	keys	arranged	around	a	colour	
control	zone	known	as	the	‘pad’.	These	can	be	used	to	
support	Xynergi’s	sophisticated	mix	automation	system	as	
well	as	offer	precise	control	over	extensive	signal	processing	
facilities	that	include	multiband	EQs,	three	stage	dynamics,	
multidimensional	panning	and	auxiliary	sends.
www.fairlightau.com

Products
equipment introductions and announcements.

Platform news: Logic
Logic studio is described as a comprehensive suite of professional tools 
for Us$499. It features Logic Pro 8, a major upgrade that combines a new 
interface, and introduces mainstage — a new live performance application 
that turns the mac into a live rig. Logic studio also includes soundtrack Pro 
2, Apple’s professional audio postproduction software; studio Instruments, 
made up of 40 instruments; studio effects, with 80 effect plug-ins; a large 
studio sound 
Library; and a 
powerful set 
of production 
utilities.

Logic Pro 8 has a single-window interface and 
includes snap-to-transient selection and sample 
accurate editing directly in the Arrange window. 
new audio production tools such as Quick swipe 
Comping and dynamic channel strip creation 
speed up common tasks. Logic Pro 8 also includes 
end-to-end surround production capabilities with 
surround panning controls, multichannel tracks 
and buses, and support for true surround software 
instruments and effects.

mainstage has screen controls that link software 
plug-ins to hardware knobs, faders and buttons, 
while an interactive display is designed for 
distant viewing in dim light.

Production utilities include waveBurner for CD 
mastering, Compressor 3 for surround encoding, 
an Apple Loops utility and a new Impulse 
response utility for capturing the acoustics of 
real performance spaces.
www.apple.com/logicstudio
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kt hard disk recorder

Klark	 Teknik	 has	 shown	 a	 preproduction	 unit	 of	 the	
DN	9696	high	resolution	hard	disk	recorder	aimed	at	the	live	
performance	environment.	At	the	heart	of	the	DN9696	is	a	
customised	version	of	SADiE	MTR	software	and	DSP	core.

The	DN9696	offers	96	tracks	at	96kHz/24-bit	and	nine	
hours	internal	recording	time.	It	features	mirrored	drive	
capability	and	is	packaged	as	a	simple-to-use,	standalone	
single	box	solution	with	front	panel	and	GUI	operation,	
dual	redundant	AES50	connections,	integration	with	Midas	
digital	systems,	and	recording	using	Midas	XL8	analogue	
and	digital	 I-O	in	BWAV.	It	has	a	front	panel	Solo/PFL	
headphone	output	for	monitoring	and	simple	transport	
controls	for	play/stop/record	functions.
www.klarkteknik.com

Audient mico
Mico	 is	 a	 compact	
twin	mic	preamp	with	
built	 in	A-DCs.	The	
front-end	 design	 is	
Audient’s	 balanced	
d isc rete 	 C lass 	 A	
design	 that	 is	 also	
used	in	the	ASP008	
and	 the	 ASP8024	
mixing	console.

Mico	 has	 one	 channel	 of	 HMX	 harmonic	 sculpting	
technology	from	the	Audient	Black	Pre	for	vintage	style	
character.	For	recording	a	single	source	with	twin	mics	or	
mic+DI,	the	Variphase	control	on	Mico’s	second	channel	
allows	phase	alignment	(or	creative	mis-alignment)	of	the	
two	signal	paths.	
www.audient.co.uk

tape echo deck

Echoverb	boasts	six	replay	heads	with	one	record	and	erase	
head	for	six	different	delay	times	that	can	be	used	in	any	
combination	along	with	a	tape	reverb	mode.

Modern	improvements	to	the	design	include	extremely	
low	noise	circuitry	and	the	ability	to	select	any	combination	
of	 the	 six	available	heads.	A	precision	custom-made	
flywheel	ensures	low	wow	and	flutter	compared	to	old	
tape	echo	devices.

The	 front	 panel	 has	 high/low	 gain	 jack	 inputs	 for	
instruments	along	with	a	separate	jack	insert	and	return	
for	guitar	pedals,	and	an	echo	on/off	jack	footswitch.	On	
the	rear	of	the	unit,	line	level	transformer	balanced	XLRs	
are	provided.	Front	panel	controls	include	input	gain,	echo	
level,	variable	speed,	sustain,	and	output	levels	along	with	
tone/EQ	and	echo	bypass.	An	optional	aluminium	and	
Perspex	head	guard	is	available	and	a	sliding	rackmount	
tray	with	built-in	storage	compartment.
www.unityaudio.co.uk

PowerCon and Combo

Neutrik	has	enhanced	its	
PowerCon	range	with	a	
32A	single	phase	version.	
The	 system	 consists	
of	 two	 connectors,	 a	
chassis	receptacle	and	a	

rewireable	cable	connector	with	locking	mechanism.
The	new	XLR/¼-inch	Combo	connector	is	based	on	the	A	

series	panel	cut-out,	the	smallest	available	
XLR	 panel	 mount.	 The	 two	 available	
versions,	6-pole	vertical	and	horizontal	
PCB	mount	receptacle,	are	the	most	cost-
effective	audio	input	panel	mounts.	The	
very	low	conductor	capacitance	makes	

this	Combo	well	suited	to	digital	audio.
www.neutrik.com

LaChapell Valve pre

As	LaChapell	Audio’s	 first	 valve	
preamp	in	the	500	series	format,	the	
Model	583s’	input	stage	is	based	on	
its	992EG	platform	in	single-ended	
form	coupled	to	Burr-Brown	and	
THAT	Corporation	output	drivers.	
With	this	configuration	the	583s	
will	be	able	to	deliver	>70dB	of	
gain	with	a	typical	non-weighted	
EIN	of	-120dB	referencing	150ohm	
load.	Equipped	 with	 a	 12AX7/

ECC83	valve	and	a	frequency	response	of	12Hz	to	70kHz,	
the	583s	uses	the	Cinemag	CMMI-10	or	the	optional	Jensen	
JT-115k	input	transformer	and	features	a	max	output	of	
>26dBu.	
www.lachapellaudio.com

A classy combination
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DSP	SuperCore,	creating	a	100%	redundant	system	for	on-
air	broadcast	mixing.	The	DSP	SuperCore	includes	scalable	
DSP	channels,	modular	MADI	I-O	and	a	scalable	broadcast	
router	of	up	to	1,536	x	1,536	signal	paths.	The	SuperCore	
also	includes	a	changeover	unit	for	immediate	switchover	
to	a	backup.	In	2006,	Euphonix	also	added	a	range	of	high	
density,	modular	convertors	to	support	a	variety	of	formats	
including	embedding	and	de-embedding	audio	streams	
from	SDI	video	feeds,	AES-EBU	digital	audio	and	Ethernet	
controlled	remote	microphone	preamps.
www.euphonix.com

Akm D-AC

Asahi	 Kasei	 EMD’s	 AK4397	 is	 a	 32-bit,	 192kHz	 high	
performance	audio	D-AC	for	professional	audio	equipment	
and	top-of-the-line	consumer	DVD/DVD-Audio/SACD	
player,	AV	receiver	and	digital	mixer	product	applications.	

Innovative	design	techniques	 include	a	symmetrical	
layout	for	the	left-right	switched	capacitor	D-AC,	separated	
analogue	power	routing	to	avoid	crosstalk	and	common	
impedance,	 and	AKM’s	 switched	 capacitor	D-AC	 for	
excellent	anti-jitter	performance.

The	AK4648	is	a	one-chip	stereo	codec	integrating	a	
mic	equaliser,	microphone	amplifi	er,	headphone	and	stereo	
speaker	amplifi	er.	Software	compatibility	with	the	AK4643	
provides	an	upgrade	path	 from	the	AK4643	 industry-
standard	codec	used	in	cellular	phones	with	a	music	player	
function,	music	players	based	on	an	HDD/fl	ash	memory,	
PMPs	and	portable	navigation	devices.

New	features	for	the	AK4648	compared	to	the	earlier	
AK4643	include	built-in	stereo	speaker	amplifi	er,	support	
for	more	signal	sources	by	providing	a	record	selector	
with	four	inputs,	built-in	digital	5-band	EQ	for	playback,	
headphone	amplifier	with	a	pseudo	cap-less	mode	as	
well	as	a	conventional	single	end	output,	which	reduces	
the	number	of	external	capacitors	and	improves	lower	
frequency	characteristics.
www.akmeurope.com

octamic II

RME	OctaMic	II	preamp	is	a	completely	new	electronic	
design	with	more	features,	including	8-channel	192kHz/24-
bit	mic	and	line	preamplifi	cation.

The	balanced	TRS	inputs	of	the	Neutrik	Combo	XLR	jacks	
are	phantom	power-free	and	can	be	operated	as	line	inputs	
too.	The	improved	input	circuits	allows	for	a	maximum	input	
level	of	+21dBu	with	a	gain	range	of	50dB.
www.rme-audio.com

euphonix emix 3.0 

Euphonix’s	 eMix	 3.0	
management	software	for	the	System	5	

supports	the	array	of	System	5	upgrades	now	
available	to	Euphonix	users.	eMix	3.0	includes	
features	such	as	scene	automation	and	dual	spill	zones,	
which	enable	two	operators	working	on	the	console	to	
independently	spill	out	stereo	or	5.1	masters	 to	their	
component	parts	on	each	side	of	the	console.	eMix	3.0	
also	supports	the	new	DSP	SuperCore	hardware	features	

including	bus	processing	and	
longer	delays	of	up	to	two	
seconds	on	every	channel.

The	 System	 5	 evolution	
began	 in	 2006	 with	 the	
introduction	of	a	new	control	
surface	 featuring	 touch-
sensitive	knobs	and	higher	
resolution	screens.	Later	that	
year,	Euphonix	introduced	the	

Meet us at Frankfurt ProLight+Sound - Hall 5.1, B88

RACK 'EM UP!
- introducing 3 blue building blocks...

s o u n d  e n g i n e e r i n g
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new Flashmics and media

HHB’s	FlashMic	DRM85LI	and	DRM85-CLI	models	provide	
journalists	with	line	input	equipped	versions	of	the	standard	
omni	and	cardioid	FlashMics	for	recording	news	feeds	
provided	at	press	conferences.	When	in	use,	the	line	input	
disables	the	mic	capsule	and	when	the	conference	ends,	
journalists	simply	unplug	the	feed	and	are	ready	to	record	
their	own	commentary	or	interviews	using	the	FlashMic	as	
a	recording	microphone.

Also	 new	 for 	 the	
F l a s h M i c 	 i s 	 m p 3	
compat ib i l i t y, 	 and	
recordings	can	now	be	
converted	to	mp3	using	
the	 included	FlashMic	

Manager	Mac/PC	software.	Existing	users	can	download	
the	update	free	of	charge	at	www.fl	ashmic.info

HHB’s	Professional	Recording	Media	range	has	been	
expanded	with	the	addition	of	the	CDR80HS	2x-52x	high	
speed	CD-R	discs	(available	singly	or	bulk-packed)	and	three	
HHB	CFPRO	cards,	the	world¹s	fi	rst	high	speed	Compact	
Flash	Pro	media	optimised	for	professional	audio,	video	
and	still	camera	applications.
www.hhb.co.uk

Vista 5.1 channels

V4.0	Software	for	Studer	Vista	consoles	provides	5.1	input	
channels.	The	approach	results	in	a	new	type	of	input	
channel	that	does	not	just	consist	of	mono	and/or	stereo	
channels,	but	which	is	a	new	type	of	channel	on	its	own.	The	
5.1	input	channels	have	input,	EQ,	dynamics	and	panning	
sections	designed	for	premixed	5.1	input	sources.	The	goal	
is	to	adjust	the	most	important	parameters	directly	via	touch	
on	the	Vistonics	screen	without	the	need	to	‘spill’	single	
mono	or	stereo	channels	to	additional	faders.

The	new	software	provides	width	control	over	the	whole	
surround	image	and	allows	the	‘depth’	between	the	front	
and	rear	signals	to	be	varied	from	0	to	200%.	Studer	has	
also	introduced	5.1	Group	and	Master	channels	and	a	
new	surround	panning	module	is	also	available	for	stereo	
channels.	Studer	has	implemented	a	way	to	also	pan	stereo	
signals	into	a	surround	mix,	providing	the	possibility	to	
‘wrap’	stereo	channel	to	a	surround	sound	image	using	
technology	that	is	proprietary	to	the	Harman	Pro	Group.
www.studer.ch

Vegas Pro 8

S o n y 	 C r e a t i v e	
Software’s	Vegas	Pro	
8	provides	control	of	
complex	 DV,	 HDV	
and	XDCAM	projects	
shot	in	multicamera	
environments.

Now	Microsoft	Vista-compatible,	it	features	a	ProType	
titler	for	vector-based	title	generation	and	automation	
while	specialised	template	support	for	developing	digital	
signage	provides	tools	and	features	for	portrait	style	video	
authoring.	It	introduces	a	channel-based	mixing	console	
and	other	audio	enhancements,	and	DVD	Architect	4.5,	
which	has	been	updated	with	a	total	of	44	professional	
design	themes,	is	included.
www.sonycreativesoftware.com 

m-Audio monitor

M-Audio’s	EX	Series	EX66	monitor	
uses	a	midwoofer-tweeter-midwoofer	
(MTM)	vertical	array	confi	guration	of	
6-inch	woofers	and	a	1-inch	titanium	
tweeter.	It	employ	a	dual-fl	anged	rear	
cabinet	port,	OptImage	II	waveguides	
and	DSP	for	the	4th-order	Linkwitz-Riley	crossover.

The	EX66	monitor	uses	two	separate	100W	power	amplifi	ers	
to	drive	the	4Ohm	woofer	combination	and	4Ohm	tweeter	
separately.	It	has	high-impedance	balanced	analogue	inputs	
and	digital	inputs	compatible	with	24-bit/192kHz.	There’s	a	
volume	control,	Acoustic	Space	Control	to	optimise	for	room	
placement,	a	soft	limiter	circuit	to	prevent	clipping,	high-
frequency	attenuation/boost	switch,	mid-range	switch	(low-Q	
dip	or	peak),	and	a	low	cut-off	switch	(37Hz,	80Hz,	100Hz).
www.m-audio.com
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mayah en/Decoder

Mayah’s	new	MPEG-4	H.264/AVC	SD	En/Decoder	 IO	
8000/8001	has	extensive	audio	and	video	interfaces	and	
powerful	coding	capabilities.	The	IO	8000/8001	allows	an	
even	broader	application	range	—	from	Mobile	TV	(DVB-
H/DMB)	to	STL,	SNG	and	other	distribution	applications.	

The	IO	is	equipped	with	one	SDI	interface	and	component	
S-Video	and	CVBS	(Composite)	inputs	and	outputs.	Along	
with	the	availability	of	SDI	embedded	audio,	there	are	
interfaces	provided	to	 feed	 the	sound	to	 the	device:	
Toslink	for	switchable	ADAT/SPDIF,	four	AES-EBU	and	eight	
balanced	analogue	I-Os.	Synchronisation	can	be	achieved	
on	the	SDI	interface	or	on	the	Genlock	I-O.	In	addition	to	a	
RS232	port	for	wired	remote	control	or	ancillary	data	there	
is	also	a	RS485	port.
www.mayah.com 

rnD sPL-izer
The	SPL-izer	is	an	adjustable	3-band	
24dB/octave	 FIR	 (Finite	 Impulse	
Response)	 frequency	splitter	 that	
allows	the	three	bands	to	be	isolated	
and	 routed	 to	 aux	or	 instrument	
tracks	 for	 separate	 processing.	
The	use	of	FIR	filters	ensures	that	
no	 phase	 shifting	 occurs	 at	 the	
frequency	split	points.	With	this	tool,	
you	can	use	your	favourite	single-
band	compressor	plug-in	and	make	it	3-band.	

Spl-izer	features	a	user	adjustable	frequency	split	point	and	
audio	levels:	the	low	to	mid	split	point	can	be	set	from	80Hz	
to	1475Hz	and	the	mid	to	high	split	from	80Hz	to	16kHz.	The	
various	level	meters	feature	RNDigital’s	proprietary	+8dB	
input	meter	with	peak	and	RMS	level	indicators.	The	direct	
output	of	the	plug-in	can	be	switched	between	Mute,	Sum,	
Low	Band,	Mid	Band,	and	High	Band	for	instant	monitoring.	
The	three	bands	created	by	the	splitter	each	have	their	own	
level	meter	and	adjustable	gain.
www.rogernicholsdigital.com

Pearl new ‘linear’ eLm 
The	 first	 generation	 of	 Pearl	 ‘Linear’	
microphones	were	the	ELM-B	(fi	g-8)	and	the	
ELM-C	(cardioid).	The	new	ELM-A	has	two	
separate	outputs	via	a	5-pin	XLR	and	both	
deliver	independent	cardioids,	one	from	each	
membrane	of	the	dual	membrane	capsule,	i.e.	
‘back	to	back’	output	or	180	degrees	stereo.	
Both	sides	can	be	used	simultaneously	or	
independent	of	each	other.	When	the	ELM-
A	is	connected	to	two	inputs	at	the	console	
an	omni,	fig-8,	or	cardioid	pattern	can	be	
obtained	by	using	pan	pots	and	phase	shift.

Pearl	has	made	rectangular	capsules	for	
many	years,	but	never	before	with	such	an	
extreme	(7:1)	 length/width	ratio.	The	new	
linear	 capsule	 has	 more	 than	 twice	 the	
surface	area	of	large	diameter	round	capsules	
providing	excellent	signal/noise	ratio,	but	
avoiding	their	high	levels	of	in-band	resonance.	At	high	
frequencies,	the	small	width	dimension	makes	for	excellent	
uniformity	of	directional	pattern	in	the	lateral	sense	while	
usefully	attenuating	refl	ections	from	fl	oors	and	ceilings.

The	 Pearl	 ELM-A	 is	 phantom	 powered	 and	 the	
transformerless	preamp	has	a	low	noise	level.
www.pearl.se

AeQ Live 20 wireless

The	AEQ	Live	20	high	power,	extended	
range	 portable	 wireless	 broadcast	
transceiver	system	has	been	certifi	ed	
by	the	FCC	and	is	now	available	in	the	
US.

The	 system	 allows	 a	 reporter	 to	
send	audio	to	a	control	booth	or	live	
studio	while	simultaneously	receiving	
cue	and	talkback	information.	This	is	
accomplished	through	the	portable	
Live	20	TR,	Live	20	T	and	Live	20	R.	
The	TR	is	a	full	duplex	160-channel	
transceiver	while	the	T	and	R	provide	

cue	and	talkback	information	and	receive	the	transmitted	
audio	on	any	of	16	channels	respectively.	
www.aeqbroadcast.com 

ribbon mic survival kit

The	Ribbon	Microphone	
Survival	Kit	(RMSK)	comes	
complete	with	AEA’s	TRP	
r ibbon	 preamp,	 and	
either	an	AEA	R84	or	R92	
Big	Ribbon	microphone,	a	
SMT-2	Stereo	Microphone	
Template	for	easy	stereo	
recording,	microphone	
adapters,	a	posilok	angle	
positioner	and	a	custom	
AEA	case	with	room	for	a	
second	microphone.

It’s	described	as	a	great	starter	set	for	new	users	or	as	an	
expansion	pack	for	existing	owners.
www.affi nityaudio.com
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rycote s-series windshield

R ycote ’s 	 l igh t -we igh t	
suspension	and	windshield	
system	 —	 the	 S-Series	
—	 claims	 excellent	 wind	
suppression	 and	 vastly	
enhanced	usability.

Comprising	a	one-piece	
web	 suspension	 made	

entirely	of	fl	exible,	lightweight	plastic,	the	design	eliminates	
the	need	for	elastics	and	is	engineered	to	fi	t	all	diameters	of	
microphone	from	19mm	to	25mm.	A	‘pinch	release’	allows	
the	user	to	change	the	position	of	the	suspension	in	an	
instant.	The	windshield	itself	features	a	twist-lock	system	
attaching	it	to	the	chassis	ring	for	quick,	easy	release	and	
the	acoustic	fur	covering	is	integral	and	provides	no	drop	
in	performance	with	>30dB	wind	suppression.

Other	features	include	an	XLR	cable	with	Neutrik	NC3	
connectors	and	the	new	pistol	grip	handle	as	standard.	S-
Series	is	priced	between	the	Softie	and	Modular	Windshield	
Systems	and	is	available	immediately.
www.rycote.com

Crookwood C and m Class
Crookwood’s	C	Class	Monitor	Controllers	cover	a	range	
of	digital	and	analogue	sources	in	stereo	and	surround	
formats.	The	advanced	monitor	sections	of	all	models	are	
equipped	with	Bob	Katz’s	K	scale	calibration,	for	more	
accurate	monitoring.	All	of	the	audio	is	passively	controlled	
by	relays,	and	buffered	where	required	by	true	balanced	
amplifi	ers	following	a	minimalist	approach.

The	 new	 M	 Class	 Mastering	 Consoles	 can	 control	
analogue	and	digital	machines	across	stereo	and	surround	
environments.	As	well	as	monitoring	sources,	each	model	
can	select	a	source	for	a	record	path,	and	insert	processing	
equipment	 into	 the	path	 in	any	order.	The	advanced	
monitor	sections	of	all	models	are	equipped	with	Bob	
Katz’s	K	scale	calibration.	Standard	options	include	MS	
processing,	internal	convertors	and	metering.

A	new	version	of	its	multichannel	preamp,	the	iPre	now	
offers	up	to	32	channels	in	5U	with	analogue	and	digital	
outputs,	and	full	remote	control.	Using	the	same	preamp	
cards	as	the	Paintpot	pre,	but	with	new	A-DC	and	output	
options,	including	dual	split	outputs	per	channel	and	a	
MADI	output,	all	32	channels	can	be	sent	back	to	a	MADI-
enabled	PC	or	desk	at	96kHz.	

The	remote	is	a	small	panel	with	full	recall	and	fast	setup	
features.
www.crookwood.com

next-gen micros
The	Audix	Micros	Series,	described	as	the	world’s	
smallest	condenser	microphones	with	integrated	
preamp	and	detachable	cable,	has	been	added	
to.	 The	 newest	 members	 are	 the	 M1250	 and	
M1280,	both	of	which	feature	immunity	from	RF	
interference.	The	M1250	is	50mm	in	length,	12mm	
in	diameter	and	17g	with	a	claimed	frequency	
response	of	 80Hz–20kHz,	while	 the	M1280	 is	
90mm	in	length,	12mm	in	diameter,	and	28g	with	
a	claimed	frequency	response	of	40Hz-20kHz.	Each	

body	is	precision	machined	out	of	brass,	
finished	 in	a	black	 (or	white	on	some	
models)	e-coat,	and	laser	etched.

Each	model	has	four	interchangeable	
capsules	—	cardioid,	hypercardioid,	
omni,	and	supercardioid	(shotgun).	
The	Micros	are	available	individually	
or	as	part	of	the	MicroPod	and	
MicroBoom	Series.
www.audixusa.com

I/on passive monitor

Blue	Sky’s	 I/ON	passive	 in-wall	or	on-wall	
studio	monitor	is	an	evolution	of	the	SAT	6.5	
MK	II	active	studio	monitor	and	is	designed	to	
integrate	with	Blue	Sky’s	Sub	12	and	Sub	15	
Universal	with	80Hz	roll	off	for	integration	with	
bass	management	systems.	A	sealed	box	design,	

it	can	be	mounted	vertically,	horizontally,	or	upside	down.
www.abluesky.com

sPL transient Designer For tonelux Vracks
Owners	of	the	Tonelux	VRack	and	the	new	V8	Rack	systems	
will	now	be	able	to	fi	t	SPL	Transient	Designer	modules.	With	
just	two	controls,	attack	and	sustain,	periods	of	a	signal	
curve	can	be	amplifi	ed	or	attenuated.
www.soundperformancelab.com

roswellite ribbon

Crowley	and	Tripp’s	‘el	Diablo’	mic	uses	
the	company’s	Roswellite	as	the	ribbon	
element,	which	it	says	could	replace	the	
traditional	aluminium	leaf	used	in	other	
ribbons.	The	mic	resulted	from	a	request	
by	Mercenary	Audio’s	Fletcher	to	come	up	
with	a	ribbon	mic	suitable	for	kick	drum	
applications	—	‘the	sound	of	a	421	inside	
the	drum	and	a	47	FET	out	by	the	hole’.

Roswellite	is	a	super	strength	material	
designed	to	mimic	the	sound	of	traditional	
ribbons	made	of	foils,	yet	have	none	of	
the	strength,	sagging,	phantom	power	
or	SPL	handling	concerns	associated	with	
traditional	ribbon	microphones.
www.soundwaveresearch.com

Universal Audio has been making music sound better since 1957. Today,
UA continues the legacy of founder M.T. ‘Bill’ Putnam with world-class
audio hardware and software – designed, manufactured and quality-
controlled with passion and pride in Santa Cruz, California, USA. 

The new DCS Remote Preamp combines two 
console-grade mic-preamps, specialised 
monitoring capabilities for artist and engineer,
and easy remote control/DAW integration 
making it an ideal upgrade to the basic 
features and sound quality found 
in most audio interfaces.

And who better than UA to evolve 
the classic LA-2A into the stereo 2-LA-2,
combining the unique sonic signature 
of the original with two channels of 
silky, tube-amplified, stereo matched 
optical gain reduction in one unit.

Find out more about the art of analogue at:

www.uaudio.com

UK distribution by Source • Find a dealer at www.sourcedistribution.co.uk/ua • T: 020 8962 5080

NEW!
DCS

Remote Preamp

The Art of Analogue

NEW!
2-LA-2

Twin T4 Levelling
Amplifier

UA founder M.T. ‘Bill’ Putnam
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there’s got to be a certain degree of bravery 
or recklessness involved in developing and 
launching a piece of outboard gear these days. 

Perhaps less so with the likes of preamplifi ers and 
EQs, where analogue rules still apply and competition 
with in-the-box solutions is less of an issue. But in the 
realm of synthesised algorithmic reverb processing, 
there’s no doubt that the marketplace is getting 
tougher for hardware. 

Still, there’s been quite a buzz about Bricasti’s 
offering — especially given the fact that it was 
announced in 2005 and has only recently started 
shipping in its fi nal production version. The M7 is 
the fi rst product from a relatively new company, 
although delving a little deeper reveals a longer 
and richer pedigree in the world of artifi cial reverb 
than the relatively unfamiliar name might suggest. 
Bricasti was formed three years ago by Brian Zolner 
and Casey Dowdell — both ex-Lexicon employees 
with backgrounds in sales/marketing and software 
engineering respectively. The aim was to take all 
of that experience in building some of the most 
venerated reverbs of recent times and marry it to 
what is now achievable with 21st Century technology 
and with as little compromise as possible. Add in a 

commitment to making the user interface as intuitive 
and musically relevant as possible, and you’d seem 
to have all the right ingredients to enter the fray with 
confi dence.

First impressions of the unit are of nicely understated 
quality. The M7 is very solidly constructed with an all 
stainless-steel chassis, fronted with a very substantial 
machined aluminium face-plate. Buttons and knobs 
are very positive, and the unit’s main display is a 
bright, clear red LED affair, that is easily readable at 
most working distances and lighting conditions. The 
rear panel has balanced analogue I-O on XLRs, with 
digital I-O also fi tted as standard (AES single wire 
and all sampling frequencies up to 192kHz). A pair 
of 9-pin sockets will enable the use of a forthcoming 
hardware remote capable of controlling four M7s, 
and a pair of MIDI sockets implies some other future 
communication developments although they have no 
functionality in version 1.0 of the fi rmware.

There’s no provision, though, for any external 
Word clock input or output and the unit has to work 
in either fully analogue or fully digital I-O mode 
— you can’t, for example, take an analogue input 
and generate a digital output. So in digital mode, 
the unit simply synchronises to whatever embedded 

clock it sees on its AES input; no AES input results in 
a muted output.

Returning to the front panel, and there’s a tiny bit 
of deja-vu for long time PCM80/81 users, simply in 
the way in which the display and major controls are 
set out. Thankfully, that’s where the similarity ends. 
Much as I love the PCM80 for its sound, it surely 
possesses one of the most tortuous editing interfaces 
known to mankind as anyone who’s really moved 
beyond simply recalling presets will testify. The M7 
is the complete opposite in this respect. Recalling and 
editing presets is very instinctive, and the designers 
have thought extremely carefully about the range and 
type of editable parameters available. The result is a 
list of only 16 parameters in total that can be used to 
tweak the one hundred plus presets on offer. 

Navigating between presets is very straightforward, 
with a familiar grouping into halls, plates, rooms, 
chambers, ambience and spaces. In addition, there 
are four hot keys on the front panel and pressing and 
holding will assign the currently loaded preset for the 
instant recall of a favourite.

The algorithms employed are quite distinctive 
as Bricasti has elected to employ three distinct 
reverberators. The fi rst deals with the early part of the 

Bricasti m7
If there’s one area where hardware has lost out to software alternatives it is in effects processing. thus it is encouraging and exciting 

to uncover a unit that doesn’t just pay token lip service to the idea of a hardware reverb but aims to set the bar at a new level of 

performance and accessibility.                                   Jon thornton
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reverb — not early refl ections as such, but rather the 
fi rst 100ms or so of the reverb’s development. The 
second deals with the later part of the reverberation, 
and the fi nal one only deals with the very early reverb 
build up in the very low frequency range. This is 
restricted to energy below 80Hz, and doesn’t develop 
into the later part of the reverb tail, allowing reverbs to 
suggest the weight or power of a room or hall, without 
any objectionable LF build-up.

Most fi rst time users of the M7 will do exactly 
what I did, which was to run through the presets on 
offer using a variety of sources, from solo guitars, and 
single drum hits through to full orchestral sections and 
vocal tracks.

In an age where most modern reverbs are 
pretty damn good, whether hardware or software, 
synthesised or convolution based, you might think 
that it would be hard for something to just reach out 
and grab your attention in an ‘oh my gawd’ fashion. 
Yet that’s the overwhelming initial impression the 
Bricasti gives. Halls, plates and rooms just seem to 
wrap around the source and become an integral part 
of it — it’s actually quite diffi cult to get that effect 
where the reverb seems slightly disconnected from 
the programme material. ‘Lush’ is the best adjective 
to describe it.

In comparison to similar presets from a TC M2000 
and a Lexicon 480L, the Bricasti generally sounds 
less bright and brittle than the TC, but not quite as 
dark sounding as the 480L. It’s defi nitely closer to 
the 480L in character, particularly in the way that it 
wraps around the sound, but whereas the 480L can 
sound pleasant but a little washy on longer halls, the 
Bricasti retained the warmth but with a far greater 
amount of detail towards the end of the reverb tail. 
This is most noticeable when you audition the 100% 
wet reverb output in isolation. On some of the room 
presets it sounds exactly like a room microphone 
— the other units still sounded like digital reverbs.

With only 16 parameters to tweak, editing is 
remarkably straightforward, but this doesn’t restrict 
the fl exibility of the sonic palette on offer. Indeed, 
some generic parameters found on nearly all reverb 
processors — most notably diffusion and density 
— have a precision to their effect that I’ve never 
encountered before.

One of the most interesting parameters is one that 
allows you to alter the balance between the early and 
late reverberators mentioned earlier. Shifting this in 
favour of the early portion of the reverb is analogous 
to listening to the air around the instrument, and 
can be used to great effect when applied to some of 
the larger rooms and halls. The effect here is not the 
same as tweaking up the early refl ection levels, as it 
suggests far more about the space than this. Sticking 
a large wooden room on a vocal track and pulling this 
parameter down to favour the early reverb gives you 
all of the character of the space around the voice within 
a very short reverb time, but completely lacking in the 
hollowness about the sound or unpleasant comb-
fi ltering artefacts that this technique sometimes leads 
to. Going in the other direction with this parameter, in 
other words favouring the later portion of the reverb, 
is useful in being able to give more of the distant 
characteristics of the space in the reverb return, and 
for getting a reverb to sound just like a room mic on a 
drum kit it’s brilliant.

All of the factory presets are eminently useable, 
although some favourites stick out, like Boston Hall 
A, Snare Plate B and CD Chamber (Casey Dowdell 
Chamber?). If there’s a weak point to its palette, then 
it would be with some of the ambiences and spaces 
— certainly for outdoor spaces and short ambiences 
I’d be more inclined to go with the Non-Lin algorithms 

on a System 6000.
But that’s a whole different league in terms of price 

and while the M7 isn’t exactly bargain basement 
territory (UK£1,996 + VAT), it’s clear that all elements 
of the design, from the analogue stages through to the 
convertors, through to the algorithm design and the 
use of DSP (enough DSP to sink a battleship, in Brian 
Zolner’s words), have been painstakingly considered 
and implemented.

At the end of the day, the same amount of cash 
could provide you with a very decent collection of 
reverb plugs, each capable of multiple instances in a 
mix. With the M7 it’s strictly one instance at a time. 
But I’d hazard a guess that a single instance of pretty 
much any of the reverbs on offer here, carefully 
considered and fed from a variety of tracks in a mix 
would give a result that would sound a whole lot 
more compelling. Add to this a user interface that 

is not only easy and intuitive, but allows incredibly 
rapid editing in an entirely musical manner, and the 
M7 defi nitely fi nds itself in that rare category of gear 
— listen to one at your peril, you’ll never want to 
give it back. ■

I used the S3 on a drum
subgroup and it allowed me to
shape the drum space with an
amazing amount of control in
a way that I never would have
been able to do with EQ or full
bandwidth compression.

The S3 possesses quite
astonishing amounts of
headroom, and will quite happily
put out peaks approaching
+30dBu all day long without
sounding the least bit flustered.

Jon Thornton, Resolution Magazine

Thom Monahan (Engineer), Tape Op Magazine
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The new 
Signature Series S3

from

Pros wonderful, lush reverbs; great user 
interface; early/late reverb balancing has 
to be heard to be believed.

Can only operate in either analogue or 
digital I-o modes; strictly a one instance 
device.

Cons

Contact
BrICAstI, UsA:
website:	www.bricasti.com
Uk, stirling trading:	+44 20 8963 4790
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the mACkIe hr824 Mk2 is 
a 2-way active loudspeaker 
comprising a 222mm woofer and 

a 25mm titanium-domed tweeter. The 
drivers are mounted symmetrically on a 
cast aluminium baffl e that incorporates 
a shallow horn-type waveguide for 
the tweeter and curved cabinet edges 
to smooth diffraction. Bass loading is 
achieved via a rear-mounted, 305mm x 
152mm passive radiator, behind which 
the power amplifi ers and crossover 
electronics are mounted on a frame 
external to the cabinet.

The cabinet has external dimensions 
of 279mm wide by 351mm deep by 
425mm high and is fi nished with 
high-gloss piano black sides and top 
and a matt black baffl e. Mackie claims 
power outputs of 150W and 100W 
for the woofer and tweeter amplifi ers 
respectively, and a crossover frequency 
of 1.9kHz using modifi ed Linkwitz-
Riley 4th-order fi lters.

The rear panel carries an input 
sensitivity control, three frequency 
response adjustment switches and 
a power mode switch. The response 
adjustments are for acoustic space (whole, 
half and quarter), low-frequency roll-off 
(37Hz, 47Hz and 80Hz), and high 
frequency shelve from 10kHz upwards 
(-2dB, 0dB and +2dB). This review 
was conducted with these controls set 
to whole space, 37Hz roll-off and 0dB 
HF shelve. The power mode can be set 
to on, standby or auto on, where the 
loudspeaker switches on when it detects 

an input signal of greater than 
45dBu. A front-mounted 
button switches between 
On and Standby when the 
mode switch is set to On.

The bottom of the 
rear panel is recessed to 
accommodate two balanced 
input sockets (XLR and 
TRS), one unbalanced 
input (phono) and a mains 
power input socket. The 
review model accepted only 
120V mains input and was 
supplied with an external 
transformer for UK use. These 
loudspeakers are intended 
to be mounted vertically, in 
portrait orientation, but they 
can be mounted horizontally 
and the Mackie logo on the 
front can be rotated if so 
used.

Figure 1 shows the on-
axis frequency response 

and harmonic distortion 
(at an output level of 90dB at 1m 
distance) for the HR824 Mk2. The 
response is commendably fl at and 
is seen to lie within +/-3dB from 
40Hz to 20kHz with a 6th-order 
low frequency roll-off reaching 
-10dB at around 30Hz. The response 
from 40Hz to 500Hz is particularly 
fl at and smooth but there is some 
unevenness at higher frequencies. The 
harmonic distortion is generally low 
above about 80Hz but a penalty for 
having an extended low-frequency 
response is evident as a peak in 3rd 
harmonic distortion to 25dB (5·6%) 
at 38Hz.

The off-axis response in the horizontal 
and vertical planes can be seen in 
Figures 2a and 2b respectively. The 
horizontal dispersion is well controlled 
with a good match between the woofer 
and tweeter and the vertical dispersion is 
characterised by a cancellation dip at the 
crossover frequency due to the physical 
separation of the two drivers.

Figures 3 to 5 show the time 
domain response, in the form of the 
step response, acoustic source position 
and the power cepstrum respectively. 
The step response shows a fast rise 
and steady decay with the tweeter 
responding about 0.5ms before the 
woofer. The acoustic source position is 
seen to move to around 2m behind the 
loudspeaker at low frequencies. This 
is a commendable result considering 
the rapid low-frequency roll-off, and 
suggests that the response of this 
loudspeaker to low-frequency transient 
signals should be quite fast. The power 
cepstrum indicates that there is some 

monitor benchtest

mackie hr824 mk2
keIth hoLLAnD

Figure 2a, 2b. off-Axis responses. these demonstrate the ability of the 
loudspeaker to radiate effectively at other angles other than on-axis. Problems 
such as excessive beaming, side lobes and interference between the outputs of 
separate drivers are highlighted by these plots.

Figure 1. on-Axis Frequency response and harmonic Distortion. this shows 
the variation in output with frequency and the range of frequencies that the 
loudspeaker can effectively reproduce. Ideally, the response should be smooth and 
even with no dominant peaks or troughs. the harmonic distortion is measured at 
an output level of 90dB at a distance of 1m. 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th harmonics are 
shown and these should all be as low in level as possible. Levels below about -40dB 
relative to the fundamental (1%) are usually considered to be good.

Figure 3. step response. the 
response of the loudspeaker to an 
idealised transient input signal (a 
step). this shows the time alignment 
between drivers and other phase mis-
match problems.

2a

2b
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form of refl ection or re-radiation of 
energy after about 0.5ms that probably 
gives rise to the slightly uneven mid- 
and high frequency response noted 
above. The fact that these response 
irregularities exist off- as well as on-axis 
suggests that they are probably driver or 
cabinet internal refl ection effects rather 
than external diffraction.

Figure 6 shows the waterfall plot 
for the Mackie. The slow decay at low 
frequencies is characteristic of higher-
order roll-offs, and suggests that some 
resonant overhang may be heard in 

very dead control rooms. There is some 
evidence of low-level resonant activity 
at around 600Hz and 700Hz but the 
response falls to -40dB within 40ms at 
all frequencies above 200Hz.

Overall, the Mackie HR824 Mk2 is a 
very good performer. The extended low-
frequency response and accurate time 
response are commendable and are let 
down only by a slightly uneven mid- and 
high-frequency response. The provision 
of response tailoring controls should 
make this loudspeaker suitable for use in 
a wide variety of situations. ■

monitor benchtest

Figure 5. Power Cepstrum. A diagnostic measure. Used to assist in fi nding the 
cause of frequency response unevenness. Distinct echoes and other refl ections, 
such as diffraction from cabinet edges, show up as spikes in the power cepstrum.

Figure 6. waterfall Plot. A combined frequency response/time response 
plot. this shows the time taken for frequency components of the signal to 
decay to a low level when the signal is stopped. resonances and some other 
phase-related problems show up as extended decay times. this is particularly 
revealing of low-frequency roll-off related ringing.

Figure 4. Acoustic source Position. Due to the roll-off of output at low frequencies 
(or other phase effects), transient signals containing different frequencies will arrive 
at the listener at different times (usually later) — a phenomenon known as group 
delay. these delays are converted to an equivalent source position by taking account 
of the speed of sound. the closer the acoustic source position is to being the same 
at all frequencies the better the accuracy of the reproduction of transient signals.

Putting Sound in the Picture
calrec.com

As surround sound becomes more widely used, especially 
in sports, viewers can enjoy all the excitement of being there. 

But additional audio signal paths demand more console
capacity – and with the increased complexity of today’s 
productions, that could be a problem.  

Fortunately now there’s a solution. Our revolutionary Bluefin
technology more than doubles the signal processing capacity
of conventional systems – all on a single card, occupying just
a fraction of the space. Even better – it cuts the cost per
channel by half.

It’s the sort of innovation you’d expect from a company 
exclusively dedicated to live production and on-air broadcast
audio mixing. 

If you share our passion, find out more at calrec.com

MIX 1 PART ACTION WITH 
5.1 PARTS PASSION

Resolution Half Page  7/12/06  17:15  Page 3
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thIs germAn UnIt is also known as the 
Quad Discrete VCA Compressor, but the fi rst 
thing to point out is that the Quad does not refer 

to multichannel audio; this is strictly a stereo unit. The 
terminology describes a defi ning feature — four VCAs 
designed and built in-house by Vertigo. Two are in 
the audio paths, and two are in the sidechains. The 
compressor is a Peak Detecting/Feed Forward circuit 
rather than RMS (which the designers believe spoils 
the energy balance); the VSC-2 is designed mainly 
as a bus compressor. So, while most designers and 
manufacturers are happy to use ‘off the shelf’ VCAs, 
the Vertigo masterminds decided that they wanted 
to launch their new company with something a little 
different. To this end, their bipolar VCAs use only 
discrete components, and named the 1979, the design 
is a nod towards the best VCA-based compressors 
of the 1970s and 80s. The groovy orange Vertigo 
logo no doubt helps with this impression — as does 
the electric blue fi nish — just like my 1970’s toy 
Matchbox Pontiac Firebird!

This classic sound is combined with a ‘modern 
mastering grade signal path’. The VSC-2 includes some 
innovative features that the designers have developed 
following many years’ experience in the areas of sales, 
repair and modifi cation of high-end vintage audio 
equipment under the name of HE Studiotechnik. The 
HE website (www.hestudiotechnik.de) is well worth 
a visit, with many examples of elegant designs, 
including a huge range of modern racking for vintage 
Telefunken and Neumann microphone preamps.

The VSC-2 is a deep and heavy 2U case, with well-
spaced controls and a logical layout. The manual is yet 
to be completed, but there is really nothing complex to 
learn, although there are plenty of interesting features 
to note. Internally, construction is impressively neat, 
with high quality components throughout, including 
Jensen output transformers.

The rear panel is simplicity itself, with clearly 
legended Neutrik XLR connections for Input and 
Output. The review model was set for 240V, but 
internal jumpers can change this to 110V.

Chunky toggle switches with colour-coded ends 

switch each channel In and Out, there is a Stereo 
Link (more of which later) and separate switchable 
Sidechain Filters for each channel with roll-off at 60 
or 90Hz. Power On is a stubby large toggle, and as 
well as a red LED the custom black meters are brightly 
illuminated.

Front panel knobs are chunky black metal with 
a grippy knurled barrel. A minor criticism is that the 
pointers on the tops don’t extend down the barrel, so 
with their depth it would be diffi cult to recall exact 
settings of the Threshold and Make Up knobs. The 
Ratio, Attack and Release knobs are switched, so 
no such problem there. The Threshold and Make Up 
knobs both have an unusual non-linear law, with 
a broader range of travel at the critical part of their 
setting. So half of the Make Up range is 0 to +5dB, 
while the second half goes from +5dB all the way 
to +22dB. Similarly, the Threshold is set up to seem 
more usable than most, with a broader travel than 
expected between -6 and +6dB, making it easier to 
fi nd the sweet spot. This concept even extends to the 
metering, where some clever circuitry allows accurate 
and visible readings over the non-linear scale, with 

1dB of compression as visible as 20dB.
Peak-detecting compression can be harsh for 

vocals, so to this end the designers included an 
unusual setting. The six-position Ratio knob includes 
‘Soft’ as its lowest setting. This is a unique feature 
where almost the entire audio range is the knee. So 
from very low level the ratio gradually increases from 
1:1, all the way to 8:1 at around +12dB. With the 
appropriate Attack and Release settings, this makes a 
fantastic setting for general recording or processing of 
individual instruments. Vocals and acoustic guitar in 
particular sounded wonderfully fl uid — controlled in 
an extremely pleasant manner, with no evidence of 
pumping, just really natural sounding.

For even more control, the designers recommend 
chaining the channels, with the fi rst set to Soft and 
the second to 10:1. Other ratio settings are 2:1, 
4:1, 8:1, 10:1 and Brick, which boasts a 40:1 ratio. 
Usefully, the ratios are stacked, i.e. the threshold 
shifts depending on the setting, so the amount of gain 
reduction remains broadly similar when comparing 
ratios. Attack settings are switched from 0.1 to 30ms, 
while Release goes from 0.1 to 1.2s plus Auto, the 
design of which is fairly traditional, broadly similar 
to that used on the Fairchild 670 and many other 
designs, with a ‘memory’ of level so that short peaks 
are dealt with faster than sustained loud passages. 
With only six settings each for Attack and Release, 
setup is easy, but this has already led to customer 
modifi cation requests for faster or in-between settings, 
which Vertigo seems happy to do.

In stereo mode, channel 1 becomes the master; 
the lower row of knobs and both toggles relating to 
the right-hand channel become inactive. As a stereo 
bus compressor, the unit excels. Stereo sidechain 
operation is vastly improved over conventional units 
-– the unique design of this circuit with separate VCAs 
in the circuit and the sidechain ensures no loss of top-
end. The sidechains are never summed, so even with 
out-of-phase signal peaks the image remains stable, 
and crosstalk is remarkably >100dB at any frequency 
and the response goes from 10Hz to 70kHz (-3dB). 
While we’re talking numbers, the dynamic range is 
an enormous 117dB. Across the mix, the sound is 
punchy and dynamic, but some settings will pump 
and it is easily possible to overdo it. The 1979 VCA 
adds a certain vintage-style colouration as it is pushed, 
and a pleasant subtle crunchiness begins to occur. I’m 
always a fan of low-end sidechain fi ltering, and here 
it works really well at 90Hz; perhaps an even higher 
frequency setting would have been useful.

The VSC-2 is one of those units that oozes quality, 
right from the fi rst time you hear signal through it. The 
attention to detail in the design of the audio circuitry 
has paid dividends, and the designers are obviously 
enthusiasts with excellent ears! The compression can 
be overly powerful, but with Auto Release and Soft 
Ratio mode things become more subtle. Quality comes 
at a price (Euro 3490), but this is a superbly designed 
and engineered product that I have no hesitation in 
heartily recommending. ■

Vertigo sound VsC-2
the hope of discovering a new brand with a new take on an old puzzle is one of the things 

that keeps the gear-head in all of us going. george shILLIng has been lucky enough to 

fi nd a fantastic new dynamics box that reminds him of a Firebird.

Pros Fantastic sound quality; high build 
and component quality; excellent bus 
compression; unique soft ratio mode; 
ultra-low noise and crosstalk.

no barrel pointers on threshold and 
make Up knobs; compression tends 
towards being heavy and can pump a bit!

Cons

Contact
VertIgo soUnD, germAny:
website:	www.vertigosound.com
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Audio
perfection

The current state of technology in the 
recording and reproduction of sound is at 
a very high level today thanks to tireless 
efforts of a handful of pioneers. This 
relatively small group of researchers and 
innovators, all of whom were continually 
striving for sonic perfection included Horst 
Klein and Walter Hummel. In 1945 they 
courageously founded a company that is 
still to this day, exclusively dedicated to 
the perfect reproduction of sound. 
www.klein-hummel.co.uk
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these PLUgs Are based 
on modules from EMI’s 
TG12410 Transfer Desks or 

mastering consoles as we would 
now call them. Both designs date 
from around 1972, and the pair 
are supplied together for Pro Tools 
LE, or in a more expensive TDM 
version for Pro Tools HD (the licence 
for which includes authorisation for 
the RTAS version). VST and AU 
versions are promised in coming 
months.

The TG12412 Mastering EQ is a 
4-band mono or multi-mono plug-in. 
Each band includes fi ve switchable 
frequencies that are different for 
each band — there is no overlap. 
Interestingly, it is claimed that these 
are all based on the frequency of 
the note ‘C’ and spaced in half and 
third octaves, although the legending doesn’t entirely 
bear this out exactly if you assume A=440Hz — a 
set of tones at the indicated frequencies would sound 
somewhat out-of-tune!

An extraordinary feature that I have never come 
across elsewhere is the possibility to create a high 

or low shelf on all bands from 
all frequencies. This caused some 
eyebrows to be raised at a mastering 
session at Abbey Road some years 
ago, when the engineer concerned 
stated he was applying a high 
frequency shelf boost of 2dB from 
500Hz upwards! Apparently such 
tricks have been something of a 
‘secret weapon’ at Abbey Road for 
some years. The legending on the 
controls for selecting these shelves 
or the three different bell curves 
also require explanation, as they are 
marked LOW-BL-MED-SH-HIGH. 
Low and High of course refer to the 
shelf settings, and Med is Medium, 
but you might need to be told 
that BL is Blunt and SH is Sharp, 
in terms of the shapes of the bell 
curves.

Despite the limited selection of frequencies, it’s 
usually easy to get near enough to dial out rogue 
resonances and overtones. Each band offers +/-10dB 
gain in steps of one-third of a dB. The TG EQ has an 
openness, subtlety and honesty along the lines of the 
API 550, but with a touch of Neve grunt perhaps. 

It sounds very sweet, adds no nastiness, (unless 
the original signal includes something nasty), and 
is certainly not as brutal as, say, SSL E Series. The 
frequency choices are excellent (although this has 
little to do with musical notes.) An overall Level 
control usefully allows trim of +/-10dB.

The accompanying TG12414 Presence Filter 
features Low and High Pass fi lters at 18dB per octave, 
with fi ve and four fi xed frequencies respectively, 
plus bypass (confusingly labelled High and Low 
respectively.) Additionally there is one band of bell-
curve EQ (named Presence and fi xed at roughly 
the MED setting of the 12412) with eight selectable 
frequencies that, interestingly, are those found on 
the famous TG12345 console used for Beatles and 
Pink Floyd recordings. Again, an overall Level trim 
is provided. In the digital age, the High Pass fi lter 
is particularly useful for disposing of unwanted 
rumblings, the lowest setting of 40Hz comes in handy 
in many different situations. The surprise is the Low 
Pass, which makes things sound very Beatles-ey 
when used selectively — settings range from 8 to 
20kHz, and a mix can be very effectively enhanced 
with selective use of both fi lter bands. The Peak 
band is also very useful, with a set of frequencies not 
duplicated on the 12412. ■

Chandler tg eQ mastering Pack
while Chandler has recreated and customised ancient emI/Abbey road circuit designs to 

great effect in hardware, many DAw users have also been enjoying the tg12413 Limiter 

plug-ins. the follow up to those is this pair of eQ plugs.            george shILLIng

Cons

Pros Very low latency; frugal with processor 
usage; surprisingly fl exible; pleasantly 
characterful; Beatles-related.

none

Contact
ChAnDLer, UsA:
website:	www.chandlerlimited.com
Uk, Unity Audio:	+44 1440 785843

PRO I/O
PRICED TO GO

• Aurora 8: simultaneous 8 channel analogue I/O and 8 channel AES/EBU I/O • Aurora 16: simultaneous 16 channel
analogue I/O and 16 channel AES/EBU I/O • 24-bit/192kHz A/D and D/A conversion • LSlot™ expansion slot for
Pro Tools | HD®, FireWire® and ADAT® interfaces • Extensive remote control capabilities • On-board digital mixer
provides flexible I/O routing • Word Clock I/O with Lynx SynchroLock™ jitter reduction technology • 1U rack-mountable

Available in 8 and 16 channel versions, Lynx Aurora eclipses the performance of other audio converters costing
up to three times the price. And while some devices want to hog your whole rack, Aurora takes up just 1U. 
With interface cards now available for Pro Tools | HD®, FireWire® and ADAT®, Aurora can bring a ray of sunshine
into the life of every DAW user. So isn’t it time you saw the light?    

UK distribution by Source
Find a dealer at: www.sourcedistribution.co.uk/lynx • T: 020 8962 5080

All trademarks are recognised as the property of their respective owners.
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Audio
perfection

The current state of technology in the 
recording and reproduction of sound is at 
a very high level today thanks to tireless 
efforts of a handful of pioneers. This 
relatively small group of researchers and 
innovators, all of whom were continually 
striving for sonic perfection included Horst 
Klein and Walter Hummel. In 1945 they 
courageously founded a company that is 
still to this day, exclusively dedicated to 
the perfect reproduction of sound. 
www.klein-hummel.co.uk
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ACCorDIng to the font of popular 
knowledge — Wikipedia — the Aeta are the 
indigenous people of the Philippines, whose 

communities are scattered around isolated parts of 
those mountainous islands. A fact which I have to 
confess had me scratching my head and wondering 
how it was that they eventually settled and came 
to be designing audio codecs in a sleepy French 
town, reached from Paris via the métro line 13 and a 
number 295 bus? In the end I dismissed this as mere 
coincidence; because these Aeta are better known 
for their Scoop audio codec range, delivering radio 
contributions to studios via leased lines, Ethernet/IP or 
ISDN circuits. But their Mixy is, however, somewhat 
of a departure — it’s a tiny analogue location mixer 
that also offers digital I-O.

The Mixy is a 5-channel device with three Neutrik 
female XLR balanced mic inputs, located on the left 
hand side, alongside a 12-pin MiniCon connector that 
carries the device’s analogue outputs. All three mic 
inputs have switchable powering, set by the software-
driven user-menu, and are chosen between dynamic, 
T12 Tonader, P12 or P48 phantom power. Each input 
has its own high-pass fi lter, with a choice between 
off or roll-over frequencies of 15Hz ‘sub’, 120Hz 
at 18dB/octave or 300Hz at 6dB/octave. The input 
sensitivity can also be adjusted within the software 
menu in 10dB steps between 0 and 50dB giving 
a maximum level, before activating the additional 
-20dB pad, of +19dBu. Each input also has a phase 
inverter.

On each input, and starting at -12dB, a LED 
mounted at the zero point of each channel’s rotary 
fader on the front face glows green to warn of 
approaching overload and triggers the switchable 
limiter, shown by a red LED situated at the maximum 
point of each fader.

Inputs 1&2 work independently, if required, or as 
a stereo pair, or in M+S mode; by default Channel 1 
routes to the Left output, Channel 2 to the Right. In 
stereo and M+S mode, the limiters on channels 1 and 
2 are coupled to maintain the stereo image, although 
the gain on input 2 is adjustable by a further +/-5dB for 
M+S operations via an external ring around Channel 
2’s rotary fader. This allows the ‘width’ in M+S mode 
to be increased or decreased and at its central point it 
corresponds to a width of 110 degrees.

Input 3 is an independent input; and although it has 
the same gain range as inputs 1 and 2, the addition of 
a 20dB pad that can be punched-in through the Pad 
pushbutton alongside fader 3, allows it to cope with 
signals higher than +38dBu.

The front face, as well as being home to the rotary 
faders, also houses the metering display window, 
which doubles as the set-up menu screen, accessed 
through the Esc pushbutton to the right of the 
window. Navigating through the OLED display menu 
is delightfully straightforward, using the prominent 
joystick-mounted centrally below the screen to select 
and scroll settings as required in the confi guration of 
the mixer. Depressing Esc opens the Inputs menu 
and pressing the joystick accesses channel 1-3’s 

settings for Gain Sensitivity (between 10 and 50dB), 
Mic Powering, Limiter (In/Out), HPF and phase; the 
routing for the Aux inputs (the feeds from the XLR5 
Line input, the USB input and the SPDIF input); and 
the setting Mode for inputs 1 and 2. Then there’s the 
main Outputs: Line (Left/Right or M+S), Pads in the 
Left/Right outputs and the sample rate of the digital 
out (44.1kHz or 48kHz, with Pro or consumer set in 
the AES fl ag). Miscellaneous settings include Battery 
Charger state and Screen Brightness. Memory allows 
nine confi guration settings to be stored and recalled; 
the ‘Function Key’ can be allocated to generate 
tone, open the slate mic or provide a 20dB Boost 
for the headphone feed; and fi nally Monitor allows 
the meter to show the two output channels, with 
a warning light at -3dBfs, in Standard mode, or in 
Multi mode, three extra bars are added to the meter 
scale, showing the three input channel levels post-
fade. The meter scale is selectable between PPM or 
VU ballistics.

The monitoring is selectable through the joystick: 
side to side for the monitor source, and up and down 
for the monitor mode; with choices that include M/S, 
M+S, M-S, L+R, R/R and L/L; and Input 1, Input 2, 
Input 3, Output, Return, USB and Inputs 1&2.

The front face also has the monitor volume pot, 
below which discretely sit two LEDs showing a DC 
input connection and internal battery charging. The 
locked-away internal battery lasts for about 10 hours 
of normal usage, and recharges from the DC input in 
about 4 hours.

The right hand side of the unit houses the two 
line inputs within a male Neutrik XLR5 connector, 
with the line outputs alongside in a female XLR5 
connector. The Line input can also be routed to 
the Mix Bus, or it can be left unrouted, but still be 
available for monitoring. A 3.5mm socket to the left 
of the female XLR5 also offers a line out feed, but 
with its output level permanently pegged at 6dB 
below the main line output of the mixer. A 16Ohm, 
3.5mm headphone socket is situated directly below 
the unbalanced line out socket. To the right of the 
male XLR5 are sockets for the SPDIF digital input on 
a phono, which also acts as a clock source for digital 
functions within the mixer; direct digital out from 
channels 1 to 3 on an HR10 6-pin; and a Hirose 
4-pin for the DC in.

The rear face houses the USB1.1 stereo I-O 
socket that translates the mixer’s analogue outputs to 
digital. The host computer determines the sampling 
frequency, given the choice between 44.1 kHz or 48 
kHz, however the signal remains at 16-bit in both 
cases. An optical Toslink connector is also available.

Designed primarily for seamlessly interfacing with 
their Scoop codecs, the Aeta Mixy also happens to 
be a well thought through, robustly engineered and 
substantially built location mini-mixer; and at a 
gramme for every quid it costs, the 1.2kg unit is both 
deceptively weighty and reassuringly pricey. ■

Aeta mixy
nicely engineered and nicely presented, Aeta’s little mixer fi ts well into the manufacturer’s 

product range. neIL hILLmAn gives it a detailed examination and asks if it fi ts the bill. 

Pros nicely engineered in a heavy, no-
nonsense metal box; its starkness is 
cleverly softened by soft, tactile rubber 
over-riders top and bottom.

Perfect as a companion to equipment 
such as an IsDn codec in a semi-
permanent or outside broadcast 
installation, it’s not really an over-the-
shoulder contender. 

Cons

Contact
AetA AUDIo, FrAnCe:
website:	www.aeta-audio.com
Uk, Audio Ltd:	+44 1494 511711
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A CoUPLe oF weeks ago, two rather 
large cardboard boxes arrived containing a 
bewildering array of Violet microphones along 

with some equally bewildering constructions of parcel 
tape and bubble-wrap. Having fi nally established that 
the range of microphones went from the very cheapest 
(£159 inc. VAT) to the most expensive (£3659 inc. 
VAT), I decided to reverse my usual approach and pick 
the budget model fi rst on the basis that a microphone 
manufacturer’s efforts in this segment can 
often tell you more about their values 
than anything else. And besides, 
there was a certain curiosity about 
any microphone that had been given 
the vaguely Pythonesque appellation 
the ‘Black Knight’ (‘It’s just a fl esh 
wound.’ Ed).

The latest Violet Design catalogue 
describes the Black Knight as ‘The 
Bestseller, a perfect alternative to the 
wide offered Lo-End cheap products’. 
Not sure I’m any the wiser there, 
or indeed fi lled with confi dence by 
that particular piece of copywriting 
— but I can reveal that it is a fi xed 
pattern cardioid capacitor microphone, 
featuring a 27mm diameter gold 
sputtered diaphragm and a solid-
state, transformerless output stage. 
The name, one assumes, 
comes from the fact that 
the capsule is contained 
in a head grille assembly 
that does look rather like 
the aforementioned 
Black Knight’s helmet 
(‘I’ll bite your legs 
off.’ Ed). Not only 
that, for added comic 
value (not to mention 
as an aid for fi ne-tuning 
positioning) the whole 
assembly stands slightly 
proud of the mic body 
on an articulated joint, 
that allows it to tilt up 
and down and side 
to side. The whole 
unit, in case you 
wondered, is fi nished 
in black. It comes in a 
fetching violet coloured 
wooden box reminiscent of 
an old dominos box, and 
ships with a fi xed clip that 
screws into the base of the 
microphone.

Plugged in, powered up, 
and with a male voiceover 
talent in front of the 
microphone, my first 
reaction is to pull the gain 

control down several notches. What seems like 
quite a hot output level is confi rmed by the spec 
— a low-ish output impedance of 50ohms contributes 
to a sensitivity of 33mV/Pa into a 1k load. Duly 
attenuated, the male voice sounded reasonably up-
front, but just a touch boxy sounding. Moving in 
closer brought a proximity lift into play, and the boxy 
quality receded as distance on the mic closed up a 
little. The Black Knight compared favourably with a 

Rode NT1 in this application, although 
perhaps the Rode had a bit more 
warmth to the low mids — and both 
added a defi nite, though not overly 

exaggerated presence lift in the 3k 
area. With sung vocals that boxy 
quality seemed less pronounced, 
but the Black Knight seemed a 
little less smooth and predictable as 
you increase the distance to the 
microphone. 

Moving to acoustic guitar and 
that 3k bump really does make its 
presence felt although again the 
Black Knight seemed quite sensitive 
to positioning, which makes the 

tilting helmet (sorry, capsule) actually 
quite useful. The microphone catches 
the sound of picked strings quite well, 

albeit sounding a little soft in 
the extreme HF response. 
It’s less convincing with 
strummed guitar for some 
reason — there’s a slight 

hardness to the 
sound and a 
lack of absolute 

authority and 
balance to the low 

end.
In both cases, with 

a touch of corrective 
EQ, the Black Knight 
really sounds quite 
pleasant but I’d never 

really describe it 
as either neutral 
or particularly 
b e n e f i c i a l l y 

coloured in its 
response. What it 

does do a lot better 
than most microphones 
in its price range is react 
better when the going 
gets a little louder or 
shriller. As a single kit 
overhead it sounded 
nicely detailed without 
any hint of high-mid 
harshness (although 
given its output 
level, you do fi nd 

yourself wishing for a pad switch at this point). And 
on female vocals, where a lot of cheaper mics can 
sound fi ne up to a particular point and then suddenly 
become a little scratchy as the SPL rises, the Black 
Knight retains its composure throughout, if anything 
sounding a little too soft at times.

All of which sounds a bit mixed, which is probably 
my overwhelming impression of the Black Knight 
— mixed feelings. It’s a capable microphone with a 
tonality that has strengths and weaknesses. And for 
the money being asked (Euro 325), it’s really very 
capable. It may need a little polishing with EQ, but 
there are no rough edges to the microphones physical 
construction here. As an initial point of reference it 
bodes well for the rest of the range. ■

Violet Design Black knight
Based in Latvia, Violet Design has been involved in microphone manufacturing in a 

variety of guises for some time and as a brand now seems to have established itself 

internationally as a purveyor of mics with a distinctive look. Jon thornton tells us if 

the sound is distinctive too.

Pros well built, large diaphragm capacitor for 
very nearly dynamic mic money; smooth 
hF response even under duress; swivel 
top quite useful for fi ne-tuning position.

needs a little eQ to sit well with some 
sources; could really use a pad; some of 
the documentation has suffered a little 
in translation.

you really have to hand it to Violet 
for the variety and visual impact of its 
microphone range. then there are the 
names. these include the Flamingo, 
the stereo Flamingo, the globe, the 
Amethyst, the Junior, the grand Pearl, 
the Pearl standard, the Finger and the 
Black hole.

Cons

eXtrAs

Contact
VIoLet DesIgn, LAtVIA:
website:	www.violet-design.com
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Whether you’re cutting tracks for fun or producing a groundbreaking record, Unity Audio has the best front end analogue and plug-in
tools for the job. Professional producers, studios and artists choose our products, as they’re most favourite and indispensable tools for
their daily work. Such as producer/engineer Cenzo Townsend (Kaiser Chiefs, The Zutons, The Feeling, Razor Light), Steve ‘Dub’ Jones
(The Chemical Brothers, Primal Scream, Audio Bullies), Steve Osborne (Kt Tunstall), Ben Hillier (Depeche Mode, Doves, Elbow), 
Mark ‘Spike’ Stent (Madonna, Oasis, No Doubt, Gwen Stefani), Groove Armada, The Prodigy, Chemical Brothers.
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URS Classic Console Strip Pro
The ultimate, multi console in the box channel

strip solution. Create your dream console
choosing your favorite algorithms from the
Input Stage, Compressor and EQ selections 

Tonelux V8 Roadster Rack
8 way portable rack. Accepts any of the Tonelux
modules. Load it with Pre’s, EQ’s, Comps, mono

or stereo inputs – the choice is yours

Little Labs Multi Z PIP
Pro instrument multi-impedance pre-amp, 

Re-amp, DI, splitter

Soundtoys Native FX Bundle
This is the effects rack you've have been

waiting for. SoundToys Native Effects gives
your mixes that pro quality, fat analog sound

without the fat kick in the wallet. Includes
Speed, Phase Mistress, FilterFreak, Echoboy,

Tremolator, Crystallizer 

Chandler Limited
Germanium Compressor

FET based gain reduction element using the
same class A amp found in the GERM Pre and
Tone Control. Features include WET/DRY mix,

COMP CURVE, CLEAN/DIRTY COMP, 
and SIDECHAIN FILTER

Thermionic Culture Earlybird 1.2
All valve dual mono no compromise, 

no frills pre-amp. Ultra low distortion, 
noise and phase shift

Audioease Altiverb 6
The masters of plug-in convolution based

reverbs have raised the bar again. Simply the
best sounding, feature packed reverb available,

with the largest preset library on the planet

Telefunken USA AK47
Multi-pattern valve microphone featuring new
old stock Telefunken EF732 valve and custom

wound hand made BV47 transformer. 
The mic bargin of the century, £845.00 

ex VAT. Try one out on our 7 day no quibble
sale or return

EchoVerb Tape Echo/Reverb
The sound and feel of tape eco/reverb is back!

Six heads with guitar level inputs and
transformer balanced XLR’s  
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weLCome to the latest chapter in 
the Sydec saga. Sydec was always 
the manufacturer behind Soundscape 

products, since the fi rst Soundscape appeared in 
1993. In 2001, Mackie bought Sydec. Sydec 
regained its independence when Mackie began a 
rationalisation programme. Today, Sydec is part 
of the Solid State Logic group.

Mixpander and Alpha-link provide 
low latency I-O in analogue and a 
comprehensive range of digital 
formats plus DSP for mixing 
and plug-ins. The premise is a 
compelling one. Add summing 
and a shed-load of DSP effects 
to a native processing DAW/
Sequencer without taking a huge hit 
on CPU load. Mixpander comes in two fl avours, 5 and 
9, and this simply refers to the number of Motorola 
fi xed-point DSP chips provided.

Summing has been a hot issue recently and 
has resulted in a resurgence of outboard analogue 
summing. (Of course, you could also use a big-gun 
analogue console if you have one lying around 
gathering dust...) However, all this is rather missing 
the (fl oating) point. The real question is why 
does summing have a deleterious effect in some 
workstations and not others. Tom Schuh, product 
manager, has an interesting take on this: ‘Our DSP-
based mixing architecture uses 24-bit signal paths 
and 56-bit arithmetic provided by the Motorola 56K 
fi xed point chips. We are not claiming anything 
“exotic” in our busing structure. However, we do not 
want to go in too much detail on what we actually 
do. Part of the secret is, that we are very thorough 
in carefully selecting the arithmetic model to provide 
a pristine, artefact free In to Out signal path and 
perfectly scaled busing to provide the full level of 
detail at all times.

‘We do not claim a full double-precision 48-bit 
path; this would be too costly in DSP Cycles and/or 
DSP connections. (This is also true for other vendors 
using the same family of chips.)

‘Therefore given how fi xed point arithmetic works, 
there is no compromise to allow for headroom other 
than scaling down or let the user adjust the levels 
before the signal has to travel into the summing pool.

‘Of course, you could say that 32-bit Float (24-
Bit Audio+8-Bit Floating comma) is rescaling and 
normalising automatically, thus you don’t need to 
adjust levels or adjust bit scaling yourself.

‘However, with real life tests, currently available 
algorithms and mixing infrastructures inside DAW 
software packages are not doing this without altering 
the level of detail. You don’t need an Audio Precision 
System to judge this. An EQ that suddenly sounds like 
a compressor as well is telling the whole truth.

‘Apparently, bit scaling and headroom generation 
in fl oating point also requires a thorough headroom 
calculation if you do not want to loose resolution and 
level of detail. Since it will not clip in fl oat that easily, 
this does not seem to be a major consideration for 
some developers.

‘Wrong scaling in fi xed will clip, so developers are 
very, very careful with the resolution considerations. 
This is why a lot of people claim that fi xed point 

systems sound better. Developers just HAVE TO do 
it right.’

I kind of agree with Tom’s argument but properly 
executed fl oating point summing sounds good and 
requires a lot less operator care. That said, the 
sound from a Mixpander/Alpha-Link combination is 
undeniably very impressive.

The Mixpander/Alpha-Link combination will 
appeal to native DAW users looking for a solid, low 
latency system without the hassle of tuning a native 

processing system.
The virtue of this solution lies in the effortless 

handling of 64 bi-directional streams to and from the 
native application and up to 48 channels of physical 
I-O talking to the outside world. With suffi cient 
DSP (especially with a Mixpander 9) to cope with 
extensive mixer confi gurations you can see the 
attraction. If you use a lot of effects, further cards can 
be added. Mixpander makes most sense as part of a 
complete SSL Soundscape workstation. 

If you don’t want or need the DSP element, then 
the Alpha-Link is still a 
contender as a very useful 
I-O and format convertor 

box.
Sydec’s Soundscape products 

have always been renowned for an 
unusually high level of solidity and reliability 

and I see no reason why the SSL Mixpander and 
Alpha-Link should be any different. ■

ssL mixpander 5/Alpha-Link
the mixpander name is familiar; Alpha-Link isn’t. roB JAmes revisits a DsP card and 

introduces himself to a family of convertors.

Pros Alpha-Links are very useful I-o boxes 
in their own right; solid, low latency 
performance; good range of optional 
plug-ins.

mixer gain structure requires care; DsP 
only benefi ts proprietary versions of 
plug-ins; Alpha-Link settings are fi ddly.

Cons

Contact
soLID stAte LogIC, Uk
website:	www.solid-state-logic.com

Alpha-L inks 
are a series of 

A-D/D-A convertors supporting multiple digital 
formats. the Alpha-Link mADI AX (£1700 + 
VAt) I had for this article comes with optical 
mADI, ADAt and a proprietary expansion 
connector for the mixpander  (Alpha Link 
mADI sX £1700 + VAt; Alpha Link AX £1200 
+ VAt). twenty-four tri-coloured LeDs provide 
rudimentary metering.

Analogue connections are on 25-pin D-subs as are Aes-eBU on units so equipped. the Alpha-Link also 
functions as a full 24-bit format convertor between any of the formats present. routing is achieved by holding 
down the output Button and pressing the Input Button to cycle through the available inputs. Inputs can be 
connected to multiple outputs, but multiple inputs cannot be summed to an output.

system settings are fi ddly. As an example, to change ADAt 96khz mode to non-smux, fi rst you have to 
start the Alpha-Link in diagnostic mode by powering it up with the sample rate and Clock buttons depressed. 
the Xs LeD will then fl ash. there are two banks of 8 virtual option switches, not all of which have a function. 
Pressing the meters button toggles between the two indicated by an amber LeD on meter channel 17 or 18. 
Pressing the output button cycles through the 8 options available for that switch. the power must then be 
cycled to return to operational mode.

Alpha-Link

A 1m proprietary tDm cable is the only physical connection 
between the mixpander (Uk£649 + VAt) and the 

Alpha-Link. ssL recommends setting the PCI Latency timer to 64 and disabling the 
‘spread spectrum Clock’ option in the BIos. Low-latency mme drivers, 
wDm drivers, AsIo-2 drivers, multiclient Dwave drivers and gsIF 
drivers for windows 2000 and XP are all included. mixpander 
also includes a special version of the ssL soundscape mixer and 
Audio toolbox plug-in pack (with 4-band Parametric eQ, Filter, 
Dynamics, Chorus/Flange, ms Decoder and Dither).

mixpander can be used with special release versions of a wide range of plug-ins from Acuma Labs, Aphex, 
Arboretum, CeDAr, Dolby Laboratories, Drawmer, ssL, sonic timeworks, Algorithmix, synchro Arts, spinaudio, 
tC electronic and wave mechanics. Vst plug-ins are also supported.

the unique mixer makes considerable use of mouse cursor tools. At 48khz you get 64 bi-directional audio 
streams between the host application and the mixpander card with 36 re-assignable internal buses. once 
you are familiar with the concepts, the mixer is powerful and effective. Just remember the non-existent bus 
headroom and all will be well.

mixpander



The complete solution for tracking, summing and 

monitoring. The Fat Track Tube Production Suite offers 

everything you need to make the best recordings, in a stylish 

and compact unit. Place this at the heart of your DAW to 

deliver professional results with the richness, warmth and 

clarity that only tubes can. TL Audio’s new Fat Track is exactly what you need to 

improve your digital audio and make great sounding recordings a great deal easier. 

Main Features
2 multi input channels (mic/line/inst)

•
3 band EQ with swept mid on each channel

•
Direct outputs

•
2 headphone outputs

•
Balanced inserts on channels and master

•
I/O switchable +4 /-10

•
4 stereo plus 2 mono returns for summing

•
Effects send / return

•
Alternative speaker mode

•
Optional ADAT I/O

Tel: +44 (0)1462 492090

Email: info@tlaudio.co.uk

Web: www.tlaudio.co.ukPASSIONATE ABOUT TUBES

FatTrack
Coolest Solution, Warmest Sound.
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It’s Been neArLy three years since I fi rst 
reviewed Neumann’s D-01, the fi rst microphone 
produced under the ‘Solution-D’ banner. At the 

time, I felt that it was a terrifi c proof of concept for a 
number of technologies — the use of AES42 and the 
most ‘digital’ of digital microphones, with a completely 
transparent transfer from capsule to A-D convertor. At 
the same time, though, the overwhelming impression 
was that it lacked something in the character stakes.

It’s not entirely surprising then, that the proof of 
concept has fi ltered down into a number of other 
products, all based on the familiar stick microphone 
form factor of the Neumann KM 180 series. What 
I was interested to fi nd out was how much further 
Solution-D has come in that time and indeed whether 
that all-important character has been retained.

The heart of the system is the KM-D body, which 
when mated with one of the three capsules on offer 
is pretty much identical in size to the analogue KM 
series. Inside this compact package is crammed the 
powering, A-D and DSP required by the microphone 
in a tidy bit of electronic design and packaging, 
although it does run quite warm as a result.

Connection to the KM-D is via AES 42 only, which 
allows both upstream and downstream data. Unless 

you’re one of the fortunate few who has this standard 
supported natively by your recording system, one 
of Neumann’s own solutions for converting this to 
AES3 is required. At the high end, this comes in the 
form of the DMI-2, the interface that accompanied the 
original D-01 microphone. This accepts two channels 
of AES42 data and converts them to AES3 signals, 
and allows the microphone’s convertors to either run 
asynchronously, or to be clocked by the DMI-2 itself 
or from and external Word clock source. Connecting 
the DMI-2 to a PC or Mac over USB also allows the 
user to run some pretty comprehensive remote control 
software — more of which later.

A more basic conversion option is also available. 
This takes the form of a small rectangular box with 
an XLR input, and an XLR output on a fl ying lead. 
DC power is applied to the box from an external 
power supply. Connecting a KM-D to the box then 
gives an AES3 output on the fl ying lead. Sample rate 
in this case is preset at 48kHz, and there is no way 
of synchronising the microphone to an external clock. 
An SPDIF version of this kit is also on offer.

The KM-D family is available in black Nextel or 
satin nickel fi nish, and three capsules are currently on 
offer (more are planned), which simply screw onto the 
KM-D body. The capsules themselves will be familiar 
to KM180 series users, being the 184 cardioid, 183 
omni and 185 hypercardioid. First impressions with 
the 183 omni are that, aside from being eerily quiet, 
it sounds very similar to the KM183. With its 7dB 
presence boost at 10kHz in the free fi eld it’s a fairly 
bright sounding microphone close in, but respectably 
neutral in terms of the diffuse fi eld despite a tendency 
to move towards a hypercardioid response at high 
frequencies. On a 12-string acoustic it’s nice and 
bright with good transient response and plenty of 
harmonic detail at the low end. The 184 capsule in 
the same position sounded a little more muted, but 
tonally smoother and still with a nicely defi ned attack 
to the strings though.

In a slightly larger space, the 183 capsule shines, 
although as a distant ORTF pair on a choir they 
resolve plenty of detail with great stereo imaging, 
and really succeed in capturing the low frequency 
energy of the room in a very balanced manner. Most 
impressive is that they are absurdly quiet for a small 
diaphragm capacitor design — testament to what you 
can achieve by taking all of the analogue electronics 
out of the signal path.

To get the most out of the KM-D series, though, you 
really need to use the DMI-2 interface unit and the 
associated Remote Control Software (RCS). This has 
developed nicely since the fi rst version I encountered, 

and looks altogether a little more polished. As well 
as offering many more possibilities for 
synchronisation options, the microphones’ 

internal DSP can also be remotely 
adjusted to give control 
over pre-attenuation of the 
microphone, gain, a high-
pass fi lter and even a built-
in limiter/de-esser with full 
control over threshold, 
ratio, and time constants. 

The limiter in particular is a useful feature even when 
used as a set-and-forget safety net.

RCS is designed to work with all Solution-D 
microphones, and they identify themselves to the 
system as soon as they are plugged in. Obviously, 
with the KM-D range there is no facility to remotely 
change the polar pattern as it is fi xed by capsule 
choice, but apart from only being able to control one 
LED on the KM-D mic body rather than the two on the 
D-01, all other functions are supported. Many inactive 
features on the original version of the software, such 
as noise gates and EQ, have disappeared. Neumann 
has clearly decided that they are best left to others and 
the software is a lot more streamlined as a result. A 
particularly neat new feature is the ability to store the 
current settings for the KM-D’s DSP in the microphone 
itself. These are then re-instated the next time the 
mic is powered up without RCS being available. This 
is particularly useful if using one of the more basic 
interfacing options.

In summary, the KM-D range seems to be a good 
step forward in the Solution-D project. Everything 
seems just that little bit less experimental and more 
focussed towards getting the job done. And perhaps 
it’s just that you expect small diaphragm designs to 
be that little bit more clinical sounding than large 
diaphragm ones — or maybe it’s that Neumann has 
stuck with capsules that people already know rather 
than developing new ones — but this time I wasn’t 
left with the feeling that removing the analogue 
electronics had also somehow removed the soul of 
the microphone. ■

neumann km-D
nearly three years after his fi rst solution-D neumann digital microphone encounter 

Jon thornton returns to the scene with a handful of sticks and reports on the 

development of the breed.

Contact
neUmAnn, germAny:
website:	www.neumann.com

Pros good range of capsules; tidy packaging; 
range of options for interfacing from 
simple to complex; quiet, detailed and 
responsive; rCs a whole lot neater than 
it was; no preamp or A-D choices to 
consider.

entry level still quite expensive; not sure 
that the entry level solution offers much 
more than a standard km series with a 
good preamp; no preamp or A-D choices 
to consider (some of us like that!)

neumann offers Connection kits for 
connection of individual microphones to 

sPDIF and Aes-eBU interfaces with an 
update to the functionality of the DmI-
2 possible. A plug-in power supply is 
included as standard and a Battery Pack is 
an option. two neumann starter sets offer 
a km 184 D mic and a Connection kit. 

Cons

eXtrAs
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AnDy JACkson’s CAreer began at Utopia 
Studios — he says he wrote letters, working 
his way through a directory of studios, starting 

at the letter ‘A’! However, it turns out he is being 
modest here, as the Utopia job came through a contact 
at Berwick Street Studios, so in fact he only got as far 
as ‘B’! ‘I remember my interview at Berwick Street, 
we sat around and got totally stoned!’ Utopia was 
fairly new at the time, an Eastlake room with a Neve 
desk, and it was there that he paired off with James 
Guthrie, a relationship that eventually drew him 
into the world of Pink Floyd, with whom he became 
involved around the time of the making of The Wall 
feature film. As well as engineering The Final Cut, A 
Momentary Lapse Of Reason and The Division Bell, 
he has been employed for the band’s live recordings, 
and band members’ solo albums such as Roger 
Waters’ The Pros And Cons Of Hitchhiking, and more 
recently David Gilmour’s On An Island.

The tour was recorded by Damon Iddins, Jackson’s 
regular assistant at Gilmour’s Astoria houseboat 
studio, and three nights at the Royal Albert Hall in 
London were recorded and mixed by Jackson for 
the recently released DVD and forthcoming Blu-
Ray release Remember That Night. So ensconced 
is he in the world of Floyd and Gilmour, that Andy 
claims not to be interested in mixing other artists, 
but instead pursues a parallel career as a mastering 
engineer. Resolution met up with Andy at the Astoria 
studio shortly before the DVD release and in between 
complex cinema presentations featuring Gilmour in 
person. Photos: www.recordproduction.com

Andy Jackson
now inextricably linked with Dave gilmour and Pink Floyd, Andy Jackson leads a 

fascinating life focussed on their output. he talks george shILLIng through the 

making of gilmour’s remember that night DVD and gives pointers on technique.
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How and why did the tour get recorded?
Because of Pro Tools it became viable to carry a 
recording rig, so a couple of fl ightcases were built 
with Pro Tools, we got Mick Hinton of DAV — 
he’d just come out with his mic amps, we’d tried them 
and thought they were rather good, so he custom built 
us a bunch of eight in 1U boxes, stripped down, so we 
got 64 channels, so they were straight off the stage 
box, straight into Tools. Because I’d been involved in 
specing mics and things like that, we ended up with 
something pretty good. Stuff had been coming back to 
me from the tour, on and off, so I knew it was working, 
we felt confi dent to just carry on like that, and recorded 
the entire tour. Damon was out on the road, playing out 
sound effects and things like that, so he was wearing 
two hats, recording it as well. So it wasn’t done with 
a mobile, but decent mic amps going down fl at off 
the splitter boxes, which was fairly good, and consistent 
— nothing would really change from gig to gig. You 
can play any night of the tour — audience mics are 
different, but apart from that it matches up pretty well.

How were the audience mics done?
That would vary hugely, for the tour we’d just 
have four up, which would be onstage looking out, 
and two by front-of-house. For the Albert Hall, the 
video people said: ‘We’ve done this before, and 
we know a good way to mic this.’ They put a 
SoundField at front-of-house, then three or four 
pairs running backwards through the venue, it was 
pretty good. There were 16 channels of audience 
or something, but because it’s on Tools you can 

bring the delays out, so we just timed them up, not 
quite to point blank, but close, so you just get a 
sense of it moving backwards, and use the ones at 
the back and spread them round — you tend to end 
up with the four corners otherwise, it’s good to fi ll in 
the holes.

You brought the fi les here to mix?
Yes. The mix is pretty much a static setup, there would 
be slight tweaks song to song, depending on the 
register he’s singing and stuff like that, but it made it a 
lot easier. It was an iterative process. I’d mix the whole 
show, glue it together, listen to the whole thing. We’d 
sit there and make notes, initially without David, so 
it was me, Damon and Devin Workman who’s been 
working on the project as well. And this was everything 
from: ‘We ought to fi x the pitch on that vocal,’ to, ‘The 
drums are a bit quiet on that song’ — anything, just the 

contextual thing. And we’d do another layer of mixing. 
So we got to the point where we were happy and 
said to David, come and have a listen, and he came 
in and we did the same process. He just wanted to 
get his hand on his fader. He’s got things about his 
guitar solo, his dynamics, that he’ll want to get his 
hands on, he knows what he’s doing. We just mixed 
to automation, then when he’d gone we sat here to 
print them all, which was quite a grind. There’s three 
hours of material, printed four times. And then check 
them back. So actually it took the best part of a week 
to print them!

Was it tracked at 96kHz?
Yes, 96kHz 24-bit. For the Albert Hall we brought 
in some of Ian Sylvester’s Euphonix convertors, 
which was a defi nite improvement, in fact we’ve now 
changed over to using them here. The rest of the tour 

       What do you associate with the U 87? Tell us in a video message. We will randomly select one winner from the 87 most interesting 
entries to visit us in Berlin, tour our headquarters and the production line to see how the magic gets into every U 87. To participate, simply 
send a video fi le (max. 30s) by email or MMS to: My-U87-Message@neumann.com. Please include your name, country and email address. 
Closing date: 31st December. All information and eligibility requirements may be viewed at www.neumann.com.

For more information please take a look at www.neumann.com or contact your local Neumann distributor.

The U 87 Anniversary Set is out now

40 Years U 87
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it was 192s, but they’re not dusty really, I think it’s a 
bit of swings and roundabouts, 192s are punchy, the 
Euphonix sound very sweet.

Were there any balance changes for the stereo 
versions?
Just how much rear, centre and sub really, it’s just a 
fold-down. On the last one we’d done I essentially 
didn’t use the centre, I did it in Quad. But I like 
using the centre if you can because it is that thing — 
hence why it exists in cinemas — that you can 
go and sit over one side and it doesn’t all follow 
you over, the centre does rather stay there. But 
I was concerned that there was the realistic 
possibility of end users in domestic situations playing 
the 5.1 mix on left-right only speakers, and the 
centre is missing, the surrounds are missing, the 
sub’s missing. So we did a lot of experiments of 
how to deal with that so that the centre’s still there, 
but if you turned it off you didn’t lose the vocal, 
so I ended up with a very divergent centre mix, 
with the centre recessed very slightly, which is a 
compromise solution. But because it means that 
everything in the centre is also in the left-right, when 
you sum it by the normal maths, the drums, bass 
and vocal get too loud. It didn’t work out right, so 
I had to do an odd summing that didn’t fi t the maths. 
It was entirely empirical, I just switched backwards 
and forwards between them until they matched, which 
ended up about 9 or 10 down on the centre. Same 
with the surrounds, you’ve got a theoretical level 
but because they are behind you don’t hear them so 
clearly, so if you put them at unity they get too loud. 

How do you record David’s guitar in studio 
and on stage?
Well oddly enough we went through lots of experiments 

on the last album, and mostly ended up using a 57, 
rammed right up the speaker, traditional style. I did 
put an STC 4040, which is the updated 4038, and 
snuck it quite a long way behind, but it just poshed 
up the 57, but it was mostly the 57.

And you put them next to each other?
Yes, right together. Every time I try splitting it across 
speakers, it never sounds phase coherent.

And on stage?
Oddly enough I ended up adding a 57, it was 
Colin Norfi eld who did FOH, traditionally uses the 
Shure KSM32s which are nice, but just because 
of the experience on the album, at the Albert Hall 
I put up the same thing, the 57 and the STC as well, 
and then the rest of the tour it was just a 57, which 
was really helpful; there’s something about combining 
the mics that gives you something you can’t make out 
of any one of them, it covers all the bases.

And for vocals?
When we did Live 8 I mixed FOH helped by Jon 
Lemon, and he said: ‘Check these out, they’re the 
new Neumann live mic, the condenser that looks like 
a dynamic.’ They’re pretty good, and reasonably tight 
directionality, that was good, so that was what went 
out on the road.

And in the studio?
Well David’s very easy, he sounds good on anything, 
he sounds pretty good on a 58, but it’s the 
Sony C800G with the heat sink, horribly expensive, 
but they’re fantastic. I’ve tried lots of things, and it’s 
really good, it has an openness and a size. We’ve 
done all sorts of things over the years, 67, 47, I 
had him on a Brauner for a while — they all work, 

he’s got a good voice and good technique, so it’s not 
that diffi cult.

Tell me about the Enhanced Audio M600 
mount …
That’s another one of the witchcraft things, it’s not 
quite as much snake oil as some of the other things 
we’re into here. Rather than something elastic, it’s 
holding it very, very  solidly, aluminium with screw 
thread grips, and it holds it very rigidly. And it does 
sound better, it just seems to fi rm up the bottom. It’s 
almost like going from 16 to 24-bit, it’s that 
kind of difference, you’re getting more information. I 
don’t even know if David Browne who makes them 
knows entirely how they work! It’s just one of those 
empirical things. It’s a good product. It’s a great 
big lump of stuff, I’m aware of that with vocalists 
— David’s OK, but they can be a bit intimidating.

How was the DVD mastered?
The main DVD is Dolby Digital, two streams, we 
did our own encoding here, because it seems like 
it’s just a preset, but it’s not, once you get into 
that. There are all sorts of little check boxes — DC 
Filters on or off, things like that, and it all makes a 
difference. It was another laborious tedious process, 
because there’s vast amounts of it, again, you’ve 
got to do it all twice, surround and stereo. And the 
Blu-Ray has fi ve times the capacity, so the pictures 
are much less compressed, although they still are, 
and audio, we could put 48kHz 24-bit stereo and 
what’s now called Dolby True Digital, which is 
Meridian Lossless Packaging which they bought, 
although it doesn’t seem to be entirely lossless. 
We could basically up the bandwidth enormously, 
which made things straightforward because we 
could just deliver fi les.
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What’s new here?
Well it’s all stood still for about a year, we 
bought more EAR stuff from Tim de Paravicini. 
David wanted to do some playing with the 
nucleus of the tour band down at his house, in the 
barn — the barn with no power! It was all a 
bit jerry-rigged, we worked out from the rig we 
had from the tour. So we had this rack of mic 
amps, cabled it into Pro Tools, so I had no 
control over anything, I just had to keep running 
back and forwards to tweak mic amps. 
It was crazy because David would have half a 
dozen combos, I’d have mics on them all, and he 
could turn them all on at once, or any combination, 
so you’d end up recording on six tracks, it’s 
like, this is daft, all I want is a mixer so I 
can get a balance! So we got Tim to build us one, and 
it’s just fantastic, about the size of a synth, and it’s 24 
into 12, faders, panpot, route — that’s it. It sounds 
great, transparent but very slightly better, because it’s 
going through some nice transformers.

Apart from David and Pink Floyd, what else 
have you been doing?
Well, I had my mastering room at Phoenix, which 
rather inconveniently got demolished to make way 
for Wembley. I put it up in my house as a temporary 
measure, but I keep getting odd bits of mastering 
work. I’m moving, so I’m going to build a room in the 
garden. I really like it, it’s an interesting juxtaposition 
to this, where I can spend a year on a project, 
attending to every detail, doing something in the 
most profound depth. And doing this at the bottom 
end of the market –- it’s the home recordists who are 
releasing it themselves that I’m doing, they send me 
the fi les and I send them back. I have a relationship 
with their record for a couple of hours, and it can be 

nonsense, or great, and it doesn’t matter. In some 
ways, if you get something that’s pretty average 
you can bring it up to ‘not bad at all’, fairly easily. 
When you get stuff that’s not bad at all, to get it up 

to excellent is quite diffi cult, so you’re giving them a 
value added product, and you can spend half a day 
working and that’s it, you’ve done it, back it up, go 
for a walk, go to the café… ■
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keVIn ‘the CAVemAn’ Shirley is a rock 
producer and engineer with an increasingly 
impressive CV. This year alone he has worked 

with Metallica, Iron Maiden (two separate projects) 
and Led Zeppelin, extensively re-working The Song 
Remains The Same for the long-awaited audio re-
release and DVD release. An Irish citizen through 
his grandparents, Shirley was born in South Africa, 
where he engineered local records. He left South 
Africa and became an Australian permanent resident, 
working with The Baby Animals there and in New 
York. After being refused entry back into the US, 
he managed to secure a Canadian gig working with 
Rush, and following this he worked with Bon Jovi and 
The Divinyls.

He returned to Australia to produce Silverchair’s 
internationally acclaimed debut album, and this 
led to further major rock productions for Journey, 
Aerosmith, Rocket From The Crypt, Dream Theater, 
several Iron Maiden albums featuring the reunited 
Bruce Dickinson, and projects with Page/Plant and 

the aforementioned Led Zeppelin. He is now resident 
in Malibu, and a Green Card holder, his various 
nationality statuses enabling him to work in Europe, 
the USA and Australia. ‘That’s been really handy — 
kinda the way it should be really,’ he says. Having 
completed 14 albums this year, Resolution nabbed 
him at the end of a project at London’s Metropolis 
Studios, as he declared that he would be taking 
the rest of the year off to be with his young family 
and be more healthy: ‘I like to ride my bicycle and 
eat fish, but when I get to London I drink wine, eat 
steak and feel rotten like I do today!’ Photos www.
recordproduction.com

Do you agree that a lot of modern rock 
records all sound the same?
Yeah they do, I think it’s the pressure of formula that 
radio is demanding, and labels are so anxious to get 
radio play they always seem to put the Lord-Alge 
— Andy Wallace mix as the only thing that can get 
it on the radio.

Do you also think that bands tend to want to 
sound like other bands?
Well it’s all linked with success. If it sounds like that, that 
is the way to go — which is a bunch of old cobblers.

Essentially, Led Zeppelin records captured 
their live sound…
Well that’s not quite true, I’ve been working with them, 
and the thing about the records is that Jimmy did such 
a wonderful job orchestrating all the instruments. But 
the thing was that he never… there was excess, but 
it was nothing, there was no magic that they couldn’t 
produce live, it was different. That band is a very rare 
exception of four of the stars in the universe colliding.

Do you think bands tend to have to work 
harder to recreate the records live?
I don’t go and see bands live, so I really can’t tell you. 
But when you listen to Led Zeppelin live, I bet there 
isn’t an A&R man around today who would sign 
them, because there’s nothing that can be played on 
the radio. It’s a sorry state, that music has sunk to the 
levels of product, it’s just soap powder.

How can you change that?
Well, you just have to be yourself I think, if you’re 
a musician then you have to believe in the music. 
When Sony came and took over the record company 
it was all about how soon can we make our returns 
and make our money back, the nature of the game 

kevin shirley
Carving a niche as a rock specialist, kevin shirley has tracked and mixed with some of the 

greatest rock names. he tells george shILLIng about his opinions on radio, mastering 

and why he believes Led Zeppelin wouldn’t get signed today.
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changed. But I don’t think you should get despondent 
about that and let it drag you down, because it’s the 
music at the end of the day that we’re here for. Or, 
sonics -– I love sonics, I think I prefer sonics to music. 
I love the sound of records. I always loved the way 
Clearmountain made records sound, the way Mutt 
made certain records sound. Sonic things really do it 
for me, the way Miles Davis’ A Kind of Blue sounds, 
Teo Macero, just beautiful recording. And the music 
is sublime, which I guess helps. Andy Wallace did 
the Jeff Buckley album, and I love Jeff Buckley, and I 
really like Andy’s work too, but I really don’t like the 
sound of that record, I just can’t listen to it, it bothers 
me; it’s too harsh and shrill, but such beautiful warm 
songs and emotions — it’s a weird one for me, that.

You listen quite loud when mixing…
Do I? That’s how I’ve always done it. There’s a time 
and a place to listen softly to make sure everything’s 
in its right place, but if you’re listening that softly it 
doesn’t really matter! The subtleties in the mix are 
really cool, when you hear something far away, you 
hear an organ in the other room and go, what is that? 
I think that’s cool, I don’t think everything has to be 
presented on a two-dimensional plane.

What are your essential bits of gear?
This is my rack… I love the George Massenburg 
EQ that I like to listen through all the time, it’s 
the mastering version, it’s very expensive, and it’s 
notched in half dB things, I don’t have much — half-
dB at 10k… I mix into it.

You set the mix EQ before you start mixing 
with some top and bottom?
Yeah I do, and on the last couple of Iron Maiden 
albums, we didn’t even master it, the records came 
out fl at from the studio.

craft
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Do you think mastering is part of the 
problem with modern records?
I think mastering is dreadful these days, I don’t think 
there are many good guys out there, it’s a running battle 
for me. I just did the Led Zeppelin thing, and you spend 
time making sure there’s X amount of punch in the kick 
drum. And I said to the guy, I really don’t want this to be 
the loudest record ever, I really don’t! I’m not just saying 
that, I don’t want you to push it, I want you to watch 
your compression, I know you can’t keep your hands off 
it, I don’t think it needs any. He said, ‘Well, Kevin, I don’t 
think that’s the way to go,’ and I said, ‘Well, I’d like you 
to try it,’ but he insisted. So we came up here to listen 
to it, all the attack was gone on the kick drum, it makes 
my blood boil, so I go to another mastering guy, and I 
get a bill from this guy for fi ve thousand pounds. It’s like 
no-one’s paying attention. There shouldn’t be ego in 
that link in the chain, it’s a technical thing, we’re making 
music to go on a CD -– don’t screw with it. Don’t squash 
it, don’t add all that top and bottom, I’m doing it in here, 
that’s why we’ve got these things [indicates desk EQ]. 
They’re paying me a lot of money to make sure that’s 
right. When it needs remixing, we’ll get a remixer in. 
Now can you put that on a CD please?

I see you are triggering samples in this mix, 
do you ever tighten people’s performances?
Yeah, I don’t like to trigger samples, but you know, 
it’s not a hard business, it’s so simple. There are 
very expensive microphones, there are things that 
sound a certain way, you put a microphone on and it 
comes out the other way sounding like that. It really 
is that simple. I’m not arrogant, I don’t mean to be 
obnoxious, it really is that simple. If you put it on 
a drum and it sounds bad, it’s probably because the 
drum’s tuned badly. Can you tune the drum better? If 
not, you put a sample on.

So what other gear is essential?
If I had one piece of gear to take to a desert island 
studio where there was no salt air, it would be an 
1176. I like the Peavey Cosmos on guitars, it spreads 
them up a little and takes a little of the colour out of 
the guitars. I’ve got a snare compressor, an LA Audio 
[Classic Compressor], I found it in Australia, cheap as 
chips. And the left side sounds magic, but the right 
doesn’t. I’ve rented them everywhere, and they all 
sound like the right side. And always SSL, love the 
Ks, the bottom, I love Neves, an 8068 to track with. 
But these [Ks] somehow just feel a little more solid, 
when I come back the next day I know it’s going to 
sound the same. The Neve, as the day warms up, the 
sound softens, and the next morning you go: ‘It didn’t 
quite sound like that, did it?’ Go back and listen to the 
mix, and something happened — there were Neve 
gremlins in last night!

These monitors…?
The monitors are mine, these KRK 6000’s I’ve been 
using for years, I discovered them in 1997, and I used 
to have NS-10s which I used to blow up. So I do listen 
loud… ish, and these guys are nearfi eld monitors and 
they hold it, they’re very fl at, not coloured at all, and 
you get them out and they sound good in the car, 
good on big systems. 

Do you track to tape?
No, not any more. I have a 24-track machine 
gathering dust; it’s just a boat anchor. I love Pro Tools; 
I just did a 5.1 mix for Iron Maiden, Steve Harris 
came in last night and said: ‘Can I change that one 
bass note?’ He’s going to insist it’s all live, but it’s not 
— so I just had to go right in the middle of a show 
and change one note, and it was a piece of cake. Pro 
Tools is very helpful like that.EMC 216x125_E Globe.psd
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What’s the difference between the new The Song 
Remains The Same and the original release?
It’s an entirely different audio track, different takes, 
it’s new. Same three nights — it’ll all come out in the 
fullness of time, with Led Zeppelin you choose your 
words carefully, but it’s all different. I got the movie 
and we couldn’t change any of the pictures for legal, 
logistical and artistic reasons, so — can we change 
the audio? There were three nights, and it was a very 
averagely edited movie. And it now looks great, the 
audio locks in with the picture, it’s Zeppelin, those are 
the performances, and I think it sounds great. Robert 
came and sat here with the screen, and was, Oh God, 
I don’t even want to watch this. And he gradually 
started watching, and was like, ‘This is great!’ So we 
turned a corner with that one, he was very unhappy 
with the performances on the original soundtrack.

Have you ever wanted to set up your own 
studio at home?
Mmmmyeah, yes and no.

You like coming to London?
No, I think London’s the worst place in the world, I’ve 
travelled a lot and I think London sucks as a city. I 
just don’t get it. When I like to have a break, I like to 
have a break, and if you have a studio lurking in the 
back -– people call you up all the time anyway, friends 
or band members that think they’re friends, and say: 
‘Can you just do a remix on that single for us?’ And if 
it’s in your house then you’re compelled to. I have a 
studio close to my house, overlooking the beach, and 
fi ve miles from my home. People have this thing that 
you have to be locked up in a dark room to create 
music, it’s really not necessary at all — you can have 
your Babyshambles or whatever they’re called, junkie 
black curtain bands!

You mix fast…
Yeah, I can mix an album in a day, and it’s not a stretch 
for me. And I also don’t check my mixes back. When 
I leave them, I’m happy with them. You could just go 
up your own butt trying to work out whether there’s 
enough bass guitar, and it doesn’t really matter at the 
end of the day. You could mix it a thousand different 
ways, some ways give you more energy, some ways 
give you more fi delity, they do different things to your 
emotions. I’ll leave it where it sounds good to me.

It’s knowing when to stop…?
That’s half the secret. I learned that from Daniel 
Lanois who said he always ran a DAT, and sometimes 
they’d go back and pick things up. I love the Dylan 

album Oh Mercy, that’s one of my favourite albums. 
And it’s not hifi . So at the end of every session I have 
a mix, at the end of the day, that’s the mix. The last 
Iron Maiden album, we didn’t even mix. We tracked 
it, and when tracking was done, the mix was up. And 
I ran it down, and those were the mixes. It’s not a 
laboured process for me. I wondered if it was lazy, but 
I so often hate remixes, when you go back and look at 
things. There’s something about being in the moment, 
with the recording, and there are little nuances that 
you hear. Jimmy Page is a wonderful example of 
hearing mixes like that. He never changed a single 
mix in 60 or 70 songs. Every way is different, there’s 
no wrong way or right way, as long as the mood is 
coming across. ■
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It’s trUe to say that you get used to certain 
ways of doing things -– we have all probably 
defi ned our own pet mic choices and placements 

for a given job over a period of time. It sometimes 
takes a combination of events to shake things up 
a bit and get you to try something new, and rather 
like waiting for a bus, new acquisitions tend to come 
along all at once rather than incrementally. So, having 
recently refi tted one of our rooms with a beautiful little 
SSL AWS900+, and also having taken delivery of a 
couple of nice shiny Yamaha Recording Custom drum 
kits for the live rooms, it seemed only fi tting to put 
them both through their paces in conjunction with 
some SE Electronics Instrument Refl exion Filters and 
Audio-Technica Artist Series microphones and maybe 
try something new.

Having fi rst set my current favourite pair of kit mics 
as a fairly close spaced pair (Audix SCX-25s if you’re 
interested), the fi rst of the new contenders to enter 
the fray was the ATM 650 for the snare top instead 
of the more usual SM57. In comparison with said 
SM57, the ATM 650 sounds a little bit more focussed 
at the top end, with a little more bite to the transients, 
but lacks a little of that mid range dirt that the 57 
has, particularly if you’re a little heavy handed with 
compression. The same was true on the toms -– good 
stick noise and initial tone, but not quite as weighty 
as a Sennheiser 421 or Beyer 201 here.

The ATM350 clip-on proved interesting. On a tom 
it was big and punchy -– lots of attack and bags 
of tone, but despite the shockmount working as 
advertised, its innate sensitivity meant that acoustic 
crosstalk was problematic as you’d expect with any 
capacitor microphone in this position. This seemed 
a perfect opportunity for an IRF to be brought in to 
play. Although the ATM350 isn’t a stick design, a 
bit of hardware manoeuvring and a small amount of 
swearing (Optional or obligatory? Ed) allowed an 
IRF to be positioned around the capsule, and helped 
considerably in focussing the sound more -- certainly 
getting rid of some unpleasant off-axis honk from 
the room.

It was still sounding a little too open for my taste 
though, but it got me thinking. Wheeling in some AKG 
C535s (not usually my fi rst choice), and positioning 
each inside an IRF was quite eye opening. It helps 
that the 535’s slim body means that you can position 

it exactly where you want within the IRF, so that 
the basket ends up just slightly forward of the front 
plane of the fi lter. The result is a sound that’s rich in 
tone and dynamics, and while there’s still a degree of 
spill from tom to tom, some careful positioning of the 
microphone and IRF arrangement to try to shadow 
one mic from another really tightens up the sound.

Where the IRF really stands out in drum miking 
though, is in managing to provide a much greater 
degree of spill control from that perennial problem – 
the hi-hat and snare. Fitting an SM57 into the IRF is 
a bit challenging because of its tapered body, which 
leaves it signifi cantly proud of the fi lter. No such 
problems with a Beyer 201 though, and positioning 
this with the rear of the fi lter angled towards the 
hi-hat gave some truly impressive results and not 
just for the snare microphone. With care and a 
willing drummer, it’s just about possible for two IRFs 
to be used facing in opposite directions for snare 

and hi-hat, but even with just the one around the 
snare mic, it acts as a pretty good baffl e for the hat 
microphone, and makes EQing the hat a whole lot 
easier. It certainly beats my usual little gobo made of 
cardboard gaffered to a mic stand.

So far, then, the IRFs are scoring better than the 
Artist Series when it comes to trying new things 
but the best of the range is saved to last. First the 
ATM250DE. My current ‘go-to’ mic for kick drum has 
to be the Audix D6. Granted, it can sound a little dark 
and lacking in edge for some applications, but it does 
do a wonderful job of taming the most unruly kick 
drum pretty much out of the box. I think, though, that 
it’s about to be supplanted by the ATM250.

Positioned inside the shell (no need for an IRF 
here, then) and individually each of the dual elements 
sound less than awe inspiring. The dynamic output 
has a good sense of weight and power, but lacks a 
little in defi nition and tone, and the capacitor element 
sounds a little too clicky and resonant. Put both 
together though, and they just work, complementing 
each other neatly, and with no real phase issues –- 
certainly not in the frequency ranges we’re talking 
about here. You get the added bonus of being able 
to quickly fi ne-tune a sound by altering the relative 
balance -- although I found equal levels with a 
minimal amount of EQ worked just fi ne. Given time 
and space, I’m sure that the sound could be bettered 
with an alternative pairing of a dynamic and capacitor 

Filters and Artists in action
given the prospect of reviewing a collection of se Instrument refl exion Filters, 

Jon thornton grabs a load of Audio-technica Artist series mics and runs in 

search of a drumkit to try them all on.

se electronics’ original refl exion fi lter was marketed 
as a convenient way to record live sound sources in 
relatively uncontrolled acoustic environments. Using 
some clever materials technology, it comprises a 
roughly semi-circular absorbent panel that surrounds 
the microphone -– generally of the side-address type. 
while the majority of its users will be recording vocals 
of some description, it has also found favour with some 
engineers when recording electric guitar with the 
caveat, of course, that you use a microphone with said 
side-address form factor. In fact, positioning most stick 
mics suffi ciently inside the yolk of the refl exion Filter 
to get suffi cient isolation would be a little problematic, 
and the relative bulk of the device would really prohibit 
it being used in any situation where space is on the tight 
side -– like a drum kit for example.

this obviously got the folks at se thinking, and 
the result is the Instrument refl exion Filter, or IrF. 
At fi rst glance, this looks a little like its big brother 
that got shrunk in the wash, but on closer inspection 

it is slightly different. It still employs the same 
multilayer composite panels, but you can clearly 
see three separate panels with a substantial air-gap 
between each one. the most signifi cant difference 
is the inclusion of a metal tube that passes through 
the panels, into which can be inserted your stick 
microphone of choice. A spring-loaded bung of silicone 
rubber-like material is pulled out to make way for the 
mic, and then released to clamp it fi rmly in place.

the whole assembly is then attached via a bendy 
gooseneck that terminates in a clamp similar to those 
found on pop shields, and clamped to a microphone 
boom arm. If this all sounds vaguely heath robinson, 
it is. the whole ensemble falls a little short of elegance 
when put together, and I can’t help thinking that a 
mounting arrangement using a standard mic stand 
thread might have been a little more satisfactory.

In practice, the diameter of the hole does restrict 
the range of microphones that can be used with the 
IrF. Any stick microphone that doesn’t taper down 
its body is easy to fi t, so no problems with the likes 
of m201s, 451s and km184s. Anything with a taper 
though, we’re talking here about the likes of sm57s 
and sm58s, and indeed the Atm650 on test here, 
and you can only get the microphone so far into the 
hole. Depending on the length of the microphone, 
this might or might not put the capsule in the most 
appropriate position relative to the IrF. 

Instrument 
refl exion Filter

know how

Contact
se eLeCtronICs, ChInA:
website:	www.seelectronics.com

Pros

Cons

work well in controlling unwanted 
ambience; makes a good pairing with 
some capacitor mics; go a great way to 
solving the perennial snare/hat bleed 
issue.

Doesn’t fi t all stick mics very well; 
positioning and clamping arrangement 
seems a little clumsy.
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mic but for quick results with the minimum of 
hassle this is a great solution.

The other jewel in the Artist Series crown has 
to be the diminutive AT450. Its size and side-
address form factor make it great for just peeking 
over the edge of a snare, or for positioning 
snugly between an IRF and a hi-hat. It takes 
high SPLs well, although I found myself with 
the pad engaged more often than not, and is 
remarkably free from the HF ‘sizzle’ that you 
often fi nd with small diaphragm back-electret designs. I’d generally avoid capacitor 
mics on a snare for that reason but this made me rethink my position.

So, what did I learn? Well, it’s good to try new things, but it’s sometimes hard 
to depose some of your favourites. The IRFs certainly proved their worth, although 
ultimately where quite frustrating when trying to position accurately. And all of the 
microphones in the Artist Series are worthy performers and well priced but it’s the 
AT450 and the AT250DE that really stand out and succeeded in toppling some of 
my more established favourites. ■

know how

Audio-technica’s Artist series comprises 
quite an eclectic range of microphones. 
sitting in the product line somewhere 
between the entry level midnight Blue 
series and the Artist elite series, the 
Artist series includes both dynamic 
and capacitor models for instrument 
and vocal applications in live and 
studio environments. Although not 
representing the entire range, At 
supplied the following microphones 
for review.

First, and visually at least the most 
unremarkable, is the Atm650. A 
hypercardioid dynamic with a vaguely 
1970’s look to the head grille assembly, 
this is very fi rmly in Beta 57 territory 
here. A wide presence peak around 
5khz together with a much narrower 
one around 14khz looks to have snare 
drum or guitar cab written all over it. 

the Atm350 is a miniature small-
diaphragm cardioid back-electret 
microphone in a clip-on type design 
for close instrument miking. supplied 
with a foam windshield that covers the 
microphone entirely, and with both 
a shock-absorbing clip-mount and a 
violin mount, suggested applications 
are snare, toms, violin, brass, reeds and 
acoustic bass. It’s quite diminutive in 
size -– certainly when compared with 
something like a sennheiser e604, 
although this is partly attributable to 
the use of a captive cable that connects 
via a tA3-type connector to a separate 
power module that houses the XLr 
connector.

A little more unusual is the Atm450, 
which is a tiny stick microphone 

featuring a side address back electret 
capsule. while larger than the Atm350, 
it really is tiny for such a design, which 
should make positioning in tight 
situations easy, and looks and feels 
very substantial given its dimensions 
(126mm long and 21mm in diameter). 
you get an isolation clamp included, 
which is one of those featuring a 
screw that tightens the clamp around 
the mic body re20 fashion –- I’m not 
sure exactly how much isolation this 
provides, and I’m always terrifi ed of 
either stripping the thread or losing 
the screw from those type of clips. A 
-10dB pad and high pass fi lter (80hz, 
12dB/octave) are also on offer.

Finally, and perhaps the most 
distinctive in terms of its internals, is 
the Atm250De. Designed with kick-
drum and guitar amps in mind, the 
‘De’ in the model number refers to the 
dual elements lurking in the housing. 
A cardioid capacitor element and a 
hypercardioid dynamic element are 
positioned inside, allegedly in a perfect 
phase relationship, the outputs of which 
are fed to a fi ve pin XLr connector. A 
splitter lead is supplied which breaks 
this out to give separate outputs for 
each element, and a -10dB pad and 
80hz high pass fi lter can be switched 
into the capacitor element’s output.

Contact
AUDIo-teChnICA, JAPAn:
website:	www.audio-technica.co.uk

Pros

Cons

well made, good value 
and useful range of 
microphones for stage 
and studio; Atm250De 
fabulous on kick; 
Atm450 very nice 
sounding and easy to 
position.

Atm650 a little too 
bright for my taste; 
not sure about the 
longevity of the clips 
supplied with the 
Atm450 and 250De.
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DesPIte the PLAystAtIons on display 
in the foyer, Sony Computer Entertainment 
Europe has the look of just another central 

London corporate offi ce, but tucked inside are two 
Pro Tools equipped 5.1 rooms, a couple of edit suites 
and a recording room. This is just one of three audio 
facilities run by SCEE in the UK, with the other studios 
located in Cambridge and Liverpool. Audio has never 
been more important for the video game industry, 
as next generation consoles bring an increasingly 
cinematic quality to interactive game play. The most 
sophisticated facial animation systems seen outside of 
the CG movie business are deployed for the new Sony 
PS3 console, and (as long as you don’t look too closely 
at a character’s hair) the overall gaming experience is 
getting closer and closer to actually acting out a part 
within a fi lm. Behind the scenes, a large team of audio 
engineers is responsible for ensuring lip syncing is 
spot on, and that the clangs and crashes as a game 
hero like Nariko wields her Heavenly Sword have the 
surround-sound ring of reality.

Creative Services Manager Dave Ranyard reveals 
that overall team size for a modern game development 
project might run from 20 to 90 programmers and, rather 
than having an audio person on each project, Sony has 
a collective department that handles specialist tasks, 
from dialogue recording through to commissioning 
music from composers and recording artists. There are 
fi ve permanent audio staff in London, with contractors 
and freelancers being brought in when necessary. ‘Five 
years ago we’d just have had one sound guy, now we 
are getting more and more specialised. With sound 
contractors we might get them in for three months to 

work on a project, freelancers might be brought in for a 
week or so — for example to edit a load of dialogue or 
Foley recording which we have done — perhaps in Pro 
Tools or Soundforge, we’ve got several workstations 
for this purpose.’

Just as in the recorded music industry, before a game 
is given the green light for expensive development a 
demo has to be made, with the audio team producing 
mainly linear audio with a few extras to accompany 
the preproduction idea. After receiving a budget, 
the next stage of game development is known as 
First Publishable, which is a playable virtual slice 
of a game: a complete level of the game that might 
include some cut scenes (sequences in a video game 
over which the player has no control), Foley and in-
game dialogue. The audio team is limited as far as the 
number of clock cycles of the processor, how many 
channels and how much memory has been allocated 
to them. There’s a big difference for the Sony audio 
engineers between sounds stored in a Playstation’s 

Audio in games explained
the sophistication and realism of the gaming experience has increased in line with the 

complexity of the accompanying audio. nIgeL JoPson talks to the audio team at sony 

Computer entertainment europe to fi nd out how it all sticks together.
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memory and sounds that are played off the game 
disc. Sounds on the disc can potentially take up to 
two seconds to load, with the norm being around half 
a second, but you still wouldn’t want to use the disc 
to store gunshot samples, for instance.

‘You could play a background ambience, or you 
could play the cheers of a football crowd from disc 
— providing you play a short cheer sample from 
memory to cover up the load delay. For a lot of game 
events you might use scripting, on a mixture of 
environmental effects and specifi c samples,’ explains 
Ranyard. ‘If a character was walking through a 
park, because memory is always an issue for us, we 
won’t hold 200 different versions of birds tweeting in 
memory. We’d just load a few tiny little samples of 
tweets, then a script would be executed which played 
them in different orders and pitches. You could think 
of the scripts like several small MIDI fi les which play a 
different tune every time the player gets to that point 
in the game.’ Scripting is used to vary the gaming 
experience for the player, as each part of the game 
is bound to be played many times ... ‘I remember 
using a script for fi ve little cracking samples to give 
a variation on breaking someone’s neck in a game!’ 
With Foley (natural sounds of movement) a software 
tool would be used to tag a frame of the animation. A 
foot hitting the ground would be tagged, and in that 
game environment the type of ground surface would 
also be tagged — concrete or grass, for example — 
then the game code would be able to work out what 
sound should be played by querying the surroundings 
at the time.

‘There are essentially two main areas,’ Dave 
explains, ‘what it does on the box when the game 
is running, which is all about optimisation, code 
effi ciency and getting the best out of the game 
machine. The other aspects are the tools which we 
use to get audio into the machine. Then there’s a 
whole pipeline of what happens to it.’ I was interested 
to learn that one of the most played games in my 
own household (worldwide, 11 million copies of 
GT 3 were sold) — the classic Gran Turismo driving 
game designed by Kazunori Yamauchi — involved 
recording over 200 cars using a multitude of different 
mic positions. Bonnet up/down, on-load and off ... 
the Sony recording engineers even made use of a 
special machine where the vehicle’s back wheels are 
removed, similar to a rolling road, but without the LF 
rumble associated with industrial-strength machinery. 
‘I can record a hundred different samples, but they 
are never going to exactly match what somebody 
does in the game,’ observes Ranyard, ‘a player could 
drive for ten seconds, stop, turn around ... there’s an 
infi nite number of possibilities. So what you have to 
do is build a special engine within the computer for 
playing samples. We would record motor samples at 
all the different rev ranges, then the software engine 

crossfades between them and pitches the samples 
a little. Another method is to create a granular 
synthesiser with a pool of short grains for each rev, 
then as the motor increases in speed the software 
engine will pick one at random. Our Formula 1 titles 
have granular synths, whereas for the Getaway and 
24 games we used loops. Formula 1 was all about 
the engine, it was very specifi c to what it sounds like 
driving around a circuit.’

One of the projects Dave is proudest to have on his 
game-ography is the SCEE-developed Singstar. ‘I don’t 
think I’d have had the opportunity to participate in the 
creation of titles like EyeToy or Singstar if I’d been 
working for an independent developer, those titles 
were pushing the boundaries of gaming.’ For readers 
who haven’t left their basement music dens for the 
last four years: Singstar is a karaoke-style game that 
challenges players to sing along to instrumentals of 

hit songs using USB microphones, in competition with 
each other, points being scored by singing lyrics to the 
song with the correct tuning and timing. Autotune for 
the masses!

‘The microphones are sourced and balanced, the 
voice goes into the Playstation, it gets DSP treated, 
it is then pitch detected and compared to a MIDI fi le 
of the melody of the song, equalised and so forth 
to make the voice sound good sitting in the track,’ 
Ranyard explains. ‘We are now looking at 5.1 mixes 
of songs [for the PS3]. At the initial [PS2] stages 
we recreated instrumental mixes of many hit songs, 
because the backing tracks were not available.’ The 
idea for Singstar grew from a totally speculative SCEE 
R&D project working on pitch detection for the PS2. 
‘We had no product for it to go in to, it was just a case 
of wouldn’t-it-be-interesting. Once it was working we 
— a diverse group of stakeholders in the company — 
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looked at what it could be used for.’ Singstar has sold 
a total of over 8 million units on the PS2 platform, 
and has delivered over 200 million licensed music 
tracks on disk to gamers worldwide. The new PS3 
version adds Internet functionality: new tunes can 
be purchased online from the Singstore, Singstar live 
has a weekly contest for gamers to enter, and there’s 
a worldwide network of other players to meet and 
chat with. With an EyeToy camera connected, you 
can video your performance and upload your guilty 
pleasure to be ranked and commented on.

Surprisingly, all this sophisticated audio work is 
done without a video game-specifi c DAW. ‘There are 
specialist tools which are just for interactive game 
use, such as fmod or Audiokinetic, but we haven’t 
got to the point yet where there is an obvious third-
party solution, like a Pro Tools for game audio!’ The 
Sony studios are equipped with Focusrite 24 control 

surfaces, Pro Tools rigs and Genelec 5.1 monitors 
familiar to most music producers. There’s a proprietary 
Sony game scripting language for audio, and another 
internal product called Sound Miner — a sample 
database — although signature sound effects are 
generally created from scratch for each new title. Just 
keeping track of all the audio ‘assets’ in a game is a 
major task in itself, with even a PS2 title probably 
containing 2-3 Gigabytes of sounds. With something 
like a football game containing around 15,000 lines 
of dialogue in up to 13 languages, the consequences 
of losing the ‘track sheet’ just don’t bear thinking of. 
Although work on cut scenes is similar to mixing to 
fi lm, audio often has to be produced to accompany 
a visual product much further from completion than 
is the norm in media postproduction studios. There 
might only be an artist’s impression of the game, a 
room might be a grey box that the player enters, or 

the dialogue might be spoken by stick men. 
Productions for the Playstation 3 console now offer 

the potential to have overall global mix presets for 
the entire game, with different sets of levels switched 
in for different styles of game play. ‘If you go into 
combat, perhaps the character’s Foley sounds will 
reduce or disappear. Once you have a load of guns 
going off, it’s better to get rid of the footstep sounds, 
otherwise it’ll just add a load of mush to the mix,’ 
observes Ranyard, ‘we have effects sends on these 
mix subgroups, so a car’s engine reverb will change 
according to which street the player is driving down.’ 
It’s interesting to note that game audio engineers 
have some of the pressures familiar to music mixers. 
A not-for-release high impact mix is normally done 
specially for games displayed at big trade shows 
— E3 for example — if you are in a huge warehouse 
competing with 900 other games for attention, you 
probably need a different mix than for a living room 
5.1 system. Just like playing the single at an A&R 
meeting ...

Unless the budget for a game is particularly low, 
a composer will always be hired to produce the 
music. That could be anyone from a high profi le 
games composer such as Richard Jaques, or Nimrod 
Productions (see Resolution V5.6) to an unknown 
musician. When Nimrod wrote the music for Getaway, 
four artists from 
the Ninja Tune 
label were also 
hired to do 
remixes.

A key 
member of the 
team at SCEE is 
music manager 
Alistair Lynsay, 
who has the 
task of looking 
after all the 
commissioned music composers: checking endless 
show reels, guiding music making with a creative 
brief, keeping tabs on the progress of composition, 
and explaining to composers what is required for each 
section of the game. ‘Some composers have something 
unique or different that I like to look for,’ Alistair told 
us. ‘Because we do so many different genres of game, 
there’s scope for everyone from the indie bands to 
specialist jingle writers. Dance orientated artists can 
be very good at pushing the envelope of their normal 
work, I always try to carefully match our composers to 
the spirit of the game.’

Games are not only going to be a vital sales 
channel for traditionally produced music, but the 
work of producing the ever more complex audio 
embedded in the next generation of console’s playable 
entertainment packages is going to be an exciting 
career path for aspiring audio producers. The Gateway 
School of Recording frequently sends students to help 
out at SCEE: Steve O’Callaghan came in for three 
months to work on Singstar, was promptly recruited 
and has been working at SCEE for two years. At the 
time of Resolution’s visit, two contractors and two 
freelancers were hard at work in the studios. The 
PS3’s audio capabilities are entirely in software so, in 
theory, the scope for future audio games is wide open. 
‘I’m still incredibly proud to say I was involved in 
Singstar,’ says Dave Ranyard, ‘I think it’s a genuinely 
fun game, it’s the same idea as sitting around the 
piano a hundred years ago, but done in an up-to-date 
way which suits the expectations of the consumer. 
And it’s great to see our musical games having a 
collaborative impact, rather than the fairly negative 
stereotype of a gamer sat alone in a bedroom.’ ■
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CLAUDe CeLLIer grADUAteD from the 
Institute of Technology of Lausanne as an 
electrical engineer and went on to hold several 

marketing, engineering and management positions at 
Nagra Kudelski. While there he managed all timecode-
based projects including marketing, development and 
sales. The Nagra T-Audio and the portable IVS-TC 
were based on his vision.

Leaving Kudelski in 1990 he founded Merging 
Technologies and his passion for audio gave temporary 
way to develop an ‘all-in-one’ video solution for the 
Commodore Amiga. He also invented and developed 
the Patented Lossless Realtime Coding compression 
technology and as CEO of Merging and chief designer 
of the hardware and system design for the Pyramix 
Virtual Studio, he developed and brought to market 
several generations of high performance DSP cards. 
More recently he has been active in the design and 
architecture of ultra-high defi nition audio systems 
and brought to market the DXD range of products in 
collaboration with Philips for SACD production and 
mastering.

What is special about Merging products?
Sonic quality is the fi rst thing that comes to mind. 
Next is a Swiss cultured development team whose 
attention to quality, detail and a no-compromise 
design philosophy can be frustrating to work with at 
times, but oh-boy, the results are outstanding.

Importantly, I also think that Merging genuinely 
listens to its customers. Many companies say they do, 
but Merging really does and most of our developments 
are based on customer requests. Of course, we also 
innovate.

Thankfully Merging, compared to the other DAW 
companies, is relatively small and without the 
nonsense bureaucracy of some larger corporates. 

This means we are able to make decisions easily 
and without any politics involved. We do this in 
Switzerland sometimes sat outside our favourite 
restaurant near the offi ce in Puidoux, which is near 
to Montreux, overlooking Lake Geneva with the 
water gently lapping on the lake side and a bottle of 
very nice dry white Swiss wine and the setting sun 
peeping through the vines on the veranda. Or more 
commonly we talk over Skype with a video link. In 
either case the result is a very rapid progression in our 
developments.

Finally, I think Merging’s relationship with other 
like-minded companies is somewhat unique in this 
industry. Merging is not trying to dominate the 
world, but will work openly with other companies 
for developments like our Sphynx 2 PCM/DSD 
convertor, which was a joint development with 
Digital Audio Denmark. Also Smart AV in Australia 
who allowed us to take their control surface concept 
and redesign it to our own specifi cations to produce 
the Ramses control surface, which they manufacturer 
exclusively for us.

How restrictive is the computer platform 
— how real is the native dream?
Dreams for sure for now, but it’s starting to get 
there. We already offer a version of Pyramix DAW 
and VCube that runs Native on Windows. For video 
referencing and audio mastering that’s fi ne. However, 
using Windows or Mac OS as a native platform will 
always have inherently long latencies, so not so 
hot for recording or mixing with live inserts, etc. 
Latencies from being directly on Windows or Mac OS 
is something you can’t get away from and I really 
don’t care how the companies running native DAW 
software on a Mac or PC wrap it up in the marketing 
blurb, it will always exist.

So in reality, Windows and Mac OS is some time 
away from very low latency native DAWs. That 
is of course unless you have what we now have 
— MassCore — which totally avoids the Windows 
OS for all audio processing and therefore the usual 
latency problems. We still need at least one Mykerinos 
card for I-O acceleration as well as accurate sync and 
control management, but MassCore corresponds to 
the equivalent of 16 of our Mykerinos DSP cards in 
terms of power and is capable of 256 simultaneous 
inputs and outputs, so 512 I-O channels in total. Not 
strictly native in terms of the Windows/Mac OS, but 
it’s as close as we want to go.

Many people believe that DAWs are now 
all very similar in performance and that the 
differences are in the subtleties, do you agree?
Ah! Here we go, people who don’t understand that 
they don’t understand! Absolutely not! As mentioned 
above, latencies in systems vary considerably, so 
some systems simply cannot be used for large track 
counts in recording or mixing. Also most systems 
can run at a maximum of 192kHz sample rate and 
while some strong marketing has led us to believe 
this is high defi nition audio, in reality, it’s nowhere 
near. DSD/DXD is true HD Audio and only a couple of 
systems can do this and DXD is unique to Pyramix, 
of course.

Also there are two distinct concepts for DAWs, 
real-time and rendered. Now when I say real-time I 
actually mean instantaneous. I seem to be harping 
on about misleading marketing all the time, but it’s 
true, some companies’ marketing refers to real-time 
as though we are stupid. They say if a clip is, for 
example, 10s long and it takes 10s to render it they 
can call this real-time. Please! Historically real-time 
means, or should mean, instantaneous.

The original DAW systems introduced many 
years ago now, such as the AMS AudioFile, DAR 
SoundStation, etc, were all real-time professional 
systems, but then companies began to introduce 
much less expensive systems and these were with 
only renderable functionality. To make a crossfade, 
for example, you have to render (copy/mix/make) a 
new fi le of the crossfaded section. Some argue that 
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with today’s PC processing speed rendering isn’t an 
issue, but it’s not just about the time taken to render, 
it’s about the restrictions it brings with it. There are 
many limitations that come with a rendered process, 
especially in editing where the actual length of a 
crossfade, as one example, is restricted and the 
more tracks you need to crossfade the larger that 
restriction gets.

A real-time system does not need to render 
anything, so a crossfade can be made instantly and 
have any length and across any number of tracks. 
Additionally, I can change the fade parameters as 
I like with no restrictions and without cluttering 
up my disks with rendered copies I don’t want or 
need. Normalising a track also takes a long time in a 
rendered system as it has to make a copy of the whole 

clip or track with the new normalised level. So for me, 
a rendered system simply doesn’t do it. It’s OK if you 
are a project studio where time isn’t an issue, but in 
postproduction where the producer is sat next to you 
I doubt he will be impressed if I said let’s have a coffee 
(again!) while it renders.

Pyramix is truly real-time as it should be and with 
all the benefi ts that brings — instant crossfades, 
instant normalisation and far more editing capabilities 
to name just a few of the benefi ts.

In terms of structure Pyramix again takes a 
very different concept to other mainstream systems. 
Normally in those Mac or PC-based DAWs, tracks, 
regardless of how many, are an integral part of the 
mix engine. In other words these systems can only 
mix the tracks 1 to 1. In Pyramix we have MassCore, 

a separate mix engine, and the editing tracks connect 
to the mix channels in whatever way I choose. The 
benefi t of this should be obvious. Any track can be 
connected to any channel I-O or even multiple tracks 
connected to any individual or bank of channels. This 
also allows Pyramix to mix live, so I can even bring 
in other external sources to the mix directly and not 
just the tracks in the DAW. 

Monitoring is also just as it should be in a 
digital console; fully confi gurable to any monitoring 
confi guration I choose. So if we now add Ramses 
MSC, our control surface, I really do have a digital 
console structure that can also record and edit as well 
as mix.

So, to say all DAWs are similar in performance 
must be coming from someone who simply doesn’t 
understand that they don’t understand what the true 
differences are.

What are your thoughts on in-the-box 
mixing sonic anomalies?
From a technical point of view, if coded correctly, 
it really shouldn’t be any different if the DAW is 
connected digitally to an external mixer, for example. 
If a particular DAW does sound better being mixed 
in a standalone digital console then clearly there is a 
problem in the DAW design code, either the internal 
mixer code, the algorithms, or its digital I-O code. 
It’s not a problem we have ever come across with 
Pyramix. Technically, Pyramix uses what amounts 
to an external mix engine anyway, although this is 
physically in the same box but separate, then we 
technically do mix out-of-the-box, so to speak, and 
it will certainly not sound any better bypassing our 
mix engine and connecting it to a standalone digital 
console. If anything it will be the opposite as we don’t 
know how good the code is in someone else’s mixer.
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Why has it taken DAW manufacturers so 
long to realise that users naturally prefer a 
hardware controller?
I can’t speak for other manufacturers, but for Merging it’s 
not that it’s taken a long time, it’s that only now does 
the technology allow us to offer the level of power and 
capability equal to, and in most cases surpassing, those 
of a traditional high-end standalone digital console.

Almost more importantly, we can now do this at 
DAW-level prices rather than the high-end digital 
console prices. Ramses MSC is the fi rst of a new breed 
of integrated system. It’s certainly not just a controller 
as it is structured in the same way as a standalone 
digital console with a control surface, mix engine and 
I-O. It’s not just a load of macro buttons triggering the 
DAW’s soft keys. Yet Ramses MSC cannot be called 
just a console either as we can record and edit as well 
as mix. We need new terminology for Ramses MSC 
-– maybe consoller!

Aren’t the higher bit and sampling rate 
systems largely academic now given the 
listening habits and methods of consumers?
There is an old adage taken from [sales and marketing 
director] Ken Barnsley’s early days in recording with 
the BBC and made famous by Rupert Neve. The 
better the recording, the better the result. Rupert 
believed, and rightly so, that the ability to record at 
the highest possible frequency bandwidth gave you a 
far superior recording as the harmonics from the high 
frequencies did enhance the signal within our hearing 
time domain. Clearly, the same also applies for the 
sample rate. The lower the sample rate the steeper the 
anti-aliasing fi lters must be in the A-D and D-A chain. 
Steep fi lters in the frequency domain are directly 
related (by physics) to very sloppy time behaviour.

While many in the industry have only focused on 
frequency behaviour (i.e. achieving a fl at response 
from 20-20kHz) less concern was given to how well 
and faithfully a signal was reproduced in the time 
domain (impulse response). John Watkinson has 
wonderfully wrapped-up the paramount importance 
of faithful transient response when explaining that 
one of the signifi cant aspects of the human ear’s 
evolution was to be able to gauge from the level and 
decay characteristics of a transient noise (such as the 
noise of a foot tramp in a nearby bush) the ‘size’ of 
the creature and hence determine if one was going to 
be the predator or be eaten by a larger animal…

So our philosophy is simply to offer our users the 
possibility, with digital, to reach the same quality level 
as they became used to with some of the best analogue 
equipment. To achieve this in the frequency and the 
time domain through digital means you have to go up 
to the DXD sort of sampling frequencies (i.e. 352kHz). 
Recording at those higher samples rates will certainly 
give you more signal information, so when converting 
or compressing or both, it will still sound superior.

What is the state of play of interchange within 
workfl ows and openness between DAWs, and 
where do you believe the future lies?
Merging has a very clear policy on this and we 
consider ourselves to be one of the most open platforms 
available. My early days at Nagra Kudelski convinced 
me forever that standards are the way to go and there 
is no reason why we shouldn’t expect the same from 
DAW manufacturers. Pyramix plays naturally (no 
need to import/export or convert) just about all audio 
formats and even in the same timeline. Additionally, 
for Pyramix and VCube we support all the industry 
standard project and session interchange formats, 
including OMF and, more importantly today, AAF with 
MXF and this is for audio and video content.

We believe Pyramix is also the fi rst Windows-based 
DAW capable of interchanging audio and video using 
Apple’s Final Cut Pro XML interchange format. We 
also have a special integration with the Dayang NLE 
system, which is the industry-standard video NLE in 
China and where we have a unique partnership to 
integrate each other’s protocols.

I do truly regret that other manufacturers may not 
think the same and do actually encrypt their sessions 
to make sure no-one else in the universe is ever able 
to open them. Could you believe that?

What is the technological advance that 
will achieve the next step up in DAW 
performance?
Without wanting to sound arrogant, we have just 
done it — MassCore. The MassCore technology offers 
a whole new era of very powerful DAW systems. After 

having spent a couple of years (and numerous nights 
and week-ends) developing on DSPs, fi rst in assembly 
language, then in C, after having evaluated the merits 
and also cons of FPGAs, after having been confronted 
by the advantages but also the inconveniences of a 
purely Native system, I believe we have now found 
the solution that offers incredibly low latencies but 
with an easy (and very fast) development path and 
with almost limitless processing power.

The other important advance we have made, which 
is rapidly becoming a key requirement for broadcasters, 
is to offer a total system solution for audio and video. 
This is centralised networking for audio and video and 
with our open policy of interchanging with just about 
every system in the industry. We have already proven 
the concept with very large network installations in 
Switzerland, China, Czech Rep, Russia, Spain, Belgium, 
France, and the UK. ■
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It mAkes A nice change these days for audio 
media statistics to surprise on the upside, and 
never more so than when the medium is one 

that’s been prematurely written off following every 
communications technology development during the 
last century. The number of people who regularly 
listen to radio in the UK has hit an all-time high, since 
RAJAR began its weekly surveys of radio listening 15 
years ago, with 91% of adults tuning in at least once 
a week. Data from the audience measurement body 
shows that 45.6m adults in the UK listened to the 
radio at least once a week for more than fi ve minutes 
in the second quarter of this year, up 600,000 on the 
previous three months.

Some of my earliest recollections are of a living 
room dominated by a large wireless cabinet — rather 
than a TV — an era now thought of as radio’s heyday. 

My childish mind speculated that the Light Program 
named on the dial must be so called because of 
the vigorous thermionic glow coming from the set 
— perhaps it was because 1960s Britain was ‘burning 
with the white heat of technology’ (to use the then 
Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s words) — rather 
than the lightweight content of the broadcasts. So it 
gives me great pleasure to herald a new golden age 
of radio.

Radio as a medium is quite well documented. 
Audience fi gures are assessed quarterly by a body 
jointly owned by the BBC and commercial radio, 
Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR). Europe’s 
largest consumer survey interviews 130,000 
randomly selected adults (plus 5,000 children aged 
4-14) over 50 weeks in the year. They are asked to 
complete a one week diary showing all the stations 
listened to, for at least 5 minutes, recorded in quarter 
hour time blocks. The fi gures for reach and hours per 
station are made public, while access to more detailed 
information, such as audience per show, is available 
by subscription. For stations, the two key numbers 
are Reach (how many people tune into your station 
in total over a week), and Share (if you take all of the 
listening in hours in an area, Share is what percentage 
of them are for an individual station). For commercial 
broadcasters Share, and the listening hours that it 
comes from, are critical, as those are the fi gures used 
to sell advertising.

One of the big surprises for the second quarter of 
2007 is that commercial radio is gradually closing the 
gap on the BBC’s 85-year dominance of speech radio. 
A total of 33.2m people listened to BBC stations, 
a 54.3% share compared to 56% for the previous 
three months. One of the winners in the programme 
ratings was BBC Radio 1 breakfast show DJ Chris 
Moyles, who pulled in more than 7.26m listeners, up 
200,000 on the previous three months, and nearly 
half a million up on the same period last year. The 
self-styled ‘saviour of Radio 1’ is around 660,000 
listeners away from catching up with Terry Wogan, 
who is still the nation’s favourite DJ. The veteran 
broadcaster’s Radio 2 breakfast show attracted an 
audience of 7.9m, up 38,000 on the previous quarter. 
One of the biggest successes in the commercial sector 
came from London talk station LBC, which is up 
33.8% year-on-year. The station has increased its 
weekly reach from 476,000 to 637,000 over the past 
12 months, and its breakfast show, fronted by Nick 
Ferrari, has also put on listeners.

LBC’s sister station, the rolling news station LBC 
News 1152 (soon to be re-branded Sky News Radio as 
part of a joint venture), saw its year-on-year audience 
ramp up from 185,000 to 275,000 — an increase of 
48.6%. In Scotland the Guardian Media Group posted 
an all-time audience high for Real Radio, the largest 
commercial radio station North of the border. The 
station, which has a 24-hour newsroom and runs a 
nightly topical discussion programme, has achieved a 
record weekly audience of 771,000. GMG Radio chief 
executive John Myers said: ‘We’ve seen an increase 
at each of our 11 stations, and there won’t be many 
groups who can say that. It’s a fantastic performance 
by any standards.’

Commercial stations grew their overall share of 
the audience to 43.5% in the second quarter of 

the real golden Age for radio
golden again — nIgeL JoPson discovers podcasts and digital transmission mean more 

people than ever before are listening to the radio.
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All fi gures RAJAR press conference, data release Quarter 2 2007, 16 August 2007.

Per Cent oF ADULts eVer LIsten to rADIo VIA the tV Per Cent oF ADULts (15+) eVer LIsten to rADIo VIA moBILe Phone

LIstenIng to DIgItIAL onLy serVICesAre PeoPLe LIstenIng to rADIo VIA the Internet?

Per Cent oF ADULts (15+) who own A DAB set At home

2007, up from 42.1% in the previous three months, 
leaving the BBC lead the narrowest since the third 
quarter of last year. The commercial sector has made 
UK£149.4m in revenue over the last three months, 
and results from the Radio Centre show national 

advertising revenues were up 3.4% year-on-year to 
£85 million, while local revenues increased by 1.2% 
to £40.4m. Simon Redican, managing director of the 
Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB), said: ‘The results 
are extremely encouraging. We have already stated 

our optimism publicly but it is always good to get 
confi rmation. Radio is the multiplier of the digital age 
and advertisers are recognising the important role it 
is playing as part of the media mix.’ The RAB also 
announced they will be rolling out the Advertising 
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Effectiveness Tracker, designed to demonstrate to 
advertisers the value of money spent on radio adverts. 
The entry of Global Radio and Channel 4 into the 
commercial radio market is expected to build more 
momentum for the industry.

RAJAR statistics have only recently identifi ed 
which platform listeners are using to receive their 
radio programmes. The big surprise here is the rate 
of advance of non-traditional listening devices. The 
proportion of British homes digitally-enabled has 
increased to 58% of the UK population (28.8m 
adults), a 3% gain from the last quarter in 2006. 
Digital platforms (DAB, DTV, Internet) now account 
for 12.8% of all listening, with digital hours totalling 
136m per week during the second quarter of 2007.

Digital-only services are growing audience share 
quite rapidly, from 905,000 listeners in Q2 2003 
to 6.09m in Q2 2007. About fi ve million of those 

listen to DAB radios. During an average week, 
26.2% of the adult population now listen to radio via 
a digital platform. Ian Dickens, the chief executive 
of the Digital Radio Development Bureau, said that 
older people in particular were embracing the new 
technology. Rather condescendingly, he concludes 
that: ‘They fi nd digital radio is much easier to use 
than traditional radio because they don’t have to 
remember the frequency of their favourite station and 
are no longer frightened about losing it.’ It could also 
be that many rural homes have less-than-optimal 
FM aerial installations; or that many fi nd themselves 
in the no-man’s land of a station’s FM frequency 
change; or that there is interference from pirate radio. 
Pirates? 87.9 Shine, 91.8 Passion, 93.8 Vibes, 95.4 
Roots, 97.9 Bassline, 101.2 Unique, 101.9 The Beat 
... all London pirate FM stations happily pumping out 
tunes on these frequencies every day — and all too 

frequently interfering with adjacent stations.
Perhaps Dickens’ statement was prompted by the 

fact that one of the biggest successes of the digital 
revolution is The Archers, Radio 4’s 56-year-old 
story of country folk: the tribulations of life in the 
village of Ambridge were listened to over a million 
times on the Internet in June this year! Chris Moyles’s 
Radio 1 breakfast show came second in the Internet 
table with 442,020 ‘radio player on-demands’. Radio 
4 proved popular online, with I’m Sorry I Haven’t A 
Clue in third place (366,797), The Afternoon Play 
in fourth (264,949) and That Mitchell and Webb 
Sound (198,270) fi fth. Nick Cage, Dizzee Rascal’s 
producer (Resolution v4.3) told me that without the 
BBC’s DAB station 1Xtra, there wouldn’t be a national 
scene for home-grown hip hop and grime music. And 
DAB channels have now become a soft-entry point 
for unsigned and indie bands. ‘Digital stations are 
massively important when you have a new band 
who are cutting their teeth with their fi rst interviews 
and sessions,’ said V2 Records radio plugger Jodie 
Cammidge. ‘It’s a great starting place for bands like 
Keane, who had their fi rst play on 6Music, then you 
see them go on to become one of the biggest bands 
in the country.’

Research also reveals that the number of mobile 
phone owners who listen to the radio via their 
handset has risen 27% year-on-year to 8.9%. In 
addition, there’s an important demographic: over 
a quarter of 15-24 year-old mobile phone owners 
(1.8 million) say they have listened to the radio this 
way, a rise of 25% year-on-year. These fi gures are 
important as they will guide operators about which 
platforms they should be on as well as which ones 
they should promote.

The recent explosion of podcasting has not only 
built extra listener loyalty for radio programmes, it 
can also be a nice revenue earner for stations. In 
May, London news station LBC said it had attracted 
more than 11,000 subscribers to its paid-for podcasts, 
bringing in more than £100,000 in the past year. 
RAJAR began collecting data on podcast listening 
habits last summer. Since then, the number of adults 
listening to podcasts has risen 40% from 1.9m (or 
14.8% of mp3 player owners) to 2.7m (18.3%). This 
data does not take into account people who download 
podcasts and listen to them on their computer instead 
of on a portable device. A number of traditional print 
journalism brands have also moved into radio-style 
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podcasting to increase their reach, from national 
newspapers such as The Guardian to magazine 
publishers like technology specialists VNU. I noticed a 
podcast from the Economist was at number 2 in the 
iTunes podcast download charts. 

Listening fi gures for digital have increased to more 
than a quarter of the UK population, listening through 
either DAB sets, TVs or the Internet: when you consider 
how many people can’t work a Sky or Freeview box 
(and don’t know it has radio), and haven’t a clue 
what a RealOne Player is, that proportion is amazing. 
Radio has been seen as the poor relative of broadcast 
media, but in many ways this has turned out to 
work in its favour. As long as the presenter has a 
reasonable voice, local radio can actually be cool 
and interesting. TV costs too much, the stakes are 
too high, and the medium itself is far more revealing 
of budget production values. The tolerance of risk is 
too low, so TV producers have gravitated towards 
less-demanding, bland content thought to be more 
universally appealing (Hear, hear! Ed). It was also 
cheaper and quicker to buy all those shows in from 
the US! But human individualism being what it is, we 
are never going to identify specially with something 
we believe is humdrum, familiar and palatable to 
everyone else. The more an audience is challenged 
by some media zealot with a bee in their bonnet, the 
greater their sense of belonging and loyalty is going to 
be. Radio ends up looking risky by comparison to TV, 
and the lippy breakfast show hosts and shock-jocks 
get devoted fans.

And radio still has that unique selling point: you 
can get on with something else while listening! Fifty 
years ago, fi lms predicting the future focused on 
the amount of leisure time citizens would be able 
to enjoy. Machines would do all the work, nuclear 
power stations would provide limitless cheap energy, 
and ordinary people would sit on grassy hillsides 
having picnics or drive to faraway places in gliding, 
silent vehicles. Of course, the reverse is now true. 
Ordinary people have probably not had to work such 

long hours for over a century, energy has never been 
more expensive, there’s no grass left to picnic on and 
there’s never been so much traffi c congestion. Modern 
entertainment is very greedy for attention, and where 
new technologies like the Internet have actually been 
competitors for TV, they turn out to be facilitators for 
radio, helping us to enjoy our entertainment while we 
get on with busy lives.

Checking on the licences issued at the time of my 
toddler-brain’s recollection of a radio heyday, I notice 
that there were in fact only 9,414,224 radio licenses 
and 4,503,766 combined radio and television licenses 
issued in the UK at the time I was peering at our 
wireless set’s glowing valves. So, despite the lack of a 
thermionic aura these days, I suppose the golden age 
must be now — not then. ■
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whILe rUnnIng A bath, I picked up a 
copy of Resolution and began to read John 
Watkinson’s article on energy effi ciency The 

Way We Live (V6.4). So engrossed was I in the article 
that I failed to notice the time passing, and when I 
fi nished reading I found the bath grossly overfi lled 
with hot water — I had wasted enough gas to have 
run another bath and had to let out half of the water 
to cool down what remained with cold. What a waste; 
and what an irony to have wasted so much gas due to 
reading an article on energy conservation! 

I live in a house with ten rooms, but it only has 
3.3kVA of electricity and no piped gas. I especially 
don’t like wasting gas because the bottles are heavy, 
and going to change empty bottles for full ones is an 
inconvenience. For the winter I have a glass-fronted 
stove in the fi replace. With logs of fast-growing, 
renewable eucalyptus wood it can put out 10kW of 
heat. The house (Figure 1) has views from the Atlantic 
Ocean to the mountains, and no; I wouldn’t swap it 
for anywhere in the UK with a 25kVA supply. Like 

John, I never feel deprived, and I have always sought 
to live within the power restrictions rather than to take 
the attitude that I can ask for more because I’ve got 
the money to pay for it. I’m really happy living here 
on the Atlantic coast of north-west Spain.

When I moved to the Iberian Peninsula in 1991, 
I came with a rather spoilt attitude, expecting 
everything could be solved if enough pressure was 
applied. However, I had a rather rude awakening and 
was horrifi ed to fi nd effects racks in studios with three 
phases in one rack, with the effects units distributed 
over the phases to try to balance the load. This had 
been deemed to be necessary because of the very 
small section of the neutral cables in the installations, 
which could (and sometimes did) melt if the current 
on the three phases became too unbalanced. Not 
surprisingly, the noise in the electronic equipment was 
often far from satisfactory, because of the different 
potentials on the ground planes of the equipment on 
the different phases. Thirty or forty volts between the 
earth and neutral was also not an uncommon fi nding. 
Such was the situation in Spain and Portugal in 1991, 
fi ve years after joining the EU.

I had hoped that with EU funding and the infl ux 
of more advanced technology everything would soon 

come up to northern European norms, but what I have 
witnessed is downgrading of the northern standards 
simply because 6,000,000,000 people cannot all live 
on this planet at Californian consumption rates. In 
fact, the human race is eating/consuming itself out 
of house and home. For us all to enjoy comfortable 
living standards, 1,500,000,000 humans is all that 
the planet can support. Politicians and economists 
demanding ever more growth are leading us all to 
ruin. The economics based on passing the bills to the 
next generations just cannot continue, or we are all 
going to go bust. The Earth’s resources are fi nite, and 
we have already passed the limit of sustainability. 

Anyhow, I was faced with low power mains 
supplies, but I was damned if I was going to allow this 
to lower the performance of the studios, so we had 
to get the consumption down without compromising 
the recording chain. In the summer in southern 
Europe, temperatures of 35-40°C are normal. In the 
mid 1990s, I was also building studios in Russia and 
Ukraine. We were working in Russia in early 1996, 
with temperatures of 35-40°C below zero. At either of 
these temperature extremes a good deal of the available 
power has to go on maintaining a reasonable working 
temperature in the studios. Below about 18°C people 
begin complaining about fi ngers being too cold for 
playing their instruments; above about 24°C much 
recording equipment begins to overheat. When there is 
a lack of power to throw at these problems you begin to 
think about energy conservation, and exactly what to 
do with any unavoidable waste heat or cool air.

Computers produce two things in abundance; heat 
and noise. Neither of these products is desirable in a 
control room. In fact, control rooms with 45 or 50dBA 
of computer noise (not uncommon, these days) are 
not control rooms, they are bad jokes, so computers 
go out of the rooms. The same applies to large power 
supplies for mixing consoles, or power amplifi ers with 
noisy ventilation fans. If these things can be sited in 
a well-ventilated space they can often be ventilation-
cooled, without the need to resort to air-conditioning. 
If they are inside a control room, then given the fact 
that acoustic isolation tends also to be good thermal 
isolation, the use of air-conditioning to get rid of the 
heat tends to be obligatory. Therefore, for every Watt 
of heat that is produced in the room, another Watt of 
heat needs to be pumped out. In a colder climate, the 
computers and power supplies can be used to keep a 
certain degree of warmth in corridors or other non-
critical areas, at least during the winter. 

It was necessary to think of these things because in 
Spain, for example, the more power that you consume, 
the more you pay for it. That is to say, it gets more 
expensive per KWh when the consumption goes up 
and it’s a great incentive to keep consumption down.

Things have certainly changed during my time in 
the recording industry. In the 1970s it was customary 
to leave equipment powered-up 24 hours a day. In 
complex installations this greatly improved reliability 
due to less thermal cycling between hot and cold. Much 
of the equipment was far less robust and reliable than 
21st century equipment and down time was expensive. 
Modern equipment tends to be more reliable, and 

wasting power has become a contentious issue.
Nevertheless, there are studios that still have 

cantankerous old ‘vintage’ consoles, and leaving 
these on may still be benefi cial, but the number of 
studios using such equipment is now so small as to be 
insignifi cant in planetary terms. Similarly, people who 
lovingly take care of eight-litre vintage Rolls Royce’s 
or steam-powered railway locomotives are valuable 
to general culture, so should not be treated with the 
same contempt as SUV owners. OK, I admit it; I did 
have a 5-litre Rolls Royce and a 7.2-litre Cobra-jet 
Mustang in the 1970s, as my normal, daily transport, 
but that was then — I wouldn’t do it now. This was 
absurd because our mobile recording studios were 
in articulated trucks with only 4-litre diesel engines, 
which needed to get from southern England to the 
south of France, and back, on the fuel that they could 
carry in extra tanks. (This was the time of the ‘oil 
crisis’ after the 1973 Middle East war and buying fuel 
en route could not be relied upon.) 

Those were the days when the fi rst Manor Mobiles 
were put together. They were a good exercise in power 
effi ciency because, despite having two Ampex 24-
track tape recorders and 40-channel Neve and Helios 
mixing consoles, for operational reasons they each 
needed to run off a single-phase, 13A supply, including 
their CCTV systems and outboard equipment, plus 
ventilation and lighting. Some contemporary mobile 
studios carried their own generators, but we always felt 
that if we could keep the consumption down we would 
prefer to work off the same supply as whoever we were 
recording, for noise and safety reasons.

Lighting is also a bone of contention. I still tend 
to use fi lament bulbs, but they are the refl ector 
types that throw the light where it is needed. Almost 
always, I fi t Variacs — variable rotary transformers 
— as dimmers. I like the light from fi lament bulbs, and 
when used in conjunction with transformer dimmers, 
as opposed to electronic dimmers, they can cause no 
electrical interference even if they are on the same 
phase as sensitive microphones and preamps. What 
is more, people seem to dim the lights during much 
of their working day, for aesthetic reasons. With the 
voltage at 75%, the power consumption is at only 
about 50% of the nominal wattage of the bulbs. Low 
consumption bulbs, the mini-fl uorescents, can inject 
noise into some guitar pick-ups. In my view, solutions 
that don’t do the job properly, fl exibly and reliably are 
not solutions, so I use an adequate but non-excessive 
distribution of transformer dimmable fi lament bulbs.

Another legacy of the Manor Mobile days that 
could be applied benefi cially to the southern European 
situation in the early 1990s was the use of high 
sensitivity loudspeakers. There has generally been 
a steady marketing trend towards making monitor 
loudspeaker systems as small as possible, consistent 
with the required acoustic output. However, to achieve 
the size reductions many systems have had to be 
designed to be much less sensitive, and hence they 
need more power to drive them. Figure 2 puts this 

effi ciency in the studio chain
Building on Resolution’s reputation as the most ‘green-aware’ of pro audio magazines, 

PhILIP neweLL applies lessons learnt to look down the studio chain for energy savings 

and identifi es high sensitivity monitoring as practical good sense.
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Figure 1. the house in galicia, spain, with a 3.3kVA 
electricity supply. the blue waters of the Atlantic ocean 
can be seen on the left, with Vigo in the distance.

Figure 2. A Urei 815 alongside an AtC sCm10. the 
Urei is over 20dB more sensitive over the same 
frequency range.
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into perspective. It shows a small ATC monitor system 
alongside an old Urei 815. The frequency range of the 
two systems is rather similar, but to achieve this in the 
small box requires about 200 times the drive power. 
That is to say, with 1W of musical signal into the Urei, 
the ATC would require around 200W to achieve the 
same sound pressure level over the same frequency 
range. This is not the fault of ATC, it is a result of the 
laws of physics. If customers demand small boxes then 
the manufacturers will respond, and the customer must 
pay larger electricity bills year after year.

It is certainly still the opinion of many recording 
engineers, producers and musicians that large monitors 
are still required, especially during the recording phase 
of a project, but some of the current large systems 
need up to 7kVA per pair to power them. At 230V that 
is 30A, which could be the entire current available 
on one phase in many installations in Iberia. Figure 
3 shows a large cinema dubbing theatre installation 
in Barcelona, and Figure 4 a music studio application 
of the same monitor systems. These began life in 
Liverpool, in 1991, as a test-bed for Keith Holland’s 
PhD work on horn design, but they became an ideal 
solution to the need for large-scale monitors on low 
current supplies. 

It should be obvious that if these loudspeakers can 
deliver Dolby cinema levels at a nine-metre listening 
distance after passing through a perforated screen and 
across a relatively low decay-time room, then their 
output levels should be suffi cient for any music control 
room. Each loudspeaker is bi-amped, but the total 
current drain per cabinet under no-signal conditions 
is only 0.2A, or less than 50W. At full power, which 
is hardly ever used, the total consumption is around 
2A, or about 450W. Consequently the entire wall 
of fi ve monitor channels shown in Figure 3 could 
never demand more than 1A while idling (on a 

230V supply) or 10A while … well, no, you would 
never get there because the SPL would be dangerous 
with all fi ve channels producing such high levels 
simultaneously. 

So how does such a high SPL result from so little 
power? First, these monitor systems are normally 
sold as part of a room design, so weight, size and 
how to accommodate them is no problem because the 
rooms are designed to take them. Depending upon 
circumstances, the cabinet sizes very between 500 
and 1000L (½ to 1m3). The laws of electroacoustics 
interconnect cabinet volume, sensitivity and bass 
extension. If cabinet volume is reduced, and 
bandwidth must be maintained, then sensitivity must 
reduce. So, the large cabinet allows deep bass to be 
produced from high sensitivity drivers. The cabinets 
are refl ex loaded, but are tuned around 17Hz, so 
the porting serves more to restrict cone movement 
at very low frequencies than to augment or time-
smear the bass. In these systems the bass drivers 
are rated at 300W RMS each, but with only a 300W 

amplifi er driving the pair the thermal limits are never 
even approached. Thermal stresses and thermal 
compression are therefore almost non-existent, even 
at high SPLs.

Above 1kHz the systems are horn loaded. As 
I write this I can almost hear a chorus of readers 
saying ‘I don’t like horns’, yet almost none of them 
would be saying that if they were looking at a picture 
of a Tannoy Dual Concentric. Above about 1kHz a 
Tannoy DC is absolutely a horn-loaded compression 
loudspeaker. 

Keith Holland spent fi ve years at the Institute of 
Sound and Vibration Research (ISVR) working on 
the isolation of those characteristics that gave horns 
a ‘honky’ sound, for which he received a PhD. He 
ended up with a design that had many similarities to 
the Tannoy horn shape [the bass cone for the Dual 
Concentrics is the horn for the mid/high frequency 
driver] which explained to some degree why the 
Tannoys were rarely criticised for sounding horn-like 
[1]. However, Keith’s design had no need to make 
compromises like discontinuities for the LF voice 
coil gap, and the horn was fi xed [in the Tannoys it 
obviously moves with the low frequencies]. Keith’s 
horn was also driven by a TAD 2001 compression 
driver; a masterpiece of electroacoustic engineering. 
The 2001 has an extremely powerful Alnico magnet 
and a very lightweight, pure beryllium diaphragm. This 
horn/driver combination is so sensitive that in order to 
produce 70dB SPL at one metre it needs an electrical 
input of about 400 microwatts — not milliwatts, but 
microwatts. It has a rated continuous power level of 
10W, which produces about 120dB SPL, so it is driven 
in the systems being described by a specially designed 
low power amplifi er, produced for Relexion Arts by 
Neva Audio in St Petersburg, Russia, and optimised for 
extremely low distortion at low power levels. 

technology

Figure 3. room 14 at soundtrack, Barcelona, 
spain, showing the refl exion Arts model 234 
monitors in the tom hidley-designed dubbing 
theatre. the front wall is around 10m wide.



In Figure 4, the amplifi ers can be seen below the 
loudspeakers. They produce very little heat (they 
are Class AG) so they can be mounted in the control 
room, and as they are convection cooled they have no 
fans, so they make no noise. This enables very short 
loudspeaker cables to be used, thus following good 
engineering practices.

There are absolutely no compromises in these 
monitor systems, yet they are very power effi cient. In 
fact they were chosen for Vigo University, in Spain, 
for their laboratories for codec development.

Finally, Figure 5 shows a smaller version, and 
Figure 6 the Iconic system of Jim Lansing (the founder 
of James B. Lansing/JBL) in the 1930s. Both systems 
use a 15-inch bass driver and a horn for the higher 
frequencies, but lack of powerful permanent magnets 
in the 1930s meant that Lansing had to use a DC 
power supply and a fi eld-coil magnet system. If only 
he had realised the trend that he was starting, and 
that similar systems would still be using JBL bass 
drivers 70 years later. In fact, the TAD compression 
driver was designed by Bart Locanthi, who was one 

of JBL’s top engineers in the 1950s.
Jim Lansing’s system had been designed for the 

early ‘talking’ cinema presentations at a time when 
15W amplifi ers (huge in those days) were required to 
fi ll cinema theatres. Power effi ciency was therefore a 
key design consideration. The systems being described 
in this article were also designed to be effi cient, 
partly due to the paucity of funds in the fi fth year of 
Keith Holland’s supposed three-year research project. 
However, they have proved to be extremely useful in 
studios where power supplies have been limited, but no 
compromise was ever made to sound quality. They are 
also remarkably inexpensive for what they are, despite 
using very expensive components, because they are 
also remarkably simple. I also needed high sensitivity 
systems because I needed a two-way system, which 
for high SPLs is diffi cult to achieve with low sensitivity 
drivers (although it would take another article to 
explain the reasons why). What is more, two-way 
systems can be benefi cial from the standpoint of their 
transient responses, and high sensitivity can further 
benefi t this aspect of performance.  

The studios shown in Figures 4 and 5 are in 
residential buildings, where only about 30A were 
available on the audio phases — for musical instrument 
amplifi ers, multitrack recorders, mixing consoles, effects 
racks and monitor systems. Similarly only 30A were 
available on the phase used for all air-conditioners and 
ventilation —- in places that exceed 40°C in the shade 
in the summer — and 30A on the remaining phase for 
lighting, coffee machines, offi ce computers, vacuum 
cleaners and other miscellaneous equipment. 

Power conservation was thus forced upon me 
many times by circumstances, long before global 
warming was such an apparent problem, but I have 
never suffered performance limitations because of 
it. However, once again, the number-one problem 
remains that 6,000,000,000 people into one Earth 
won’t fi t. Something is going to have to give. ■

reFerenCe:	[1].	Holland,	Keith	R.,	Fahy,	Frank	J.,	
Newell,	Philip	R.,	The	Sound	of	Midrange	Horns	for	
Studio	Monitors,	Journal	of	the	Audio	Engineering	
Society,	Vol.	44,	No.	1/2,	Jan/Feb	1996.	
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Figure 4. refl exion Arts 234 monitor systems in 
rockaway studios, Castellon, spain, in a Philip 
newell-designed room.

Figure 5. refl exion Arts model 239 monitor 
system in sonobox studios, madrid, spain, in 
another newell control room. 

Figure 6. James B. Lansing’s Iconic monitor system, fi rst 
produced in the late 1930, employing a 15-inch cone 
loudspeaker and a horn-loaded compression driver.
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D I g I t A L 
A n n I V e r s A r I e s 
— Those whose careers 
began in the analogue 
era frequently consider 
digital technology as still 

having a ‘newness’ about it. But 2007 is a year of 
anniversaries that vigorously disproves that. Pulse 
Code Modulation (PCM), the digital technology still at 
the heart of much that we do, was developed at the 
International Western Electronics Laboratories, Paris, 
in 1937 — 70 years ago! Not much happened until 
the invention of the transistor at Bell Labs in 1947 
— 60 years ago! Used by telephone companies in the 
1950s and major broadcasters in the 1960s, the fi rst 
commercially available (originally) digital recordings 
were made in 1972 by Nippon Columbia (Denon) — 
35 years ago! The fi rst professional digital recorders 
(3M) were marketed in 1977 — 30 years ago! And 
the CD was launched in 1982 — 25 years ago! So 
theoretically it is easily possible to retire having spent 
an entire career working with digital audio. New?

AFFeCtIng eArs 1 — 
Although little authoritative 
research has been done relating 
variables in hearing accuracy 
to external factors, those of 
us that rely on our ears for 
a living know how what we 
hear, or what we think we 
hear, is easily upset. Tiredness, 

alcohol, a head cold, auditory fatigue/temporary 
threshold shift, mild (temporary) tinitus, stress, the 
list goes on. A possible link between sugar intake 
and levels of ‘noise’ for sufferers of permanent tinitus 
has been suggested, while a colleague on a three-day 
course of a mild analgesic drug (Paracetamol) was 
clearly hearing-judgement-impaired, suggests that 
food and medicine may also have an effect. And that 
is not even considering the impact of our body clock 
on hearing acuteness...

sILent FILm mUsIC 
— The power of music to 
‘dramatically’ enhance the 
emotional impact of a fi lm on 
a cinema audience is easily 
understood. D W Griffi th, the 
famed director of such silent 
epic fi lms as Birth Of A Nation 
and Intolerance commissioned 

the fi rst orchestral score to really exploit dramatic effect 
for Birth with a 40-piece orchestra and large choir that 
apparently left the audience weeping at the premiere. 
But this was 1915, the very early days of cinema, 
and Griffi th was pioneering camera techniques, such 
as the ‘close-up’, when competitors were just keeping 
a fi xed camera position. His actors, from the theatre 
or amateurs, were used to working with an audience. 
In the sterile world of early fi lm making, and with his 
close camera techniques, Griffi th needed to generate 
the necessary emotions in his cast. So he turned to 
music, using the same approach he’d later employ in 
the theatrical screenings, and had musicians playing 
on the fi lm sets to create the mood. 

FILm sChooL 
terms — There is 
world of difference 
between those that 
teach a subject and 
those that practice it 
— quite frequently it’s 

the vocabulary. If you work in sound for picture, do 
you know what (a) Non-Diegetic sound, (b) External 
Diegetic sound and (c) Extra Diegetic sound, are?

AFFeCtIng eArs 2 — A 
well known producer/engineer 
told me that he never travels 
by plane less than three 
days before undertaking any 
important mixing lest his 
hearing becomes affected. For 
those who are sensitive to 
changes in cabin pressure this 

seems wise advice. 

BehInD the 
ConsoLes — A 
puzzle for students 
of recording 
industry history 
remains why so few 
of the pioneering 
North American 
manufacturers of 

mixing consoles made the transition to international 
recognition while so many British companies did. 
Quad/Eight, Automated Processes (API), MCI and 
Harrison did to varying degrees so why did names 
like Spectrasonics, Auditronics, Olive, Flickinger, 
Sontec, ICC, not? Was it the US computer industry 
attracting the brightest talents? Or were they trying to 
push new technologies too early before they worked 
properly? Or was the UK just lucky?

heArIng rAInBows 
— White and pink noise 
you’ll know, but there are 
noises for all the rainbow 
colours plus black and grey. 
Like the defi nitions of the 
white and pink variety, they 
are mostly simply ways of 
identifying a noise type that 
would otherwise require a 

mathematical defi nition. However, many defi nitions 
are not standardised and are open to a little fun. 
I recently came across the following defi nition of 
‘Orange noise’ on several websites, identical, and 
all claiming anonymity: ‘Orange noise is quasi-
stationary noise with a fi nite power spectrum with a 
fi nite number of small bands of zero energy dispersed 
throughout a continuous spectrum. These bands 
of zero energy are centred about the frequencies of 
musical notes in whatever scale is of interest. Since all 
in-tune musical notes are eliminated, the remaining 
spectrum could be said to consist of sour, citrus, or 
“orange” notes. Orange noise is most easily generated 
by a roomful of primary school students equipped 
with plastic soprano recorders.’

BArkhAUsen ? — Heinrich 
Georg Barkhausen (1881-1956), 
German physicist whose work 
spanned electrical engineering to 
acoustics, developed a subjective 
method for the measurement of 
loudness. However, it was for 
his work on the magnetisation 
of metals that we have the 
Barkhausen Effect — the fact 

that magnetic materials don’t become increasingly 
magnetised on an atom-by-atom (or molecule) basis 
but in ‘magnetic domains’ that can be seen as minute 
steps. These domains can infl uence adjacent domains 
— the effect is audibly present in analogue recording 
as modulation noise and a contribution to tape hiss. 
Barkhausen had the misfortune, in the celebrity 
stakes, to have lived in Communist East Germany and 
so his name for a well known effect is obscure.

teChnICAL wIth hUmoUr 
— While the Internet is a useful 
resource you don’t always know 
what to believe. Looking for 
a technical defi nition or more 
information you’d fi nd it helpful 
to check-out the Pro Audio 
Reference section on Rane’s 

website. You have the reassurance that its content 
is managed by some of the most knowledgeable and 
enthusiastic of engineers with a sense of humour. 
Among the tech and not-so-tech, under Acronym 
(credited to an MR) following a fuller defi nition: 
‘Unsubstantiated rumour has it that the word 
“acronym” itself is an acronym, created from the 
phrase “Abbreviating by Cropping Remainders Off 
Names to Yield Meaning” — but it has never been 
confi rmed.’ (www.rane.com/par-a.html)

the soUnD DesIgner — Walter 
Murch, ‘all-round fi lm sound and 
picture guy’, has been credited with 
introducing the term ‘Sound Design’ 
but there is no real defi nition of 
what such a role is. Murch related 
his side thus: ‘Sound Design was 
a term I coined when working on 

Apocalypse Now. We created the arrangement of 
tracks that is now known as the 5.1 system for that 
fi lm, wanting to immerse the audience in sound that 
could move within the dimensions of the theatre. The 
problem was how to create the sound for the fi lm to 
take advantage of that space. I’d not even worked on 
a stereo fi lm til then so I fi gured out a plan for how 
to use this space and that was my design. I was also 
a picture editor and mixer on this fi lm but my main 
unique contribution was this system and how it was 
used. A Production Designer takes a space and fi lls it 
with interesting objects and colours. I did that with 
sound so I was a Sound Designer. The name then got 
hijacked to mean someone who creates sounds that 
are unrecordable and not found in libraries — if you 
want it you have to create it.’ ■

FILm sChooL terms Answers
DIegetIC soUnD Is thAt DIreCtLy ConneCteD to 
ACtIon on the sCreen — either	 visible	 or	 implied	 so	
therefore	(a)	Non-Diegetic	sound	is	from	a	source	not	visible	on	
the	 screen	 or	 implied	 by	 the	 action	 (i.e.	 narrator).	 (b)	 External	
Diegetic	 sound	 is	 not	 visible	 on	 the	 screen	 but	 is	 identifi	ed	
as	 being	 part	 of	 the	 action	 while	 (c)	 Extra-Diegetic	 sound	 is	
not	visible	on	 the	 screen	or	connected	with	action	but	maybe	
infl	uenced	by	on-screen	action	as	in	incidental	music.	I	think	I’ve	
got	that	right.

Unknown unknowns
It’s bold of us perhaps, but the chances are there’s something audio related here that you 

didn’t know before and didn’t know you didn’t know.     keIth sPenCer-ALLen

ten
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In AUDIo systems we sometimes wish to 
preserve a waveform with the utmost fi delity. On 
the other hand, for artistic reasons, we may choose 

to modify that waveform to achieve some kind of 
effect that is more appealing to human emotions. I 
have stressed in the past the need to be very clear 
about which of these situations we have adopted in 
order to avoid poor decision making.

Digital audio is just a form of information, and it 
occurred to me that in many respects the spin that we 
have to endure has a lot in common with the use of 
audio effects. Think of spin as a form of information 
distortion that is intended to bias your decision 
making in a direction that benefi ts the distorter. The 
term ‘spin doctor’ is in use, but I don’t like it. Doctors 
of medicine and philosophy alike serve a useful 
purpose and generally have high ethical standards. 
Users of spin often have indifferent ethical standards 
and the term ‘truth economists’ seems much more 
appropriate.

Spin occurs on different levels and in different 
situations, between individuals in conversation, or 
between the truth economist and many others, as is 
the case in advertising, journalism and politics, not 
that there is much distinction between those three 
latterly. While spin has always been with us, it was 
elevated to an art form by the unlamented former UK 
prime minister Mr Blair, and many others followed 
his example.

There is a human tendency to infer when there 
was no implication. In many cases this is benefi cial. 
One of the insidious aspects of spin is that it hijacks 
that tendency. A statement is made that has the 
effect of causing most listeners to make an inference. 
However, the words used do not actually state 
what will be inferred and so the person making the 
statement can claim innocence.

Recently a news item on the radio was prefaced 
with: ‘The BBC has learned that …’. The natural 
assumption that many listeners would make is that 
no other broadcaster or newspaper knows what 
is about to be said and so by inference the BBC is 
superior to them. However, if they had gone on to 
say that corned beef tins have sharp edges, the astute 

would realise that they are not the only ones to have 
learned it. This might have also been the case with 
said news item.  

One learns to recognise key phrases that indicate 
something is coming. One of my favourites is when 
someone prefaces a remark by saying ‘I’m very broad 
minded, but...’ They then proceed to make a remark 
of such ill-considered bigotry that one fears for the 
survival of civilisation.

Another one is when a reply begins: ‘Obviously…’. 
This indicates that a position has been taken that only 
a fool would question. In other words you are being 
ordered to accept what is said by that preface. My 
invariable reply is to ask in what way it is obvious. I 
fi nd it liberating.

I have made a number of observations about hifi  
journalists over the years that might be interpreted 
as showing lack of respect. Given the raft of pseudo-
science that they have trotted out over the years, 
respect isn’t really an option. The prose they generate 
about speaker cables is indistinguishable, and in fact 
has taken over, from the utterances of those who sold 
potions in travelling fairs. Using a sampling rate of 
192kHz really does cure baldness.

Over the years I have realised that my views 
about hifi  journalists were too narrow. They apply 
to all journalists. If one hopes to learn about some 
newsworthy occurrence from newspapers, one fi nds 
that the coverage given by the Daily Fascist is so 
vastly different from that of the Morning Pinko that 
one wonders if they are referring to the same event.

Oscar Wilde said ‘We need journalists to keep us 
in touch with what the common people are thinking’. 
That’s still true. The criterion for success is selling 
newspapers, magazines and so on. In order to do so, 
most journalism is designed to refl ect the prejudices of 
the reader. It’s what people want to read. As a result 
we have news that is spun to the right and news that 
is spun to the left, exactly as Wilde observed.

If you suspect spin, look for the source of bias, or 
the lack of impartiality. Motoring journalists and hifi  
journalists alike have the problem that if they say 
anything nasty about a product they won’t get any 
more to play with. Thus the most desperate product 
in the world has to be praised as faintly as possible, 
using the vaguest terms known to man.  

Spin never ever uses defi nitive information. Any 
fi gures given will be relative to something else, rather 
than absolute. This model of car is 20% lighter than 
its predecessor. The fact that its predecessor would 
have been lighter if made from depleted uranium is 
not stated.

In the UK, more youngsters than ever before now 
have A-levels. The implication is that educational 
standards are rising, whereas in fact it has never 
been easier to get an A-level. The spin conceals the 
fact that our education system is now so bad that we 
have created a new lowest class that is unemployable 
because they don’t have basic skills.

Often the spin is on the reasons to do something. 
Increasingly the public reasons to do something are 
not the real ones. The growth of terrorism has been 
used as a universal excuse to do things that ordinarily 
would not have been done. ‘For security reasons’ is a 

gigantic cop-out. It means we’re not going to tell you 
the reasons.

The public reason for going into Iraq was that 
Saddam had ‘weapons of mass destruction’. Note 
that the exact nature of these weapons was never 
specifi ed. Instead a memorable catch phrase was 
substituted. When repeated often enough, they 
became real. Oddly those weapons were never found. 
It seems equally odd that Robert Mugabe can continue 
causing untold suffering to his subjects and being a 
general despot without suffering similar accusations 
or indeed any attempt to restore democracy. Only 
a cynic would suggest that is because Zimbabwe 
doesn’t have oil reserves. 

Another, longer term, goal of spin is demonising. If 
something is claimed to be too bad for words for long 
enough, it becomes so. Once something is demonised, 
it can be restricted or banned.

We have a drug problem, made worse by spin. The 
human being has a propensity to drug addiction, and 
a small proportion of the population will succumb. 
However, by demonising drugs, it became possible 
to outlaw them, which on the face of it is protecting 
society. The reality is that once something is banned, 
it goes underground and becomes popular with those 
who resent authority. So drugs are now supplied by 
doubtful organisations who can ask as much as they 
like for the stuff. Addicts steal to pay for it so we have 
petty crime. Pushers don’t pay taxes and the money 
ends up funding terrorism. The lessons of prohibition 
in the US were not learned.

To some people, promiscuity is a terrible thing, even 
though their defi nition of promiscuity might seem very 
tame. And no one would want to be seen encouraging 
promiscuity, because that would be immoral. As a 
result, the efforts to halt the spread of AIDS in Africa 
are not succeeding because handing out condoms is 
considered to be encouraging promiscuity.

So it doesn’t matter whether the subject is a new 
piece of studio equipment or what to do in Palestine. 
The same care needs to be taken to ensure your 
decisions aren’t poor ones because the facts on which 
you based them are economical.

Spin on its own is bad enough, but when mixed 
with political correctness it becomes positively 
dangerous. Statements become so abstract and 
meaningless that no guidance at all can be obtained 
from them. The defi nition of a leader is someone who 
commands respect through giving guidance. Blair 
became indistinguishable from the journalists that 
followed him. He was the master of telling people only 
the good news that they wanted to hear. And in doing 
so he became a follower of public opinion instead of 
a leader and by defi nition lost respect. We need to do 
better in the future. I suspect there will be a backlash 
against spin and political correctness sometime soon. 
If we all speak plainly we can bring that forward and 
start solving problems instead of pretending we don’t 
have them. ■

know what to believe
one of the characteristics of modern day living is that increasingly what we are told is a 

distant relative of the reality. here John wAtkInson looks at the principles of spin and 

what to do about it.

Do Look for the ulterior motive and the 
other agenda.

Look for the source of bias.

give absolute fi gures and plain facts.

Complain about spin if you are using it 
yourself.

Infer anything that isn’t spelt out.

Confuse emotions with facts.

Accept relative terms.

Don’t

slaying dragons
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when hIstorICALLy orIenteD 
anthropologists and sociologists look back 
at the ruins of great civilisations, they take 

into account the effects of the technologies of the 
time. The fall of the Mayans and the Incas under 
the blunderbusses of the 16th-century Spaniards 
are a perfect example. But the more liberal of those 
scientists will also include how changes to the family 
structure affected the course of history.

When you think about it, it wasn’t solely technology 
that changed the face of the music recording industry 
as we knew it. Certainly, affordable digital gear enabled 

producers, musicians, artists and composers to bypass 
the conventional route to making recordings, leaving 
traditional recording studios to wither like so many 
towns stranded by a change in the direction of the 
rail tracks or the arrival of a new motorway. But that 
same technological revolution also tore at the social 
fabric of the recording process.

I’ll never forget the very true, very pathetic story 
the manager of a major multiroom studio in New 
York once told me, about how a freelance engineer, 
having been alerted that such-and-such a producer 
was working in one of the studios, would hang about 
in the lobby as through he were doing a session 
there as well and when the producer’s session broke, 
would do an ‘oh, fancy meeting you here’ routine 
and slip him a disc of what he had been ‘working’ on 
in the adjacent room. That would have been a slick 
move when the business was healthy, but became 
a tactic of desperation when suddenly there were 
fewer and fewer places where engineers, producers 
and artists could intersect. Think about it: how 
much of the work you’ve gotten over the bulk of 
your career is attributable to the chance encounters 
that come from having a target-rich milieu in which 
to swim? Filmmaker Woody Allen used to say that 
50% of life was just showing up. But what if there’s 
no place to go?

The phenomenal success of social networking sites 
such as MySpace, FaceBook and dozens of others 

suggests that this alienation from one’s own kind 
affl icts more than just record producers. But we’ll 
leave that to the Tim Leakeys and Margaret Meads 
of the world and focus on producers, who have some 
new techno-social toolsets to play with these days. In 
what brings an entirely new meaning to the phrase 
‘remote recording,’ more and more music recording 
sessions are being done using musicians, engineers 
and producers anywhere in the world linked together 
through the Internet instead of gathered together in 
a recording studio, many of them also promoting 
themselves through social networking pages that 
have made a personal website seem almost old-
fashioned.

The idea of simultaneous collaboration in disparate 
locations is not new — back in 1993 producer Phil 
Ramone used ISDN telephone lines to pair artists in 
different cities with the late Frank Sinatra for the trend-
setting Duets LP. The wake of that effort spawned 
some attempts at fi le-sharing collaboration schemes 
and FTP exchanges. But now, deeper penetration of 
more affordable broadband — and perhaps frustration 
with the professional and emotional estrangement 
that personal recording studios has fostered over 
the last decade — has led to renewed interest in the 
concept. There are several products that enable it, 
such as Source Element’s Source Connect, a Pro Tools 
plug-in that offers real-time collaboration using a 
compression algorithm. 

remote recording – Internet style
there used to be somewhere to go and like-minded people to meet but modern methods mean you now work alone. DAn DALey says 

social networking is looking to reconnect the music recording process, one bedroom at a time…
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There are also new services emerging that act as a 
framework for individual sessions, personal marketing 
and even payment expediting. The most ambitious of 
them, eSession, launched earlier this year has already 
signed up a host of well-known engineers and mixers 
including Grammy-nominated Kevin Shirley (see p42) 
and Grammy winner David Cole, as well as musicians 
including Dweezil Zappa, Ray Gomez and Thomas 
Dolby. Artists/clients choose from the list of affi liated 
talent on eSession’s website and contract services and 
compensation on line. Once the economics are in place 
(eSession takes 15% for sessions booked through the 
site, less if only the site’s transmission services are 
used), clients send their tracks via AIFF or WAV fi le 
formats, the musician or mixer performs their magic, 
and the track is sent in a non-downloadable MP3 
preview form for client approval. Once the fee is paid in 
full, the tracks are released. 

The benefi ciaries on the technical side here would 
seem to be mixers, who can take in the sum of all 
the back-and-forthing of tracks and overdubs and 
put them together. Engineers may seem to be left a 
bit out in the cold reaches of virtuality, except that 
this sort of working modality may stimulate demand 
for their services on the ground, so to speak. For 
instance, my friend Jerry Marotta, erstwhile drummer 
and percussionist for Peter Gabriel, is technically 
savvy but feels drummers especially have to rely on 
engineers for these types of sessions.

Roman Klun, an engineer who lives in the same 
Woodstock, NY area as Marotta, does microphone set-
ups and fi le format transfers as well as engineering for 
the overdub sessions Marotta does through eSession 
and other venues. ‘I’ll have around 14 tracks of drums 
going, so I need someone to help me technically,’ 
Marotta tells me. ‘But I also like the idea of another 
set of ears while I’m doing the overdub to bounce 
ideas off of.’ He wishes the use of engineers in home 
studios would become a trend, as well. ‘Too much of 
what gets done in home studios needs an engineer 
to fi x it later,’ he says. ‘I’d rather use an engineer to 
record my overdubs and know I’m not only sending 
my creative best but tracks that are properly recorded 
and encoded, too.’

The record producer is not so easily incorporated 
into this workfl ow, though, mainly because this 
remote-collaborative method is changing the nature 
of record production once again. It works against the 
notion of the auteur producer, who can do or control 
all aspects of a production himself via technology. 
(Can’t play keys? We have a sequencer. Can’t play 
drums? We have a drum machine. Can’t sing well? 
We have pitch adjustment and harmony generators, 
and so on.) Making suggestions on take 12 of a guitar 
overdub can be maddeningly frustrating when you 
have to do it by email, or by somewhat more intimate 
instant messaging. 

On the other hand, cumbersome though it might 
be, the idea of a producer actually acting as a kind of 
artistic traffi c manager would bring a sense of vision 
and unity back to a recording process that has become 
largely self-directed over the past 15 years or so. Ira 
Siegel, a New York guitarist, related to me that some 
tracks for the most recent Bacon Brothers record were 
done in a round-robin manner, with each musician’s 
part pasted over the previous one until it wound up in 
front of a mixer. (Apple’s iChat and Internet telephone 
Skype kept the players in real-time touch.) 

So, what’s in it for you? This is the part of the 
column where I endeavour to fi gure out how to 
monetise the trend I’ve just described. And yes, I think 
it can be done. I’d suggest doing a track or two of a 
project using remote collaboration, with the producer 
acting as a sort of virtual hub, as an experiment — a 

highly publicised one, the intent being not so much 
to promote the idea of remote collaboration but rather 
to encourage the idea that producers in this workfl ow 
can make it work better.

Too often, music gets made in certain ways not 
because it’s better but simply because we can. The 
availability of cheap digital reverbs resulted in all 
sorts of bizarre drum sounds in the 1990s that 
didn’t necessarily evolve the production; the happier 
accidents may have made their way up the charts a 
bit but there were far more Darwinian dead-ends that 
we all heard that caused eyebrows to rise. Just as a 
father’s Freudian role in the traditional family is to pry 
the son away from the mother, the role of the producer 
is to separate inspiration from the distractions of the 
technology that surrounds it. In a sense, collaborating 
remotely puts the producer’s role in stark relief: riding 
above the process while still being deeply engaged 

with it. In fact, the ability to make diffi cult decisions 
and pronouncements –- ‘That part just isn’t working’ 
— might be less confrontational and more effective 
(i.e. less emotionally volatile) when made virtually. 

I’m not recommending a product or a system 
specifi cally, but I think the idea of producers plugging 
in to productions through the Internet in this way could 
enhance the economic opportunities for individual 
producers, both by increasing the number of people 
who know what you do and know you’re available, 
and by increasing the number of projects you can 
work on simultaneously when you don’t have to 
fl it between recording studios. On the other hand, 
though, don’t be surprised when an itinerant engineer 
lurking in your chat group, pipes up unexpectedly and 
says, ‘Fancy meeting you here. I’m attaching a fi le 
that I just happened to be working on in the social 
networking space next door…’ ■

your business
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reVIsItIng the reVIsItIng

It was good to read that Philip Newell found my account 
of the design of the Acoustic Energy AE22 interesting 
(The NS10 revisited, V6.5), I would like, however, to 
correct one point. Philip writes that the design of the 
AE22 was, ‘based around the performance of the 
Yamaha NS10M as published in a paper presented to 
the Reproduced Sound 17 conference of the Institute 
of Acoustics’ — a paper authored by Philip along with 
Keith Holland and Julius Newell. This suggestion that 
the paper formed the ‘design brief’ for the AE22 is not 
quite the case.

Anybody who has designed and brought to 
market a commercial product knows that one draws 
throughout the process on a multitude of infl uences 
and inspirations. In the case of the AE22, the NS10M 
phenomenon and that Institute of Acoustics paper 
were undoubtedly part of the landscape of infl uences 
that informed the design, as were my own beliefs 
about what makes an effective nearfield monitor 
(beliefs that concur strongly with Philip’s, and that I 
have expressed consistently for many years through 
writing about and designing loudspeakers). But other 
infl uences and ideas, beyond the NS10 and Philip’s 
paper, are also expressed in the AE22, its approach 
to the issue of thermal compression for example, and 
it is rather more than just an attempt to re-invent the 
NS10 (it has an aluminium cone and an under-hung 
voice-coil for a start).

In giving weight to time domain performance over 
bandwidth and demonstrating a specifi cally voiced 
amplitude response, the AE22 shares common ground 
with the NS10 only because I believe these are 
characteristics of an effective nearfi eld monitor.
Phil Ward, loudspeaker engineer, Bognor Regis 

PrInCe’s reVoLUtIon
Nigel Jopson received a lot of response to his Prince 
and the retail revolution article (V6.5). Here is a selection 
with his replies. 

I found Nigel’s analysis of Prince’s marketing 
fascinating. However, while pointing out Prince’s 
clever marketing skills, he omitted another skill Prince 
displays: realism. In answer to the question as to why 
retailers don’t have booths for listening to the music 
before purchasing, in this case the answer is obvious: 

no one would have bought Planet Earth. With its 
unengaging songs, unrealistic samples and poor sound, 
making it available for one day only was enough. As 
one reviewer said ‘Despite Prince’s apparent concern 
for the planet, I’ve no doubt many copies will end up 
in landfi ll…’

Bob Trevelian

Only	those	who	don’t	know	the	value	of	music	will	
consign	their	Prince	CDs	to	landfi	ll.	My	neighbour	sold	
his	copy	on	ebay	(Rare	UK	concert	promo)	for	$13.50.

NJ

What do you know about music retail? At the HMV 
store I work in we have a CD player we let customers 
listen to CDs on if they ask. HMV has just opened the 
fi rst of a new type of store in Merry Hill. It is 8,000 
sq. feet, it’s got a smoothie bar and a hub with Xbox 
consoles and iMacs, the front window is a huge plasma 
screen and customers can use the internet kiosks to 
order songs from the new HMV web shop.

Rich Walker, Brighton

I	believe	auditioning	music	should	be	a	feature,	not	
a	by-your-leave.	I’ve	found	HMV	sales	people	to	be	
among	the	most	knowledgeable	and	friendly	 in	the	
UK,	but	less-than-hip-to-music	HMV	bosses	have	been	
asking	the	impossible	of	store	staff:	a	sales	target	of	
£1m	for	a	shop	with	£200,000	of	stock?	It	doesn’t	work	
like	that	with	music,	and	why	the	pointless	inventory	
limits?	CD	retailers	are	in	the	enviable	position	of	being	
able	to	return	unsold	stock.	The	new	pilot	at	Merry	
Hill	stocks	a	mere	9,000	CDs	—	when	the	Amoeba	
Music	store	 in	San	Francisco	fi	rst	opened,	they	got	
over	30,000	CDs	into	the	same	area.	Amoeba’s	three	
huge	stores	now	take	up	25,000sq.ft	and	stock	over	
2.5	million	titles:	they	are	destinations	for	music	lovers	
and	sell	over	US$60m	a	year.	 I’m	not	convinced	by	
HMV’s	Merry	Hill	layout,	there	is	no	price	promotional	
message	 and	 there’s	 lots	 of	 space	 given	 to	 non-
productive	areas.	As	for	the	kiosks,	why	will	customers	
want	to	come	in	store	to	order	a	CD	from	hmv.com	
and	receive	it	 in	3	days?	Shoppers	want	music	right	
away,	and	why	hasn’t	HMV	embraced	second-hand	
product	 like	Game	has	with	video-games?	Amoeba	
makes	a	60%	mark-up	from	used	CDs	and	vinyl.	I	get	

the	impression	HMV	top	brass	wanted	to	demonstrate	
they	were	‘doing	something’	and	have	a	smart	fl	agship	
—	but	costs	of	£100	p/sq.ft	have	been	mentioned.	It’s	
an	expensive	refi	t	with	not	much	music	in	evidence.	I’ll	
let	Rough	Trade	director	Steve	Godfrey	(who	knows	
music	retail)	say	it	for	me:	‘The	popularity	of	music	is	
stronger	than	ever,	it’s	retail	that’s	failed.’

NJ

How can you say Prince wasn’t devaluing music? He’s 
giving his album away!

Becky & Rob (both of whom work for UK major 
labels).

(Sigh)	I	can	see	why	the	music	biz	is	up	sh1t	creek,	guys:	
he	SOLD	it	to	the Mail On Sunday	for	£250,000.	The Mail 
gave	it	away	and	increased	circulation	by	4%.	Where	
was	your	indignation	when	EMI	put	Tubular	Bells	on	the	
Mail’s	cover?

NJ

Songs in a clothing theme

Boogie Tights • Simply the Vest
Thong for Guy

You Sweater, you Sweat
Flareless Hipster

I’d do Anything for Love (but I won’t do hat)
Get Mac • Beret ‘cross the Mersey

Sombrero over the Rainbow
Still got the Shoes • Whole Lotta Glove

Stocking all over the World
Booty Fruiti • High Heel Love

Crocodile Frock





Nature has come up with clever ways to let some animals 
adapt quickly to their environments.

At Genelec our new 8200 / 7200 DSP Series also have the 
ability to adapt to their environment, by design.  

AutoCal™, Genelec’s optimisation software takes into 
account level, distance and 8-band equalization to adapt 
each monitor loudspeaker to its immediate environment.  
What’s more it does it as a system with network control of 
up to 30 adaptable loudspeakers, including subwoofers.

www.genelec.com

Designed to Adapt

In 1978 Genelec brought active 
monitoring to the professional audio 
world. An essential part of our active 
design is the room response controls. 
They are included in every Genelec 

analogue model to help integrate them to the listening 
environment. To further this, Genelec Product Specialists 
travel the world providing system calibration services to 
ensure optimum monitoring performance for our large 
system customers.  

The Genelec DSP Series now brings this commitment, 
along with our acoustical knowledge and experience, 
directly to every customer.

On screen, GLM software uses its 
Interactive Response Editor to give visual 
indication, loudspeaker-by-loudspeaker, 
of exactly what the response of each 
loudspeaker is.

AutoCal™, cleverly designed to give you the room to adapt. 

For Mac and PC


